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I. INTRODUCTION

This brief is fied on behalf of Dairy Farers of America, Inc.; and supported by

Arkansas Dairy Cooperative Association; Dairyen's Marketing Cooperative, Inc.; Lone Star

Milk Producers, Inc.; and Maryland & Virginia Milk Producers Cooperative Association, Inc.,

collectively the proponents of Proposals 1,2, and 3 in this hearing (in this brief these

cooperatives wil sometimes be referred to as "Proponents"). Each of the proponents markets

member milk on either one or both of the Appalachian or the Southeast Federal Milk Marketing

Orders. Together the cooperative proponents market in excess of 80 percent of the producer

milk pooled on the Appalachian and Southeast Orders.

This hearing was requested to address the urgent need for enhanced transportation credits

in federal milk Orders 5 and 7 which regulate the marketing of milk in the Appalachian and

Southeast Marketing Areas. Both inter-order and intra-order transportation credits are needed to

rnake marketing of milk for Class I uses more orderly and equitable for the ben.efit of producers,

handlers, and consumers in this growing region of the country.

The record of this three day hearing, held January 10 to 12, 2006, documents the (1)

extraordinary movements of milk required to meet the Class I needs of these markets, both from

within and outside the marketing areas; (2) the huge increases in transportation expense and the

volatility of transportation costs related to diesel fuel prices in particular; (3) the disorder that is

inherent in un-shared transportation expenses for Class I uses; and (4) the finely tuned proposals

put forth by these proponents for addressing these marketing issues.
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This brief wil attempt to summarize the record evidence of the structural market

conditions which Proponents face and which Proposals 1, 2, and 3 address; describe the

operation of the proposals and how they address the marketing challenges; and comment upon

the concerns or opposition which have been raised about the proposals, including the

amendments embodied in Proposals 4 and 5 which we oppose. But first, to put this hearing and

these proposals in context, we wil review the use of transportation credits in these and other

orders in the federal order system.

II. HISTORY AND LEGAL BACKGROUND OF TRANSPORTATION CREDITS

Prior to 1986, the AMA did not authorize transportation credits in milk marketing

orders as the court in Smyser v. Block 760 F.2d 514 (3d. Cir. 1985), held. To remedy that gap in

statutory authority, the Congress adopted what is now § 8c(5)(J) of the Act, 7 USC 608c(5)(J), in

§133 of the Food Security Act of December 23, 1985. That section authorizes milk order

(.-'

provisions:

(J) Providing for the payment, from the total sums payable by all
handlers for milk (irrespective of the use classification of such
milk) and before computing uniform prices under paragraph (A)
and making adjustments in payments under paragraph (C), to
handlers that are cooperative marketing associations described in
paragraph (F) and to handlers with respect to which adjustments in
payments are made under paragraph (C), for services of
marketwide benefit, including but not limited to - (i) providing
facilities to furnish additional supplies of milk needed by handlers
and to handle and dispose of milk supplies in excess of quantities
needed by handlers; (ii) handling on specific days quantities of
milk that exceed the quantities needed by handlers; and (iii)
transporting milk from one location to another for the purpose
of fulfillng requirements for milk of a higher use classification
or for providing a market outlet for milk of any use classification.
(Emphasis supplied)
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Shortly after this authority was provided, a hearing was held in the Chicago Regional

area, Order 30, to consider such provisions for that marketing area. Those provisions, which

remain in place today, are instructive with respect to the Department's contemporaneous

implementation of the purposes of transportation credits as marketwide services. See 52 Fed.

Reg. 38235 (October 15, 1987)(Emergencypartial decision)(Exhibit A, attached).

Order 30 was a market with a large supply of milk but alleged diffculty in attacting

milk to the Class I markets. Class 1 utilization in the order was less than twenty (20) percent.

The dominant cooperative federation had an over order pricing program which provided for the

pooling of mile delivered to Class i. The superpool federation struggled, however, with the

inequities of the sharing of costs among handlers and producers which were built into the market

place because of the inadequacies of location adjustments and the movement of milk across the

milk shed in ways which the order did not provide for. Therefore, the cooperative federation

proposed a system of transportation credits for Class I milk which would add to the rate allowed

under the order and complement the location adjustments in the order as well as provide for

transportation payments from the pool for milk movements to Class I plants which were against

the grid of prices in the order and therefore did not receive any compensation ITom the pooL. In

adopting these proposals, the Secretar made a number of important observations:

The current order has location adjustment provisions that
recognize a portion of the costs of transporting milk. Through the
operation of marketwide pooling, that portion of the hauling costs
covered by the location adjustments is shared by all producers.
However, as noted earlier in this decision, the location adjustment
provisions no longer adequately reflect current hauling costs.
Thus, handlers who pay for transporting for milk between plants
incur a greater cost than is recognized by the order. Those
handlers who incur such additional hauling costs have higher costs
than other handlers who do not receive milk from other plants,
Moreover, the additional hauling costs, which are not reflected in
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the order's blend prices, are not shared by all the producers who
enjoy the blend prices that result from marketwide pooling.
However, as indicated earlier, full recognition of hauling costs in
the location adjustment provisions is not a practicable means of
dealing with this problem. (52 Fed. Reg. At 38241)

The decision then went on to make the following comments:

The transportation credits provided herein will promote orderly
marketing through provisions that are fully consistent with the
intent and puroses of the Act. The operation of the credits wil
improve equity among competing fluid milk handlers by
reimbursing a portion of the additional costs incurred when such
handlers must reach out to other plants to obtain milk for Class I
uses. On the other hand, the costs of such reimbursement wil be
spread out among all of the market's producers. Thus, all
producers who share in the benefits of the higher returns of the
fluid market through marketwide pooling will share also the costs
of servicing the fluid milk sector of the market on a more equitable
basis. (52 Fed. Reg. At 38241)

Thus, the Order 30 transportation credits were adopted to: (1) compensate for existing

location credits within the order which were out of date; (2) provide incentives under the order

for milk movements which were not reflected in the location adjustment provisions of the orders;

and (3) promote equity among both handlers and producers in the provision of milk for Class I

purposes.

In 1996 the Department responded to a crisis in obtaining supplemental milk for the

southeastern orders, Orders 5, 7, 11 and 46, by adopting the set of transportation credits for

supplemental milk which have continued to this date with limited amendments. See 61 Fed. Reg.

37628 (July 19, 1 996)(Exhibit B, attached); 62 Fed. Reg. 27525 (May 20, 1997). The Secretary,

in that proceeding, again applied the authority of § 608c(5) (1) of the Act to assist in the

movement of milk for Class I purposes, this time in the chronically deficit southeastern United

State marketplace. Adopting the proposed transportation credits and establishing the
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transportation credit balancing funds under the Orders, the Secretary found that it was necessary

to provide an orderly and equitable means for obtaining supplemental milk for these deficit

markets through the federal order system. The credits were funded primarily with the uniform

assessment on Class I milk in the Orders, settled through a transportation credit balancing fud,

administered by the Market Administrator. The rate of compensation of the handlers importing

the supplemental milk used the mileage calculated from a base point near the shipping

producer's location and the plant of delivery point with a rate of reimbursement based upon

actual hauling cost data in the record. The transportation credit provisions adopted in i 996 were

modified in limited ways in 1997 and incorporated in the current Southeastern and Appalachian

Orders by the Secretary durng the Federal Order reform process in 1998 and 1999.

The conditions found and applied by the Secretary in these prior decisions are reflected

in the current hearing record and support the adoption of the updating of the supplemental milk

transportation credits and the adoption of an intra-Order transportation credit system in the

southeastern United States, Orders 5 and 7.

III. MARKTING CONDITIONS IN ORDERS 5 AND 7

A. The strctural deficit forClass I Supplies.

The Southeastern United States markets, Order 5 and 7, have a chronic and structural

deficit of supply for Class I needs. This regional deficit has been recognized over the years by

the Departent and is the basis for the current transportation credit balancing fund program.

What this record demonstrates is that this structural deficit has continued to increase over time.

The magnitude of this regional strcture supply deficit is the basis for the need to update the

provisions of the transportation credit balancing funds in Orders 5 and 7.
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There are several measures which document the existence of the structural supply deficit

and its magnitude and nature. We should first look, as the Department did in 1996, to the low

production and population trends in twelve southeastern states. When the current transportation

credit balancing fund was initiated in 1996, the Department noted the increasing population

trend accompanied by the declining regional production, and cited those trends as key premises

for the need to facilitate the orderly acquisition of supplemental milk. See Exhibit A attached.

(61 Fed. Reg at 37632 (July 18, 1996)). In 1996, the Department projected population and

production trends through 2005 (and beyond) and used those trends to address, and redress, the

supply and demand imbalance in the southeast. What we now know is that the realities of 2005

are even worse than were projected in 1996.

Exhibit D, attached is a table of the current milk production and population as of 2005 in

the twelve southeastern United States. In 2005, the population was higher than projected in

1996; while milk production was lower than projected in 1996. As a result, as this record plainly

reflects, the supplemental milk regulations adopted in 1996 (and revised in 1997) which served

the industry well for a number of years are grossly inadequate today.

In 1996, the Deparment projected that the population in the twelve southeastern states

would be 70.471 milion in 2005. In fact, according to the Bureau of Census, the twelve State

population total for 2005 is 74,103,000,5% more than projected in 1996. On the production

side, the NASS figures for 2005 production in the 12 southeastern states shows 10.75 bilion

pounds of production in 2005, 7.35% less than the 11.60 bilion projected in 1996. The regional

supply demand imbalance continues to get worse, requiring huge volumes of supplemental milk

to meet the needs of the consuming public.
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The increasing volumes of supplemental milk are documented on Hearing Exhibit 34

prepared by the Market Administrator. From July 2000 through November 2005, the pounds of

supplemental milk volumes on which transportation credits have been claimed increased

constantly. Comparing month to month from 2000 to 2005: In July 2000 there were claims on

31.7 million pounds; in July 2005, there were 107.7 milion pounds; for August 2000 the claims

were for 64.8 milion; for August 2005, for 137.8 milion; for September 2000, 78.3 milion; for

September 2005, 117.8 millon; for October 2000, 75.7 milion; for October 2005, 127.9 million;

for November 2000, 66.9 million; for November 2005, 98.1 milion. The distances milk traveled

varied from 578 to 627 monthly average miles in 2000; in 2005 the monthly averages had

increased to a range of 682 to 755. More milk for more miles requires more funding for the

supplemental supplies.

Furhermore, the monthly cost of supplemental supplies has increased by an additional

factor because of the increases in transport costs for milk. An estimate of the total monthly costs

for supplemental milk in Order 7 over the periods since 2000 can be made using the Market

Administrator's Exhibit of pounds on which credits were claimed; applying the marketwide

average Class I utilization of 65% (which represents the portion of deliveries on which credits

apply); and using the average cost per loaded mile documented by Mr. Sims. The result is that

in 2005, the gross cost of transporting supplemental milk to Order 7 was 2 to 3 times as

expensive (using the months of July through November for which there is complete record

evidence).

The additional cost of hauling supplemental milk when supported by the essentially fixed

amount of fuds available in the transportation credit balancing fund is shown in the declining

support by the fund for the costs over time on Exhibit D.
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The volumes of deliveries required for supplemental supplies in the southeast can also be

gleaned from the pooling data in the Orders. October 2005 in Order 7 is a good example. In that

month the market's total needs for Class I were 437.9 milion pounds. The total in-area

production equaled only 273.8 milion pounds. See Exhibit 13C. In other words, gross in-area

production was only 62.5% of total Class I needs and 70% of the volume of producer milk used

in Class i. When the total need of distributing plants for milk (86.5% Class I) is considered (to

say nothing of seasonal and daily balancing needs), the extraordinary deficit of local supply for

Class I needs is plainly evident. The Order 5 comparable figures are only a bit less grim.

In summary, the local production deficit for Class I in the southeast is huge and growing.

The gap has increased over the years more than the Department projected. As a consequence the

need for transportation credits to provide for the orderly and equitable acquisition of

supplemental milk for the markets is greater than ever.

B. The structural mismatch of supply and demand within the southeast marketing

areas.

Just as there is a regional structural deficit of total production for Class I, within the

marketing areas of Orders 5 and 7, there is a structural mismatch of supply and demand by

location. The result is that just as milk needs to be imported from out of the area to meet in-area

Class I demands, within the marketing area itself, milk must be moved substantial distances from

point of production to point of demand in order to meet the Class I needs of the distributing

plants in the Order. There are several sets of data within the record which document this

strctural working condition.
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Exhibit 22 prepared by Dave Darr of DF A depicts the relationship of milk production

within the region to the demand point of distributing plants. In Exhibit 22, Mr. Dar color-coded

the distributing plants in the region on the basis of the relationship of their needs to the volume

of all milk production in adjoining counties. Of the 42 distributing plants in the region, only 6

have potentially available to them more than 200% of their needs. An additional 8 plants have

potentially available between 100% and 200% of needs in nearby counties. Fully 2/3 of the

plants, a total of 28, have less than their total needs available nearby. The greatest majority,

fully one-half of the plants in the region have less than 50% of the milk which they require

located in nearby counties. This clearly means that milk must travel substantial distances to

supply the needs of most distributing plants in the region. However, it also shows that a small

handful of plants wil be able to be fully supplied with inexpensive local deliveries.

What this supply and demand mismatch means for deliveries of producer milk within the

marketing areas is revealed in the Market Administrators' information provided in Exhibit 13A

for Order 7 and Exhibit 7, pages 1 and 4 for Order 5. These Exhibits, which show the results of

applying Proposal 2 for April and October 2005 in Orders 5 and 7, revealed how far milk must

travel within these markets to reach the Class I demand points.

Taking Order 5 first, the Market Administrator determined that in April and October

2005, the weighted average miles beyond the nearest distributing plant which milk subject to

credit would travel was 44 miles in April 2005, and 41 miles in October 2005 (Exhibit 7, page

4). Those distances represent about an additional $.20 per hundred weight of hauling expense

for producers supplying these plants. In other words, the producers in the Order who were able

to deliver to the nearest plant had one hauling cost; while the producers who delivered to more

distant plants had, on average, an additional hauling expense of $.20 per hundred weight. The
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numbers of producers in these two classes are instructive. Exhibit 7, page 1 shows that in April

162.0 milion pounds of milk would have claimed a transportation credit with the 44 extra miles

traveled. But we know that the pounds of milk which cared an additional hauling expense

would have been substantially greater than that because only 86.5% of the milk delivered to

distributing plants would be subject to credit. Therefore, in Apri12005 a minimum of 195.5

milion pounds of milk was delivered to plants which were beyond the producers' closest

distributing plant. In April 2005 there was 338.9 milion pounds of in-area production in Orders

5 and 7. Therefore, 57.7 % ofthe in-area milk was delivered to plants an average of 44 miles

beyond the nearest plant of the producer. The figures for October 2005 are quite similar: 284

milion pounds of milk produced in area in Order 5 and October 2005. By our calculations, the

pounds delivered to distributing plants which were subject to credit were 131.5 million Class I

and 158.9 million total or 56% of the milk in the Order. In other words, 56% ofthe milk

incurred an average of $.20 per hundredweight additional hauling cost versus the 44% of milk

that was deliverable to its nearest distributing plant.

The data in Order 7 are similar, but even starker in the inequity revealed. In April 2005,

284.5 milion pounds of milk was delivered and would have been subject to the proposal to

credits. The total in-area production in Apri12005 was 353.1 milion pounds (Exhibit 13C);

fully 80% of the milk in area was delivered beyond the nearest distributing plant. These

deliveries were at an average of 49.62 (Exhibit 13A) with, in essence, no assistance from the

location adjustments of the Order. The result is that 80% of the producers in the Order have

hauling expense on average $.22 per hundred weight more than the 20% of producers who are

able to deliver to the nearest distributing plant in the Order.
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The figures for October 2005 in Order 7 are similar: 229.5 milion pounds of the 273.8

milion total in-area production was delivered for credit. That is 84% ofthe milk and Order.

As the Secretary has previously stated: "the additional hauling costs, which are not

reflected in the Orders' blend prices, are not shared by all the producers who enjoy the blend

price that results from marketwide pooling." (See Exhibit A: 52 Fed. Reg. at 38241 (October 15,

1987)) These Orders, because ofthe mismatch within the geographical area of supply and

demand, have a built in two class system among producers: those advantaged producers who are

able to deliver to a nearby distributing plants; and the majority of producers who must deliver

their milk a longer distance to a demand point at a substantial price disadvantage.

The Secretary must address these two strctural issues of the regional supply deficit and

the in-area geographical supply and demand in this proceeding.

iv. THE PROPOSALS TO ADDRESS CURRNT MARKTING CONDITIONS AND

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF THOSE PROPOSALS

Proponents have presented three proposals for addressing the curent disorderly

marketing conditions in Orders 5 and 7. We wil summarize those proposals and the testimony

of the witnesses who appeared in support.

Proposal 1 would (1) increase the maximum rate of assessment for the transportation

credit balancing fund in Order 5 to a maximum of $.15 per hundred weight; (2) increase the

maximum assessment in the transportation credit balancing fund for Order 7 by $.10 to a

maximum of $.20 per hundred weight.

Proposal 3 would amend the mileage reimbursement factor utilized in transportation

credit payment provisions of Orders 5 and 7, updating the mileage rate and including a diesel

fuel cost adjuster. .
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Proposal 2 would add intra-order transportation credit provisions to both Order 5 and

Order 7. It would establish a maximum $.10 per hundred weight of Class I milk rate in Order 5

to fund this transportation credit fund. It would establish a maximum rate of$.15 per hundred

weight of Class I milk rate in Order 7 to fund the intra order transportation credit fund.

The Proponents' supportive testimony for the proposals was presented by Jeff Sims, and

by six dairy farmers. Mr. Sims' detailed analysis of the industr conditions and the operation of

the proposals was set out in Exhibits 24 and 25, and in the lengthy cross-examination in which

he was able to address questions raised by his testimony. We wil not restate that testimony here.

However, we do want to highlight the dairy farmer testimony because this hearing is

fundamentally about the income of these farers and their families. The costs of supplying mile

for Class I in this region, whether by acquisition from supplemental sources, or via long distance

deliveries within the area, ultimately are borne by these dairy farmers. If the Orders do not

provide a mechanism which assures sharing of costs among all producers and the equitable

assessment of Class I handlers for the funds, the buck wil continue to stop on these farms.

These dairy farer representatives of the proponents documented the need for the proposals

through their own experiences throughout the region.

Mickey Childers operates a family dairy farm along with his father-in-law and two sons

in Somerville, Alabama. Childers milks 700 cows producing an average of 22,000 pounds of

milk per year and markets his milk through Dairy Farmers of America, a member of Southern

Marketing Agency. Mr. Childers supports the adoption of Proposals 1, 2, and 3 in response to

rising fuel costs and the deficit production conditions in Alabama where in-state farmers produce

less than twenty percent of the milk consumed in the state. (Tr. 142-149)
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Gerald Heatwole, a board member of the Southeast Area Council of Dairy Farmers of

America, operates (with his family) two dairy farms, one in McGaheysvile, Virginia milking

300 cows and one in Keezletown, Virginia milking 175 cows in the Shenandoah Valley. The

South East Area Council represents more than 3,200 farms, the overwhelming majority of which

are small businesses. Unlike the Southeast generally, the Shenandoah Valley is a local, surplus

production area. Milk from the Heatwole farm is shipped a distance of 485 miles to Charleston,

South Carolina, to meet the Class I needs of the market 
i . The cost of this transport falls to the

producers whose milk is pooled in the SMA pooL. This transportation expense just adds to the

other high production costs resulting in part from climatic conditions detrimental to milk

production and high on-farm energy costs. Mr. Heatwole supports Proposals 1,2 and 3. (Tr.

158-161)

Glen Easter fars near Laurens, South Carolina. His is a second generation family farm

enterprise, East Glen Far, which began operations in 1927. Twice the business has relocated

over 2,000 miles in moves forced from milk marketing situations. He supports the three

proposals made by SMA. Proposals 1 and 3 on out of area milk wil help his business by

assuring that adequate credits are paid and the fuel adjuster kept in line with energy market

conditions. He believes the intra-market credit wil help East Glen Farm and other Southeast

Area Council producer members supply the market and recover costs in a fair manner. He

asserts that producers in no other section of the nation are asked or expected to bear

transportation burdens to the extent expected of producers in the southeast. Dairyen in the

southeast need Federal Order help to recover the costs of supplying these markets and to allocate

i Long distance hauls of this magnitude are necessar in this region because of the structual

supply demand relationships in spite of the extraordinary efforts of the SMA cooperatives to
coordinate the regional supply logistics.
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the costs equitably among all who benefit from the Class I pooL. (Tr. 169-175)

Reta Dyess and her husband farm in east Texas in Cherokee County midway between

Dallas and Houston. They operate a total of six farms with a total of 2,000 milkig cows. Their

milk is shipped from Texas to the southeast through the Southeast Area Council of DF A. Ms.

Dyess is a Council member for the Southeast Council which has approximately 330 members in

east Texas. The cost of getting the Dyess's milk to market and maintaining necessar supply

balances is increasing with increased fuel prices and increased hauling distances to market. She

observes that producers in the Southeast Council have been forced out of business by high costs,

which in turn raises the costs of the remaining producers in a never ending cycle. Ms. Dyess

supports SMA Proposals 1, 2 and 3. Proposals 1 and 3 on outside milk wil help ensure that the

cost of getting such milk to the southeast will be covered. Proposal 2 regarding intra-market

transportation credits wil help the Dyess farms supply the southeast market and recover

transportation costs in a way that is fair to all producers. (Tr. 190-195)

Jeff Smith is a director on the Southeast Council of Dairy Farmers of America. Mr.

Smith and his brother operate a farm 90 miles northeast of Atlanta in Comer, Georgia, milking

950 cows three times a day with a total herd size of 2,700 head including replacement heifers,

steers and bulls. In addition, for the past five years he and his brother have operated a trucking

company hauling milk throughout the southeast. He has seen in his personal business enterprise

the cost of hauling increase each year for the past five years, not only with respect to fuel, but

also with higher labor, insurance, tires and other equipment expenses. He sees no relief in

coping with these cost increases coming from the Order system as it is presently structued and

believes it is time to take some of the pressure associated with supplying the southeast market

off the producers as soon as possible through adoption of Proposals 1,2 and 3. (Tr. 196-202)
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Buckey Jones is a third generation dairy farmer whose far is located in Amite County,

Mississippi just north of the Mississippi-Louisiana border. He began dairy farming and his

involvement with dairy cooperative leadership in 1962. At present he is chairman of the board

of directors of both Dairy Cooperative Marketing Association and Southern Marketing Agency.

Both of these associations encompass the entire southeast in scope and overall operation

blanketing both Federal Order 5 and 7. With a decrease in the number of dairyen in the

southeast from 12,000 to 5,000 and annual milk production of 12,000,000 pounds to less than

8,000,000 at present, Mr. Jones has seen the loss of dairy production capacity in the southeast

moving at an alarming rate leaving fewer producers to supply the market at ever increasing cost.

In addition there is imbalance between higher production areas and the location of plants with

higher processing capabilities. Mr. Jones calls upon the Department to come to the aid of dairy

farmers in the southeast without delay by adoption of Proposals 1,2 and 3. (Tr. 206-212)

V. THE TRANSPORTATION CREDIT BALANCING FUND PROVISIONS IN

BOTH ORDERS 5 AND 7 MUST BE UPDATED TO MEET CURRNT

MARKTING CONDITIONS

There are two basic issues to be addressed in updating the existing transportation credit

balancing fud in Orders 5 and 7: first, a heed for additional funds for those provision requires

an increase in the maximum rate of assessment in both orders; second, the increases in the cost

of transportation dictate a need to update the rate of reimbursement and provide some automatic

updating of the volatile fuel costs factor in the reimbursement formula. Together, these two

changes within the structue of the curent transportation credit program wil restore that fud to

an operational level equivalent to that which was originally intended.
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A. The need for an increased rate of assessment from transportation credit balancing

fud.

The rates of assessment in the transportation credit balancing fund require an increase

from their current levels of the maximums of9.5 cents per hundredweight in Order 5 and $.10

per hundredweight in Order 7. Proposal 1 requests that the maximum rate in Order 5 be

increased to $.15 per hundredweight and the maximum rate in Order 7 be increased to $.20 per

hundredweight. The rates requested were formulated upon the documented need for additional

funds. Every factor determining usage of these funds has increased and supports the requested

increases in the maximum rates of assessment. Three factors go into the amount of

transportation costs required by these funds: (1) the volume of supplemental milk delivered; (2)

the distance the milk is delivered; and (3) the cost per loaded mile of delivery. We wil recap the

evidence relating to the increases in each of these factors.

The extraordinary increases in volumes of supplemental milk in these orders is

incontrovertible. A clear record of the increased volumes is on Exhibit 34 prepared by the

Market Administrator with respect to Federal Order 7. Exhibit 34 shows the pounds of milk on

which claims were made for reimbursement ITom the transportation credit balancing fud in

Order 7. The increase from 2000 to 2005 for the five month period of July through November is

86%. The production and population trends in the region establish that the need for

supplemental milk wil continue to increase.

Another way of looking at the need for revenue in these funds is to look at the portion of

claims which were paid. Exhibit 25B shows that at the inception of the credits in 1997,95% of

the transportation cost was covered by the transportation credit balancing fuds. This was the

intent of the regulation in 1996. By 2003, the portion of costs covered was 89.7% in Order 5 and
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67.2% in Order 7. In 2004, the payments were down to 54.6% in Order 5 and 38.9% in Order 7.

In 2005, using estimated six month data, the payment for claims made was 52.6% in Order 5 and

about 43% in Order 7. Since the claims are made at the current reimbursement rate, the portion

of the actual cost of the transportation is much less.

The cause for the continually reduced payout is not solely the volume of milk required.

It is also a product of the miles delivered and the cost, both of which are depicted on Exhibit

25B. The increased average mileage since 2000 in Order 7 is shown on Exhibit 34. The

average miles for delivery trips in the months of July through November in 2000 versus the same

months in 2005 increased 20%. These are substantial mileage increases standing alone; but the

cost burden is compounded for the suppliers when the increased cost per loaded mile is taken

into account.

As Mr. Sims described in detail in his testimony, the average cost per loaded mile for

importing supplemental milk into the southeast has increased from 3.7 cents per mile in 1996 at

the inception of these provisions to 4.9 cents today (See Exhibit 25B), a 32% increase.

In summary, the 86% increase in milk volumes is required to be hauled an average of

.20% further at a cost of 32% more per mile than the cost incured when the CUlTent rate of

assessment and compensation was established. These figures are not subject to dispute; they

were, in fact, not controverted at the hearing; and, we respectfully submit, the data mandate that

these important provisions providing for orderly equitable marketing in the southeast be updated.

The proposed rates for increased maximum assessments are well justified. The increased

to $.15 per hundred weight in Order 5 and the $.20 per hundred weight in Order 7 are

documented levels of potentially required expense for these fuds. In establishing these rates,

the Secretary wil, of course, keep in mind that they are maximum rates which the Market
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Administrator does not need to charge if the funds are not needed. However, if the costs are

incurred, the lack of availability of funds creates real market disorder. The proposed increased

rates are reasonable and justified and should be adopted.

B. Proposal 3 should be adopted to establish a rate of reimbursement for the

transportation credit balancing funds which is curent with actua1 costs required.

It is urgent that the rate of reimbursement for delivery of supplemental milk supplies

reflect curent costs. That is the basis upon which the rate was set in 1996 and revised in 1997;

and should be the basis upon which the rate is established todai.

In 1997, the cost per loaded mile for over the road hauling was $ 1.75 to $1.80 per loaded

mile. Today, that same rate is approximately $2.35 per loaded mile. This is documented on

Exhibit 25E which is a compilation and summary of actual hauler bils to cooperatives during

October 2005.

The basis for the increase in hauling costs involves not only diesel fuel but general

inflation as welL. There have been increases in labor, insurance, equipment, governent

regulations concerning driver rest, and all costs of transportation over the last eight years. When

the current rate of reimbursement was set in 1997 at a level which approximated 95% of the

actual costs, it was done in a thoughtful and deliberate manner by the Secretary. All of the

reasons for establishing a reimbursement at that level which applied in 1997 apply today. The

rate of reimbursement today, which would be equivalent to the 3.5 cent rate in 1997, is 4.33

cents on average for the 12 months of2005 (Exhibit 25J). Under Proposal 2, the rate of

reimbursement would fluctuate with the level of diesel fuel prices. This is appropriate because

2 An inadequate rate of location adjustment reimbursement was also a fudamental basis for the

Order 30 credits. See Exh. A attached.
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of the extreme volatility of diesel fuel prices and their direct impact upon the cost of hauling per

loaded mile. Proponents have proposed a formula for adjusting the base costs of hauling for

changes in fuel costs using the published, widely accepted, average diesel fuel costs for the

Lower Atlantic and Gulf Coast region established by the Energy Information Agency. The

changes in per hundredweight cost of diesel fuel are converted into the changes of hauling cost

of milk over the road utilizing a 5.5 mile per gallon mileage factor, a rate that is generally

accepted in the industry and supported in the hearing record.

The base rate for fuel adjustment is the period in 2003 during October and November

when diesel fuel prices were relatively stable averaging $1.48 per gallon nationally with $1.42 to

$1.43 prevailing in the lower Atlantic and Gulf Coast EIA regions. Using this period of relative

stability in diesel fuel prices, proponents determined that the hauling rate charged in the

southeast during that time was approximately $1.91 per loaded mile3. Therefore, proponents

offer the base period of October and November 2003 with hauling costs of$1.91 per loaded mile

and diesel fuel costs in the applicable regions of $1.42 to $1.43 per gallon as the rates from

which fuel adjustments would be made assuming usage of the rate of 5.5 miles per gallon. In

considering that Proposal 2 uses a base cost period from 2003, the resulting hauling

3 The data supporting the $1.91 base rate is in Exh. 25 G 1-5 and was explained by Mr. Sims,

Exh. 24, pp. 10-11. Exh. 25 G lists and tabulates the costs of more than 150 transactions
involving supplemental milk deliveries to the southeast in October and November 2003. The
data was from a variety of sources and to a variety of destinations. It involved more than a
dozen different carriers. The accuracy, completeness and representative nature of the data was
not challenged. It provides a very firm evidentiary foundation for the base rate from which
hauling costs should be adjusted, up or down, for fuel price volatility.
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reimbursement rates exclude all cost inflation over the past now two and one halfyears.4

Proponents have calculated, and Mr. Sims explained in detail, the manner in which the

fuel-cost-adjusted hauling reimbursement rate will fuction. We believe it is extremely

important to both update the reimbursement rate for supplemental milk transportation costs to a

current level and to provide automatic adjustment - both up and down - which a diesel fuel

adjuster in Proposal 2 supplies. A monthly fuel adjuster is an eminently fair means of addressing

the volatile fuel costs because it reflects both cost increases and decreases; it is not just a tool for

captuing upward movements, but for making the reimbursement rate as accurate and equitable

for all concerned, consumers as well as producers.

c. Opposition to Proposa1s L and 3.

There was limited direct opposition expressed at the hearing to Proposals 1 and 3. The

comments of some producers from the region5 that any payment for supplemental milk from out

of the area depreciates the value of local milk are misplaced. This position apparently is

premised upon a misunderstanding of the operation of the transportation credit balancing fund.

The transportation credit balancing fund, after the amendments the Secretary made in 1997, can

never impact pool revenues in Orders 5 or 7. It is fuded solely with the handler assessments

4 Maintaining use of the 2003 base rate data going forward builds in a very conservative base

rate since the underlying cost elements in that rate have increased, and will continue to increase
with the general rates of inflation. Minimal 3% annual inflation since that period would have
that rate at $2.05 currently, given the intervening 30 months.

5The producers who testified in opposition to Proponents' proposals, including Messrs. Robey

and Sumners, deliver their milk every day to local distributing plants as independent producers,
and are paid substantial over order premiums routinely. They are not involved in attempting to
meet the total needs of those plants and others in the market; and do not have direct knowledge
of the expense of that supply. What they do know, however, is that they have a local haul, every
day, and no other hauling expenses to be concerned with. They are only able to be in that
position because other producers see tot he balance of those plants' needs, at substantial expense.
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which are over and above the federal order Class I price. Consequently, there is simply no

depreciation of the blend price on local milk.

The demoralized nature of the dairy industry in the southeast at the production level is

related to factors far beyond these provisions of the Federal Orders. There are strctural factors

in the industry relating to climate and costs of production which undoubtedly are contributing to

the decline of the dairy industry in the southeast. There is simply no indication that use of

reasonable regulations to preserve orderly marketing and equity among producers in the

southeast has had or will have any effect whatsoever upon the long term trend of declining

production.

The further contention that transportation credits for supplemental milk reduces

utilization of the Order will be discussed in connection with proposal4.

D. Summary regarding Proposals 1 and 3.

The record as a whole provides overwhelming support for Proposals 1 and 3. There was

limited opposition in these proposal at the hearing and no evidence which challenged the basic

factual underpinnings of these proposals: that increased volumes of supplemental milk are

required for Class I in the southeast; thåt the cost of transporting milk has increased since 1997;

and that the miles that the milk must move to meet the needs of the southeast have increased.

All of these incontrovertible factual premises support the adoption of Proposals 1 and 3

VI. PROPOSAL 2 FOR INTRA-MARKT TRASPORTATION CREDITS SHOULD

BE ADOPTED

We wil discuss the evidence supporting Proposal 2 as follows: (1) the structural

conditions in Orders 5 and 7 markets which dictate the need for credits; (2) the legal authority

and precedent for the proposals; (3) the operation of the credit program as proposed; and (4) the
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arguments made in opposition to intra-market transportation credits.

A. The mismatch of supply and demand in Orders 5 and 7.

The producers and handlers in Orders 5 and 7 have a huge challenge confronting them.

The challenge is twofold: There is insufficient milk within the marketing area to meet Class I

demand and the milk which is produced within the marketing area is not evenly situated to

supply the Orders' distributing plants. Proposals 1 and 3 address the current and ongoing need

for financing and sharing the transportation costs for supplemental milk from outside the

marketing area. Proposal 2 addresses the need to finance and share the extraordinary

transportation costs to move milk from production points to demand points within Orders 5 and

7 and, thereby, supply the markets' Class I needs in an orderly manner.

As discussed earlier, the mismatch of production area and demand points is graphically

depicted on Exhibit 22. Page 2 of Exhbit 22 documents the fundamental mismatch of

production to population, supply to demand, on a state by state basis. Within this 12 state

region, the production to Class I demand ratio varies from 4.27 in Virginia to .18 in Alabama.

This is an incredible 24 to 1 difference in the relationship of production to demand within the

milkshed. If this were a small geographic area in which the distance from production point to

demand point was limited, there would not be a problem. However, when producers in

Alabama, as Mr. Childers testified, supply less than 20% of the fluid milk needs for the 4.5

milion persons in that state; and producers in Louisiana supply less than 40% of the needs of the

4.5 milion people in that state; and the producers in South Carolina supply less than 25% of the

needs of the 2.5 milion people in that state, there is a huge need to move milk from its areas of

production to the population centers. Exhibit 22, page 2, shows that the only "surplus" state in

the deep south is Mississippi where a mere 381 milion pounds are produced annually, less than
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the needs of one substantial fluid milk plant today.

But milk markets are always a set of contradictions and, thus, even within this highly

deficit region, there is milk production. As a result a few select plants are supplied with local

production, and a few select producers can supply a local plant. This leaves the remainder of the

plants and suppliers at a substantial procurement and supply disadvantage. For the great

majority of plants without a local supply, the acquisition cost for producer milk wil be higher

than for the neighboring plant which is able to capture the local supply. This is a market

dynamic which the Secretary has repeatedly found to be a disorderly marketing condition. See

Exhibits A, B, and C attached. On the producer side, a similar dynamic is at work. That

majority of producers who do not have a local outlet will be at a substantial disadvantage when,

and if, their deliveries to distant plants are not compensated by the location adjustments in the

Order, which they are not. This is again a condition which the Secretary has repeatedly found to

be a disorderly one. E.g., Exhibit A, 52 Fed. Reg. at 38241.

A concrete example of this condition in the area is in the testimony of Mr. Heatwole from

the Shenandoah Valley of Virginia, one of the few pockets of substantial production in the

region. One local distributing plant acquires approximately 20% of local production. The

remainder is exported for the market's needs. In his case, his production goes regularly to South

Carolina, 485 miles away. The cost of that movement is approximately $2.20 per cwt, as Mr.

Sims documented on Exhibit 25, at Q2, but the order only provides $.50 in Class I differentiaL.

The remaining cost of$1.70 must be absorbed by the supplier, and the cost is incurred on all

milk delivered, regardless of the classification. Even with over order charges on Class I of

$1.70, or more, the producer in Virginia is not going to net anything close to the blend price and

his neighbor supplying the local plant wil have no hauling cost and receive the prevailing
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premium on his production.

As a consequence of this structural mismatch in supply, demand, and Class I pricing,

there is, in essence, a two-class system of producers in Orders 5 and 7: The select and privileged

minority of producers who are able to deliver to a local plant; and the balance ofthe market, the

majority of producers, who must deliver to distant demand points without compensation under

the order for the cost of delivering that milk resulting in a net return to them of at least $.20 to

$.25 per cwt less than their neighbors6. At the same time, the handlers fall into the same classes:

those few handlers who are favored with a local supply, on the one hand, and the remainder of

the handlers who must arrange for their supplies to be imported from wherever supplemental

supplies may be found, inside or outside the marketing areas, again without assistance ITom the

location adjustments in the Order.

B. Unequal acquisition costs, and unequa1 transportation costs, are disorderly

marketing conditions.

As discussed above, the AMAA provides authority for the Secretary to implement

provisions within the marketing orders which allow pooled compensation for delivery of milk

for Class I uses. This is the legal authority which has been used in Order 30 with respect to the

transportation credits implemented there in 1987 (and continuing to date) and in these orders

with respect to the supplemental transportation credits. Now this authority should be used to

adopt Proposal 2 and implement intra-market transportation credits in these Orders. The

6 The pay price information in the record reflects this structural condition in the market. Those

producers with local markets, and no supplemental supply obligations, such as Messrs. Robey,
Sumners, enjoy favorable pay prices ($.70 or more over blend) and stable, modest hauling
expense, e.g. $.60 for Mr. Robey. On the other hand, as Mr. Hollon testified, (Tr. 264-265 (Day
3)) the DF A producers throughout the region have pay prices (using the six month period of
January to June 2005) ranging ITom $.25 under blend to $.30 over blend, with the majority about
$.20 over blend.
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applicability of the legal authority for Proposal 2 should not be a question. The Order 30

precedent shows both the need for and the justification for these provisions.

The Order 30 decision reveals a three step analysis which should be used here. First, the

Decision recognizes that the location adjustment provisions of federal milk orders ordinarily

pool the costs of transporting milk for Class I purposes. Secondly, the Decision recognizes that

when the location adjustment provisions of the order do not pool the costs of serving the Class I

market but the benefits of those deliveries are nevertheless shared, there is inequity among

handlers and producers. Finally, the Order 30 Decision shows that a finely tuned transportation

credit program within the market can create more orderly marketing conditions. The single

difference between Proposal 2 and the Order 30 precedent is that Proposal 2 does not fud the

payment of the credits from the pool (except as a last resort); rather a new assessments on Class I

handlers is the revenue source.

The Order 30 decision explicitly recognizes the critical point of departre: That location

adjustments traditionally cause the pooling among all producers of the cost of transporting mile

to the Class I market from which all revenues are shared. This point is sometimes not noted

when consideration is requested of transportation credits. In federal order pools, in order to

return a minimum uniform price to producers, the cost of transporting milk to Class I demand

points must be shared equitably among all producers in the pooL. That is the fuction of

locations adjustments to both handler and producer prices. As Jeff Sims demonstrated in his

testimony, the addition of new Class I sales to a pool may actually reduce the blend price to

producers if those Class I sales are in a location of the order with a higher Class I differential

thereby requiring additional transportation to market. (Exhibit 25S) In other words, when milk

is delivered to a higher price zone, because producers delivering there receive a blend price
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on all of their milk delivered (to reflect the transportation costs incurred), the overall blend price

may be reduced as all producers share the additional transportation costs required to obtain

the additional Class I sales.

As the Secretar recognized in the Order 30 decision, when the location adjustments in

the Order do not cover the transportation to Class I plants (either because the amount of the

location adjustment is inadequate or because the milk is moving in a direction which is against

the grid of location prices, both of which conditions existed in Order 30 in 1987), there is

inequity among both producers and handlers and disorder in the marketplace. That same

situation is without question present in Orders 5 and 7 here as the record so plainly demonstrates.

The Market Administrators' data with respect to the hypothetical implementation of

Proposal 2 shows that the majority of producers deliver their milk beyond the nearest

distributing plant. Exhibit 22, page 1 graphically depicts how this is an everyday reality in the

southeast. For those producers delivering to non-local plants, because the location adjustments

under the Order provide little if any compensation for the additional mileage, their return from

milk deliveries is substantially less than is the retu to the limited group of producers who are

able to deliver to the nearest plant. This is a situation which is starkly more discriminatory than

that in Order 30 and which certainly requires the attention of the Department.

C. The operation of Proposal 2.

Proposal 2 is a finely-crafted system for establishing a fund of new revenue which is

available to reimburse producers (or their handlers) delivering milk fÌom fars distant fÌom their

nearest distributing plant. The reimbursement schedule only applies to Class I milk. The rate is

the same as that for supplemental milk and is less than actual costs to assure that there is no

incentive for inefficient movements. The calculations to be performed by the Market
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Administrator are as follows: (1) The MA wil determine the mileage from the producer's far

to the nearest distributing plant and eliminate that amount of mileage from the total mileage to

the plant of ultimate delivery. (2) The rate of reimbursement wil be applied to that mileage, but

any location value provided under the order wil be subtracted from the proposed credit. Only

Class I pounds wil be subject to the proposed credit. The detailed mechanics of the application

of the proposed language were discussed in the hearing by Mr. Sims.

D. Opposition arguments concerning Proposal 2.

We want to attempt to address all of the objections and concerns which were raised or

could be raised in brief to the proposed intra-market credits.

1. No payments from the pool except as a last resorC. One of the most important aspects

of Proposal 2 is that it would be funded with assessments upon Class I handlers. Unless and

until the need for reimbursement for these credits exceeds the additional assessments which

would fund it, there would be no diminution of the pool. However, if it were necessary for the

pool to be used for these payments, that is not any different cost-sharing arrangement than

occurs with all location adjustment provisions. As a result, we thin that the funding mechanism

for Proposal 2 which relies upon Class I handlers, primarily, and the pool as a last resort is very

justified and reasonable and it is analogous to the location adjustment process in calculation of

the producer settlement funds where Class I adjustments (charges) are added to the pool value

and producer location adjustments are deducted. (See Exhibit 13M (Order 7), Exhibit 5, page 57

7 Proposal 2 allows the Secretary to fund the transportation credits in the manner which he

deems appropriate, which could include: No costs from the pool under any circumstances (the
curent system for funding the supplemental milk program); all costs from the pool (the current
system found appropriate in Order 30); or any combination of the two revenue sources
(proponents having advanced one combination program which would allow pool expenditures
with a limit).
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(Order 5))

2. The rate is reasonable and inefficiencies wil not be encouraged. Commonly,

concerns are expressed that any compensation program embedded in order language wil

encourage inefficient movements for the purpose of receiving the payment. Proposal 2 has been

tailored along the lines used by the Secretar in both Order 30 and in the supplemental milk

transportation credits in these orders to discourage, and not reward, inefficient movements. The

payments are only on Class I milk; the payments are for less than the rate of actual cost of

hauling; the payments eliminate the mileage to the producer's closest plant; and the rate wil

fluctuate up and down with changes in the diesel fuel cost so that no inadvertent windfalls are

available. For all of these reasons, we do not believe that ineffcient movements for the purose

of obtaining credits would be profitable.

3. The program wil complement existing location adjustments and any future changes

in those values. The transportation credit reimbursement system is designed to offset, and not

duplicate any values provided in the Class I differentials under the Order. Therefore, both

existing Class I differential values, and any which might be implemented in the futureS, would be

reflected in this system. It is a finely-tuned, limited reimbursement system designed to overlay

and not displace the differential structure in the order.

4. Over-order charges canot do the job. There are several reasons why over-order

premiums are not the answer to the issues addressed by Proposal 2. First, just as the Secretary

S Mr. Sims explained in testimony why these credits are sought now rather than changes in

location adjustments being requested. See Tr. 17-19 (January 12, 2006). Again, we urge the
Departent to understand that these credits wil complement, and not displace in any manner,
any future changes in location adjustments which the Secretary may deem appropriate. We
would also point out that the Class I only transportation credits in Proposal 2 are a cost-effective
mechanism for attracting Class I milk to the points of demand and sharing the cost equitably.
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found in Order 30, where the proponents represented 94% of the milk supplied to Class I, over-

order charges by the proponent cooperatives (which represent 80% or so of the Class I supply

here) cannot fully redress the equity and cost-sharing issues which credits in the Order system

can. As the Order 30 decision recognized, the Order system is responsible for assuring that all

producers, and handlers, have a uniform, equitable pooled base of operations. Over-order

charges are built on that foundation. The Order system must assure that all participants have an

equitable starting point. Secondly, over-order negotiations with handlers cannot react to volatile

changes in costs in the manner that a monthly-adjusted administered price can. There are

situations of extreme short run cost pressures in which it is difficult to pass on all costs, the

prime example being fuel cost. Where there is a rapid increase in costs it is very diffcult to

fully recover fuel cost changes where it is an entirely over-order fuction. Third, federal order

minimum prices have the transparency which over-order prices do not have. This allows costs to

be passed through to the ultimate consumer in the most effective and effcient manner. Finally,

the Market Administrators' unquestioned integrity and independence in administering the

program wil assure all in the industry, handler and producer alike, that the credits are being

fairly administered.

5. Why not 'Just say No' to costly deliveries? The question is sometimes posed, or

implied, that cooperatives should just say "No" and refuse to supply unprofitable accounts, or

make unprofitable deliveries, the assumption apparently being that the problem of un shared

transportation costs is a self-inflicted problem, or one caused by poor marketing policies and

9 Many bottling customers report diffculty in passing on fuel cost surcharges to their customers

- the retailers - due in part to the imbalance of market power. However, in all cases changes in
Order prices can be, and are, passed through the pricing system to the consumer without
challenge.
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practices1o. There are a number of real world reasons why refusing to supply high cost

customers with any supply, or any customer with high cost supplies, is not a real world solution

to the problem. Cooperatives do not intend to lose money long term supplying any customer.

However, customer supply relationships are a long-term partnership and must be considered

valuable business assets that cannot be discounted on the basis of short term profit and loss

considerations. As a part of its long term nature, a supply relationship may develop regionally

and some portions of the geographic territory may be more profitable to service than others. But

the entire market may generate adequate returns such that disrupting some portion of the market

may be counter-productive. Furermore, seasonal milk production patterns and sales patterns

may make a particular location profitable in the spring and not so in the fall. A regional market

may contain areas where some plants are more diffcult (i.e. have higher costs) to supply but

their sales patterns overlap with plants that have a different cost strcture. The sales and

distribution patterns must be taken into account when establishing premium levels and thus

the profit and loss position of different customers. In today's fluid milk processing industry

there are fewer, but larger, multi-regional firms. Multi-plant customers present challenges in

sorting between those that can be served profitably and those that cannot. It is difficult to

choose to supply one plant and not another. Furthermore, in a regional environment where a

single plant handler is in a location that is costly to service, it may be diffcult from a legal

and regulatory viewpoint to establish different (higher) premium costs without becoming subject

to discriminatory or predatory pricing challenges. Even if such charges are ultimately shown

to be unfounded, there is a high financial and non-financial cost to being charged with and

defending allegedly discriminatory sales and pricing policies. This demonstrates one of the

io Mr. Sims also addressed this issue very incisively at Tr. 19-22 (Day 3).
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exact purpose for which Orders are established - to set equal and transparent terms of trade for

the entire industr. If a cost structure can be adequately demonstrated, documented and

reported, then an Order structure can be created to assist farmers in recovering such costs in a

way that is clear and transparent and fair to all producers in the market.

6. In the southeast transportation for Class I is a marketwide problem. Finally, the

question is sometimes raised concerning transportation credits - whether the problems addressed,

and the benefits derived, are localized or marketwide in nature. Exhibit 22 should indicate rather

clearly that the problems of deficit production and supply in these orders are not limited to any

submarket or local subregion in the southeast. A majority of the Class I sales are impacted by

these long distance milk movements within the marketing area which are not reflected in, and

reimbursed by, the Class I price structue. This record shows a more pervasive need for

transportation credits for Class I within the marketing area geography of these Orders than was

demonstrated for the transportation credits adopted in Order 30 in 1987. We submit that this

record clearly documents that long distance transportation of milk for Class I use is a

marketwide service in Orders 5 and 7 for which additional mechanisms need to be implemented

in the orders for appropriate marketwide sharing of the expense.

VII. OPPOSITION TO PROPOSALS 4 AND 5

A. Proposal 4 Should Not Be Adopted.

Proposal Number 4, advanced by Dean Foods Company, requests the adoption of a new

limitation on the ability of handlers supplying supplemental milk for Class I use in these order to

be reimbursed. Under the proposal, each month during the Transportation Credit Balancing

Fund payment period (July to December), on a handler by handler basis, the market

administrator would compute whether a handler's total receipts of producer milk were greater
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than or less than 130 percent of that handler's physical receipts of producer milk at pool

distributing plants and, if so, the handler's transportation credit payments, if any, would be

reduced. Giving the Proposal, and the Proponent, the benefit of the doubt, there could be a

rational basis for the intent of the proposal - to limit payments of transportation credits to a

handler if that handler is pooling "too much" non-class I milk. However, there is no need to

adopt any such proposal and, as Mr. Sims testified, there are many problems with the proposal

including "interpretation, application, and degree." (Exhibit 42, page 1)

First, the basic "problem" which the Proposal is targeting, the pooling of milk which is

not utilized for Class I, is already fully addressed in the pooling provisions of the Orders. All

handlers - whether pejoratively referred to as "pseudo-handlers" or otherwise - must meet the

performance requirements of these orders which, we would point out, are very tight. See 7

C.F.R. §§ 1005.13, 1007.13 (producer milk definitions). In addition, qualification for

transportation credits has the further overlay of special criteria: the producer must reside outside

of the marketing area and be off-market at least two months of the previous February through

May period; payments are made only on milk allocated to Class I; the payment is reduced by the

positive difference between the farm and the receiving plant's Class I zone; and payments are

only made from July through December, when the Order provisions for producer status through

touch-base deliveries and diversion limitations are most stringent. There is no room within this

system for "pool-riding" abuse and the Proponent of Proposal 4 has shown none.

In its application of a fixed percentage litmus test, the proposal seems to suggest the milk

world operates on averages; that every handler every month wil seek to exactly balance their

supply to no more than some stated maximum level of reserve supply, and that every handler can

in fact accomplish this balancing act. This works nicely in theory, but goes out the window in
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the real life world of milk marketing. Differences at the plant level in the type of customers the

plant serves; the receiving and storage capacity of individual plants; the daily fluctuations in

demand and supply; the monthly fluctuations in demand and supply; the seasonal nature of the

demand at the customers the plant serves; and the seasonal nature of the plant's producer supply

all combine to make a handler-specific picture of that handler's individual reserve requirement.!!

The substantial milk deficit condition of the southeast is an overriding factor in decisions on how

much milk a handler must procure from outside the southeast to cover the handler's projected

deficit in the short season.

Exhibit 43 demonstrates, for the months of January 2004 through October 2005 the ratio

of the monthly highest day of pool distributing plant receipts to the lowest day of pool

distributing plant receipts for Orders 5 and 7. In the Appalachian Order during the 22 month

period, the ratio of the highest day of pool distributing plant receipts to the lowest day of pool

distributing plant receipts exceeded 1.30 eighteen times. In the Southeast Order during the 22

month period, the ratio of the highest day of pool distributing plant receipts to the lowest day of

pool distributing plant receipts exceeded 1.30 sixteen times. The simple average ratio of the

simple average of highest day's receipts to the simple average oflowest day's receipts was 1.35

and 1.38, respectively for Orders 5 and 7. Clearly, there are many months when a 30 percent

II As an example, a handler whose customer base contains schools wil have a fudamentally

different seasonality to its demand base, and thus its reserve requirements, than would a handler
focused solely on serving supermarkets. In addition, there exist across the marketing areas
differences in seasonality of milk supply which further complicate this desire to have a one-size-
fits-all reserve requirement.
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reserve factor is not suffcient to cover intra-month balancing. 
12

If the proposal as written is applied to cooperative associations as handlers of milk in

determining whether the cooperative is adequately or more than adequately supplied versus the

cooperative's deliveries to pool distributing plants, the proposal would advantage the operators of

pool distributing plants to the detriment of cooperatives. Cooperative associations handle the

predominant volumes of reserve supplies for the two Orders, For plants that receive all of their

milk from cooperative associations, the cooperatives handle 100 percent of the reserve.

Depending on the method of interpretation of the Proposal 4 provision, cooperative associations,

which handle the predominant volumes of supplemental supplies could be left with virtally no

opportnity to collect Transportation Credit Balancing Fund payments. 13 The location of

handlers relative to reserve supplies may cause handlers to be treated differently in the

12 Proponents further analyzed intra-month pool distributing plant balancing requirements, using

market administrator data for February 2005. See Exh. 42, pp. 4-6. When comparing the actual
daily receipts at pool distributing plants, and making judgments regarding what a reasonable
level of marketing reserve requirement should be, the maximum highs and lows must be factored
in. The real life world of milk marketing does not work on averages, it operates on extremes.
Milk has to be available to cover the needs of plants on the highest day of the week, the month,
the season, and the year. In the market administrator data, the average swing from lowest day of
pool distributing plants receipts to highest day exceeded the reserve requirement factor
suggested in Proposal Number 4. The 35 to 38 percent swing in pool distributing plant deliveries
does not even account for any necessary reserve over and above the highest day's delivery.
Clearly, the 30 percent reserve requirement suggested in Proposal Number 4 is insufficient.
Further exacerbating the problem of the large necessary reserve to balance pool distributing plant
supply and demand is the expansion of the milk-shed for the southeast. Milk moves into the
southeast from more than half the states in the nation. As a milkshed expands relative to the
processing area, reserve requirements increase. Put another way, the farther a milk supply is
from its processing destination, the greater the impact the daily variations in supply and demand
impact the necessary reserve and the cost of maintaining that reserve.

13 When supplies at a distributing plant are carried on more than one pool report - either from

multiple cooperatives, or involving independent producers and supplemental cooperative
supplies - the "right" to the 30% reserve could be allocated in a most inequitable maner such
that the supplemental supplier, which is always the cooperative, would be grossly disadvantaged.
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reimbursed cost of transport on supplemental milk. Handlers nearer the edge of the southeastern

Order areas could benefit, since theoretically their access to reserve supplies would be easier and

therefore require a lesser reserve leveL. The Orders already have safeguards against attaching too

much additional milk to the Order pools. During the Transportation Credit payment months in

Order 5 the maximum diversion percentage is 25 percent of deliveries to pool plants in July

through November, and fort percent in December; while in Order 7, the maximum diversion

percentage is 33 percent of deliveries to pool plants in July through December. Thus, the ability

to pool milk by diversion on the Orders is essentially at the limits proposed in Proposal Number

4.14

In summary, the reserve requirement established in Proposal Number 4 may be

insuffcient based on receipt patterns of pool distributing plants weekly, monthly, and

seasonally; may be insuffcient based on production patterns of producers; and may be

insuffcient based on the distance milk must move to supply Class I needs. The current Order

14 Proposal 
4 seems to be aimed at limiting the use of Transportation Credits to supply these

manufacturing facilities. This is unnecessary. The current Transportation Credit provisions
allow a Transportation Credit payment based on the lesser of the Class I utilization of the plant at
which received, or the market administrators' monthly estimate of marketwide Class I use. If a
pooled manufacturing plant has no Class I use during the month, even if milk is received from a
producer whose milk is Transportation Credit eligible, no Transportation Credit wil be received
on the milk. No additional safeguard is necessary to prevent Transportation Credits being used to
supply pool manufacturing facilities. The analogous is true for diversions to nonpool plants.
Since Transportation Credits are not available on deliveries to nonpool plants, even if the plant
has Class I use, Transportation Credits cannot be used to supply plants for any use in the
manufacturing classes. On rare occasions, milk is received at a pool supply plant and held over
weekends before being transferred to pool distributing plants, because as testified to earlier, pool
distributing plants receive substantially less milk on weekends than on weekdays. This activity
in the use of pool supply plants for weekend storage is almost exclusively a function taken on by
cooperatives. As proposed, Proposal Number 4 would penalize the cooperative for using pool
supply plants as a vessel for short-term storage of milk during the short supply season, because
the delivery of milk to the pool supply plant would count as a delivery to a plant other than a
pool distributing plant.
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provisions prevent the use of Transportation Credits for supplying milk for manufacturing uses,

and the Order diversion limits prevent pooling milk on the Orders in quantities substantially in

excess of what is suggested by Proposal Number 4. In addition, the application of the provisions

has the potential for fallng disproportionally on certain segments of the industry. Proposal

Number 4 should not be adopted.

B. Proposal 5 Should Not Be Adopted.

Proposal Number 5, presented by Dean Foods Company, would change the price on milk

diverted to plants outside the combined marketing areas of Orders 5 and 7 by "zoning out" the

price from the nearest pool distributing plant located within the marketing areas. The zone out

rate would be four cents per ten miles. The ostensible purpose is to offer certain disincentives

(price penalties) to reduce the amount of milk pooled by diversion to plants located outside the

marketing areas. This in theory would raise the Orders' blend prices. However, the onerous

impacts of the proposal and the intended and unintended consequences negate any perceived

positive results. There are a number of reasons why the Proposal should not be adopted.

First, the Proposal implies a fudamental misunderstanding of the milk supplies for the

marketing areas. Almost one half ofthe milk pooled on the Appalachian and Southeast Orders

originates from farms outside the marketing areas. Thus, on its face it is unfair to ask this one-

half of the regions's milk supply to accept a markedly lower blend price when diverted to a plant

nearby its area of production than is now the case. As Mr. Sims explained, prudence in

marketing milk dictates that the more distant milk should be the last milk brought into the

marketing area to service in-area demand. If marketers of milk are going to minimize the miles

milk moves, which is the primary efficiency in milk routing, the logical process is to use in-area

milk first, and then supplement that milk with out-of-area produced milk. This means that, as a
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matter of good marketing and supply efficiency, the out-of-area milk will have relatively more

diversions to non-pool plants than in-area milk. The impact of the location adjustment zone-out

suggested in Proposal Number 5 wil penalize effcient diversion of the milk produced outside

the marketing areas. These out-of-area reserve supplies are critical to the supply of milk for

Class I use in the southeast, and these out-of-area producers deserve to be treated no different

than producers located inside the marketing area.

The Proposal also appears to have been based on a mistaken premise or premises: that

pre-reform diversions out of the southeastern orders were zoned out on the basis of mileage. In

fact, as Mr. Schad testified with respect to pre-reform Order 5 (Exhibit 41, pages 3-5), the pre-

reform orders frequently conformed the diverted price to the price of the local Order. Order 7

had the same provision. See 7 C.F.R. 1007.52(a)(6)(January 1, 1999/5. Order reform made this

practice uniform on a national basis. The Secretary had also adopted the practice of using the

local order price in the origination area as the reference price for computing transportation

credits for out of area milk. See 62 Fed. Reg. at 27535 (May 20, 1997). If this relationship is

appropriate for reimbursement of the cost of moving milk for Class I, it ought to be appropriate

for blend (producer) pricing purposes.

There are also milk marketing ils which could accrue from the adoption of Proposal 5.

Proposal 5 would encourage the uneconomic movement of milk, and would encourage the

development of pool supply plants located outside the marketing area. Exhibit 45 calculates the

15 That section provided: "For a plant located within another Federal order marketing area,

other than in those counties specified in paragraphs (a) (2), (3), and (4) ofthis section (for which
other specified prices were stipulated), the adjustment shall be determined by subtracting the
Class I differential price in Zone 7 of this order from the Class I differential price, adjusted for
the plant's location, under such other Federal order." The mileage zone out applied only to milk
from federally unregulated areas where there was, in essence, no federal order price. The zone
out estimated what would be the federal price.
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financial incentives which would be present to move milk produced outside the marketing area

into the marketing area for manufacturing into surplus product. In the Exhibit 45 example, milk

produced in the Goshen Indiana area, which should be processed there when not needed for

Class I would be more profitably delivered to Leitchfield Kentucky for processing. This

example shows that the location adjustment changes resulting from ProposalS would encourage

uneconomic movements of milk. The F ederal Order program should not be in the business of

promoting milk to move longer distances for use in manufacturing. The southeast already spends

massive amounts of money moving milk for Class I use and does not need Federal Order

location adjustment incentives which encourage manufactung milk to move longer distances as

welL.

A second ineffciency which ProposalS would foster is the use of out-of-area supply

plants. Delivery of milk direct from the fann to plants is of course the most effcient method for

assembling and delivering milk. 
16 ProposalS would encourage the return to using pool supply

plants outside the southeastern Order marketing areas. Exhibit 45 shows for a hypothetical pool

supply plant located in Portales, New Mexico, how the location adjustment strcture as detailed

in Proposal Number 5 would encourage the receipt of producer milk into a pool supply plant

located outside the marketing areas and then a transfer of milk to pool distributing plants. As

that exhibit details, and Mr. Sims explained, the fmancial difference resulting from Proposal

Number 5 would certainly lend itself to establishing pool supply plants outside the marketing

area versus taking the loss on producer milk diverted to those out of area plants if the plant was a

16 Currently some supplemental milk does continue to come to the southeast as milk transferred

from other order plants, and occasionally producer milk is received at pool supply plants in the
southeast and then is transferred on to pool distributing plants. These receipts at pool supply
plants occur most often as a result of holding milk over weekends when pool distributing plants
are not receiving as much milk.
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nonpool plant, which would occur under the Proposal number 5 location adjustment structue.

The issue of the relative value of milk delivered by location is an issue of national scope,

and should be dealt with in a national hearing context. It is inappropriate for the southeast

Orders to experience such drastic changes in their milk values on certain milk deliveries without

benefit of viewing this issue in its broadest perspective. This is particularly true since almost

half of the producer milk supply for the southeast originates outside the Order 5 and 7 marketing

areas. A discussion of the relative values of diverted milk by location brings into play the

entirety of the analysis of the Federal Order Class I differential surface. These options in this

analysis would undoubtedly include raising Class I prices in some areas, lowering Class I prices

in some areas, leaving some areas alone, and every permutation and combination of these. Since

no organization wil likely offer itself up as the ox to get gored, the Secretary must take the lead

in these discussions and begin a process of evaluation which is scientific and free of the bias of

industr self-interest if this is to be served up as a realistic option.

In summary, the location adjustment computation processes as proposed in Proposal

Number 5 would be unfair to an important source of producer milk for the southeast; would lead

to uneconomic movements of milk; could lead to uneconomic use of pool supply plants for

receiving and transferring milk; and raises issues which, if they are indeed in need of addressing,

should be addressed on a national scope. For all of these reasons, Proposal Number 5 should not

be adopted.

VIII. PROPOSAL 2 FOR INTRA-MARKT TRASPORTATION CREDITS SHOULD

BE ADOPTED

The marketing conditions relating to the transportation of milk for Class I uses in the

southeast are urgent. Proposals 1, 2, and 3 should be adopted on an emergency basis to provide
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the earliest possible relief in the marketplace and to restore at the earliest possible time the

orderly marketing which is the equitable sharing of costs to supply Class I market from which

the revenues are pooled marketwide.

It is informative to note that the Secretary has previously acted on an expedited basis

when adopting the transportation credits in Order 30 and in these orders. These decisions reflect

the Department's understanding that the inequity reflected in unequal costs among handlers and

unequal returns among producers are fundamentally disorderly marketing conditions which

orders are intended to eliminate. .Thus, these conditions go to the very heart of the system and

require prompt, expeditious relief. Proponents, through the testimony of their dairy farmer

witnesses and on the basis of the entire record, respectfully suggest that the urgency of these

issues in the southeast requires emergency, expedited action by the Deparment.
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ix. CONCLUSION

Proponents have demonstrated in this brief that there are structural supply and demand

conditions within the southeast which require marketing order provisions to maintain orderly

marketing and equity among handlers and producers in the orders. The Order 5 and 7 markets

have both strctual shortages for Class I needs and geographic mismatches for supply and

demand withi the m~keting areas. Proposals 1,2, and 3, taen together, represent thoroughly

documented and meticulously supported proposals to establish handler and producer equity

within these important federal order markets.

Proponents respectfully than the Deparent for the opportunty to present their

requests in this hearng process and appreciate the careful consideration which their testimony,

evidence and arguments wil be given.

Respectfuly submitted,

B
n Be hare, Esquire

130 State Street, P. O. Box 946
Harsburg, P A 17108-0946

(717) 236-0781
Mbeshore~mb1awfrm.com

Dated: March 21, 2006
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So an Kmø as i:
wo be a de ño th baø
obliti to th po an 1h rate us
wmmd be 6 cets pm Jnt
du th MaJu pe an 8 cepe hu wet du th AtFeb pe Ho. th 88tyen th bens (1) Soao
Kr as cr ap to an
pol pla (su or di thi
tr mi 10 an po su ordìpIa wwCMsc;isfo h~m-a su
pp 10 a dipp or (Z)So an ICs ,BI crwoap oøøa lhGu I poof ftlrwh_cIa--
be ba 01 äead:amof1J
h..anilSJ:& ~ ... anJCs
as ae~i ampezofi~l- lc
S- ~-8l3

beyond Zo 2 whereas CMs crt
is cotmt thugout the mareti
ara.
Southan an Kr's di-deliver

diertial and mvert.trer ty of
di-dlivery diretial. al like the
CM prpo would be a deucton
in the unoo ppce compution at the 6
cent and 8 cent per hundrweit rates
However, 8S with Soth and Kr's
assembly crt pr th
propo dìfertial would be paid
only on the Cl I porton or the far

deliveries to pol plabb at deasin
rates b"yon Zoe Z.

In ibb brief Southd. on its own
beha moed its pro in prde
for an iumbly crt and di-
delivery diertial on mi moved to
plats for Qass I and Class IT us.
Alo. both the asbly crt and
ddr---deliver diertial year-rd.
wouù be 8 cets pe hweit for
plabb in Zo 1 and Z. 7 cent pe
hmuiredweigt fu plats in Zo 3 an
4. and 6 cets pe huwet for
plants lote be Zo 4-

In it", brief. Krft di not concur wi
the Sothd modiftion of the
assebly crt and di-dve
dierti Furerore Kr to a
su stæ co CMs
pr trti crt. an
sute li th trticrt to lr of mi wh ex
eo mies in on in em dideer of do mi wh
cøti ba wh ne
mi is unvailleAt th he twi fa
or Nati FarOOti iN) an Fan UniMi Ma Coti (Føp th CM pr an th
pa-- of th Soth an lC pmwh de wi as cr NFan FU di su th So
an Kr co of di1idi an dier-t ty øfdi-d diti ho.Ib di no:f th deæ--l.Al at th he a pr
gr thTro Asti m
Pr PI (T sa 

't
D!11 .. b..l. crhame~lb~ th
ne fo a ie ra ii th ihmo be in ti -op bomeaa~ be adha co to ~ ~""6a:m-- "",i. lDiibñTA~ th i-'9-,d Jg íl- th~l-~;"dL

::R-a4'",.a 1;'~,ppi-wd
eø dimi tosa mm
C1 I ne &e 11,-- be:mt.~l.ae ---.. --

F4 -f16.
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reiv frm any oth pol pla be it
afte (ie. th dibuti pla an
ss pol plat ar own by theSI entity). or no-o

z. If a distrbuti plt do not
re enou di--pp mi to
satify ita ClUI I nee then thre
wod be a trtin crt on
shenbb reed fr othr po
plants howeve. such suleta
shits would have in co fr
afted pol plts an th
trrttion crt wod be BDubbe
at tht amt reti fr sbt '
betwee th clost dibuti plt- !
supp pol plat pa of afte !
plants On ìf a ditrbu plat du 'not ree enou di-s mi
to satify Class I ne and has no
afa tion with other pol plats wod
a trnspotion crt apply on
shi¡mtt fr noo.oed suly
po plats. -

Notwthta its suport for a
lntion crt. TAP, in geopp al matw secepaymts Wiøin ChAsti (WJ li sttetht th trrttiÕn crt pr
wa jwb1e but op th ot
matw ii paYm pr
ller. in it br WCM imedtht th rate be re In of
th .. ce an .2 ce pe mi J:
pr tly ca fO th ra to beco tb th ye. se at 50pe of act trttCO.s
UlÜ th data in at th
he11 ar at a rate of .2ce.

CM is co of th fo nda co AlGn Coe. Aøte MiPr hhGl FlmRe II:M PrCotie. La Di ofLaO" IJ Qxe.Ma Mi Pr Co
:MWes Da's Co.Mi.. Coti Yi PrOO Mi Pr Co~ Yi Sa W'1SlI
Cotie. an WooPPog MiPm~CMme ac in th
aate fo ap.~;~llll peof th mi ...oa~ mo fc 0n30 popp Al ee mo
ap99 pe of 1I miaI in'-C! 1 is æcby Or
3Opo ph su -= di CMæm l8 of--In sø ofib pt fm pp
fm thORe3I po fu a~lli: ft .._.l "'--
CM da drãepe io~donø ad-aa11
æs ofhami fr a 5Ip1
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to a bott plan a mi movement tht
involv approxitely 116 mion
pounds per month or 40 perct of the
mi neeed for fluid us nor do they
re al ormy moveents of
mi for fluid use. He stated however.
that beus the 198 Fam Bi
amended the Agcu Maeti
Agent Ac (Act) to alow paymts
fr the pol for itces of maetwde
benefit. now both of thes problems ca
00 simultaeously relved.

Prponent teed that other
approches to sol1l the prblem of
indeqte loction adjustments wer
not acctable. On approch to
incrase the loction adjustmnt
between plats. he said. would not only
incrase the trporttion rate but al
decrue the unOI' price for most
proucers. 'I he said. could reult in
a mass exodus of proucers frm the

pol. He added tht one other approch
to incrase the ClUB I dierential
repeatedy W8 denied by the
Depaent for hear.

The propoen claied that the rate
now employ under loctin
adjutments is cleay outdate
Prpoent intrce an exhbit into the
re to shw tht dibuti plat
luer on ave ar prtly
payi 72 pet of th co of haulmi fr suly plants to th
bot opti Howeve. propot
al showed tht when th8 pr
$. per mie rate was aplied.
haer wou hae to pay an aver
of on 35 pet of th act cot of

ba Th be sa CMsgo of
effecely incr the rate applicable
on al trer with competely
rever the haul co for mo
ffd hars woud be acclihed
Prpoent testi tht pret

lotion adjtmt prvion were
stct on th pr tht mi
m0V fr the mied in th no to
th city of Chca in the soth
Prfs cl is tht mi no lojut mov in a no di bu
al in so an wes-easdí;Ü be th bo intr
ha devop alon th ea si ofth ma ar Prt ad
tht mi mo in an dion inww it is ~y feale to
sa th ne of th fh se.Th it W8 th be tI thne p1 ùù acteev mi mø
1b prt al stte tht CM

pr a Jo ra of $. pe mi
ap du th pe ofMa
tt Ju. in Ol to diuuag mifm mo ii dm dm th
fI A1 intati co do
no væ li-Qy. pr ll
th it is no nelJ fo th md to

S-199 0014 -v- J31M3

prode the sa rate for trrttion
du the period of hi proon 88
it doe for the short pr month.

Priwnent teed that a seenti
assigent of trferr wod help
S8BUJ tht the tr~.ati crt is
not abus Sn a chn~, he 1ld.
woud enco trenn frm po
plats locted the shor dita frm
the reivi plant.

NF and FUC both opp
CMs transportation crt propo
Thir spkes cocu tht such
crt is Dot advble beus it wou
take money out of the poL thby
dec th blend price. Al. it wa
their view tht a sout to nort shipmet
is inefcient and UImmC. FUC
added tht the trporttion crt
woud encour leas effcient mi
movements, Tak into accunt tht the
haul of dî-shippe mi is hi
subsdi by bo FUC believes
th~t the exa crt to hadler woud
be mo than enou to get th to
swtc frm di to t:r mi
In su of its propo fo payment

frm th Or 30 po! for an as
crt. a CM spke cled tht
th co of supl mi to ditrbut
platt is not boe even by al pol
suly plats or th astepro Pr stte tht
althoug 40 pet of al th mi
ne by bott pla is reve by
way of trer. i. roug 116 mion
po pe mo on so suplats act me th ne wheoth re ma nn
fr reta mi Yet be ad aldr eq fr th ¡Ki mo
ge by th Cl I vane of misuli by th peor plts

Th spkei- state tht thasly cr wh th pro
fits th deon of a matwsece be As pr to notein it sttet fr the Desea de wh det with thsa is th enti ma befr ma l,lanc actespeby ær ~
llor al prce shd sh inth co of pr th seIn itbb. pm po to
stti pæ at th be tosh t1 cmtr be th wh
pe fo th fl ma an ththt doii Pr sh tht
du lhpe of~ 198
Ap 19. CM ce ppt-- to di :p
av 3B pe of II reOn th oo ha fo th pe AJ
19 Y"' 19 th we 11 po
su an re øupp thsh 1e th 5 pe of thpr re

F47--16.

Prt irte tht th assbly
crt ra- prpo wo onl prvide
pa cøtion Th is w. he sad,
beuø CM did not wat th Fedra
orer to be an eslier of rate. In its
bbet CM add tht the rate
prpo is const ov~r al 16 zones
beus th aded incee is neeed
to mo mi fr suly plants 10
dibuti plats irtive of th
zone in whch the botter is locte.

Prent ackowled tht the
Chca metrlita ara exbits the
grtes deficit of prce mi
pron in relato to coerdemd. Ho. CM holds th
view tht ther is a demd for mi at
bott plats locte in faer-out
zo tht may be shiPÏD packagd
mi into th Ch ara to mee
consr demds for fld mi
Prponent added that the distrti
plats in the on zo face stee
cotition with the maufct
plats for th mi sulies.

On fi point of th prent wa
tht th crt wou app on onRc.. ~ts to nol di"lti
plats be1l oftb facttht.rlami real ma ma~ Itwo ho. ap on th en
sh re of th us ma of
it by th bottlingJlandlél. 0I
ac to pr shinhandl wo--(bDO al
wod gelcc latatnfo th mí
th t1 ta to bottAAGu (AG). ame of CMwb op 1b
re auplts an 1:difrpl re mm
Or 30 ga a mi att
re wh ahouklbe.en to th
uøy crii wa AGs vi tht
mi ii fr impo pJ to a
diti pl shen th
~ whsuppt oran di-p to th aeTh is CO a øp sawi ll cm lo adpr an th CMprtr CI wh al
di pi a cr on re of
mi fr an i- plt.

NFi) FU TA, an WC anop th as aeprbe th be su COiibe pa th ""~~ cc by
th ll wh re th mí NF
ad th th pi-- ra may be seat a poww -- Ap pJ
wo CO al &paf cobe tùbe thel
reom op at th 8 æn pe~-.;lemJeIa mmofii-pm'd~..~~ ff C!
sp,,.T -. 8btliahladp8-- . .
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would help preserve the di-shippe
mil iid divèrt-trfer milk lhàt
cuntly move to fluid haners. The
proponent claied that cf far to
ditrbuti plant tye of shipments
åupply a monthy avera of 173 mion
pounds or 60 percnt of the mì needed
each month at the bottin plants. with

81 mion pounds bein dict-shippe
mi and 92 mion pounch hein divert-
transfer mil These mi movements he
said. .'i the most effcient and should
be encouraged

Prponent testied that the
dieretials should apply on the enti

shipment to a ditrbuti plant. beuse
to lit it to anyt less coi:d result in
proucers reivi var values
based on handlers' Class I utitions.
In addition. CM in its brief. claied
that the Food Sety Act of 198
specically prvides for such payments
out of pool fuds irspve of the use
classication of such mi CM also
stated tht to lit the crt bbed on a
plant's Class I utition clearly would
violate the martwde poli
requment of the Act. and in effec
crate an individu81-hadler pol. it was
CMs opinon tht an such prpos
would lead to prrs sWW to the
planb! with hiest utition Th is
to woud cause those p1att with
relaely lower utition to mach the
ex paym to re supIiei and
11 co woud inas. CM added
tht li the crt ba on a
plas Cl I uttion woud a1
lead to prduce shin mi far
dita to ge to the hies utition
plan at lea fuer th necsa to
de th benefit tht wou be se
by CMs pro

Soan and Kr coprpots of
a pr whch baca mod theCM asly crt and di-
deery di prsa each
opete in the Cbca Reona maet
Soth ba one and Kr fi
rete re suly phm A
spkes fo Smtb an JCclai tht sn modti arnec be as pr th
CM asbly crt andideIr"ar dier pr woboth crte an un prdibe co ha an gi
sp inti fu mo mi to
diti pl lO1ein ~ of
hi mi prmm wh DOne11 spt"A1, ~ to Ii 1!deiñ of 1h Se to am thCbRe~.~ ootltit ba.be'::~.r.~~to

~~J?...~ ~-IJ3:13
."."'

prouct produced in septe.
spealed plats. However. he stated
thpt CMs proposal if not moded,
wouJd result in dibibuti plantt with

other th Class I prouct havi an
advantag over supply plats that

produce lie Class II or m prouct.
This is 80. he sad. beus producers or
handler who ship to any dibuti
plant would collect the 6 or 8 cents per
hundrdwigt on the enti load no
matter what clau-us was made of it.
whereas if they we.æ to ship mi to any
supply plant. they woi:d not receve
ext monies fr t12 pol even if such
shiment WBB direed for Class I use.
He addedflat such a proosition

igores the biisic rationale for
marketwde serce payments of
supply the Cl33B I need of the
market. Also. he sad. it crates an
incentive to couple Class II and m
operations with Clas I oprations.

In its brief. Kr claied that the
Southand and Kr proposa would
more effecvely acleve th intent
espused by CM (i.e.. meeti the
nnid need of the maet) and would
avoid inniÜet betwee Cla¡g II
handlers. Howev. in its bref,
Southd alone took th re sta
tht the asbly crdit and dí-
delver differetial be provided for mi
mov to plunts for both Cl I and
Clas II us in órder to mata
comptitie equ amon hadlers
pr Hk prdu Kr sto fi
in itt view tht it is inpprote to
prde crts for mi shenb. mmto pro Cls II pruct

It wa Sout an Kr.s view
tht prr to decdi whch di-
delier dierti pro bad me
. th Seta woud hav to an th
qu of wheth or no either
pr is aut by th Ac
beus bo caus un paymntsto pr for mi de tosi 88 pla de
up th utti or sttu of th
pla So an Kr pote outth UD th CM pr
pr Jd..f1hh mi di to a
diti pla wo be eHle tore a cr wh prde"liu to a ne su
pla at 1h sa loti wo no be
ee fu su ..nnlco In ad un thow pr th am of cr&t
pa UR by ha to pmwo wu. de 00 th CC Iuh"l of 1l pp

In mp of th lI togr~ 1h .u crau,didi~ to 2a Dl
th OOenDuell. th ~1s an JC.:
~.. cl 1bit wo
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38.
provide an inntive for proucerr and

shppin plants to suppy the fluid nee
of Class I hadlers in the mì..ficient
zones of the mart Outside of Zones 1
and 2, he sad. there is sucient mi to
met the coumer fluid mi demds.
Southand an Kr inb'Oduced an
exhbit into the rerd to show that the

Chcao ara was mi--ficient relative
to conser demnd. havi to reach
out 90 mies to meet tht demad. Two
other consuption ceters of the maket ,~.
shown on the exbit. Madion: and
Miaukee. Wuunsin had sufcient
mi prouction in their own and
sudi coties. Therfore.
Southand and Kraf believes that the
crdits ar acceptable incetives for the

Chca ara, speccay Zones 1 and 2,
and that they compeate for the
haul shortal buit into the prsent
loction adjustment sytem, but

elsere in thE' maret they ar not.
accptable. The spkesman added tht
in other markets ifct-delive
dierti ar given on mi deliveries
to botter locted in the major

cotion ar no in th mied
One othr pot put forUi by the

spkes was tht the asbly crdit
should be decrased in dict
retion to th need for asmb
mi If a boer is locte in a sea of

mû th th IIs mi suply
shd be obla by di-deliver
th should be no ennt to
pa tb a suly plat beor
dever it to plats so aitnte
Hoever. for pla lote in Chca
be sad.l' th mi th a
red fr so sny ar may be
the mo eft sy

In its br Sod teak th re
st th yea-run th aslycrt an th di-d
dier sh be 8 ce pe
Int for pla in Zo 1 an
2. 7 ce fo Zo 3 an 4, an 6 ce
fu th i-aming zoes Ci se
ma fact br ou at th
hea su as dipla ar
lote th th 1.zo ar antht tb pp o.mdJ' re mi
by tr. indnd th ph inZo 8 th 16. So sttht wJ th:n fo aø an
tm~mímanobe as gr in
so pa of th mm as ot iiisan D.bu paofDÊ~
t1 th Or 30 ieKr in ii br st fi th fh
pa sb md ap to
où""--AW th im:z of th
mawh mi su ar sh
an th ne fomiis,-,Fude, Kn ssl1CMs
pr 1IJe 11 wh:m do ~lhsa as

i
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those who muve their mi relatively
loner distance. Therefore Kraf holds

!he view that under such a scheme,
shipments to bott in the mi..hed
woud be prefer sll one would
reap the sae rewar at less exp.
Kr added that if the crts ar
alowe on shipments to botter in the
mihed, then inffcient traners of
mi would ensue, in place of dict
8hipments. so that plant opeators could
take advantage of al the new crdits.

AI stated Dean. a major mi handler
in the Chcag Regional maret with
the disbibuti plants, two reserve
supply plants, and one supply plat

reguated imder Orer 30 withdrw as a
co-proponent of alternative proposals
and gave its support to CM's
proposals. In its brief. Dean stated that
the assembly crdit and dict-deJivery

direntils should apply towards an
enti shipment, not just the porton

used in Class L because operators of
supply plants and proucers ship to
botter believi that their mi wi be
used in Class i prouct. The cost over
the enÜ1 load is the same, Dean said,
no matter what its ultiate use is at the
plant. Therefore, they should not be
depved the ext monies when a
ditrbuti plant handler decides to use
onl par Dr none of the load ir the

botte. Dean wared that a handler who
. own bot a bott and shippin plant

cod decide to assig al ClaBS I to its
own shipments. which, Dea believes.
would not be in the best interest of
orderly maketi. One oth outcome,
Dea stated, could be tht the shppers,
either plat operators or producers,

would 88 out the hier Clss I use
botters an avoid those with relatively
low Class I use.
Dean alo stated opposition to ti

decrasin payment by zone proposed
by Sothand and Kraf contendi tht
mil delivere to a plant in Green Bay

(Zone 12) is equay vauable to the fluid
maket a8 tht delivered to plant In
Miwaukee (Zone 4) or Cho (Zone 1).
Althoug they favor the Southand

and Kr dict-delivery dierential
propoøa inasar as it lits such

payments to the Class I use at the
receivi plat, NF and FUC
opposed the decrasiI rate schede
beC~lU8e thy believe that ditrbuti
plants lOcted be Zone 2 alo see
the flui nee of the mi-dfient
CbQlo ara. In thei opinon it is
eqa impot tht al bott plants
be grted identica diertial in
order to drw mi to th

TAP and WCM both opse any
form of dict-dcler diertial
beus in their vi. such pat,
eøci to pl loc beond
Zone 6, wou be di to orer

8-199 00(OlXI4--8-13:1S;0

marketi Ths ~so. they:siii~UUe
dict-dlivery diretià1ii wlmd:ggve
bott plantt 8 6 or 8 cent competitìve
advantae over propretar
manmaccri plants locted in the
same ara. Such prposal they 'said,
would underme the maufact
segment of the daindùstr. They
added tht the Sout1and and Kr
modcation, Le., payment 00 the Class)
porton of a shipment, would underm
the maetwde concept of poolin. One
fuer point raised was that the dit-
deliver dieretials prpose may not
even be authori by the Foo Secnty
Act of 198, which alows for payment
frm the pool to hanrler, not to
proucers.

a. Trasportation CHKJits. The order

should provide trportation crdits at

the rate of .28 cents per mie per
hundrweigt to pool distrbuti plant
opertors for the Class I porton of bul
mi received by trer frm other
pool plants. The volume of such
transfer on whch the trtion
crdit would be alowed woud be
determ on the sae basis that
location adjutment crtt 8l
dëterèd for Class I mi frm pol
plan. The trporation crts would
thus be lied pro rata to Cls I
receipts frm each pool plat multipned
by 110 perct. The trpotion
crdits woud be ba On th ditace
between the ditrbuti plat and the
shippiI pol plat. as deteed by
the mart admsttor. an woud be
applicable to movements of mi in anydion.

Supply plants ar a major somc of
mi for ditrbuti plants In th
Chcao orer. In 198 actal trnsfers
of mi frm ssly plants and ree
supply plants to pool dibibuti plants

avered bout 116 mion pouds pe
month var frm le88 th 100
mion poundsll June and Juu to about
145 mion poundsll Ocobe and
Novembe. In 198 41.2 per cet of the
tota raw mi physicay reived at
dibuti plants was reived by
trer fr supply plan and resee
suly plats.
In th Chcao maret. the ditrbuti

plat opetor pays th co of hauIto the dibu plat mi pm
fr a suly plat. 11e diuti
plat opratorre an alowble
Cl I locti adt unde th
ord on Cl I mi at the shi
plat zoe. In co nn tht aditñbu pl re di fr
da fa is acc fo at th mder
pr apli fo th zo wh thplat is lote If aa~ by thpr. th ha ma de:f
payts to a pr th co ofhaul 1D fr th ff to th plat.

F41_(16.32J-a.

Accorm, ilthii. hati dlmuction.is
iDade;.thehad1:rs lOweiit cost 8òure
of inilk iiuld be mm that. is recieved
tfyfrm proee.

The ower prvides a: location
adjustmenfo the ClåB I prce for mi
obtaed' frm aplabt located in a zone
mor'((tant frm Chca than the
distbuti plant. Th prici øytem is
Ü1~ende to ree'1he cóst of movi
mi towatheomajor population center
in the maret, Chca However, the
location adjustent rate of 2.3 cents per
hundrweit per 15 mies provided in
tbe ord (equa to 1. cets pe
hundrweigt per 10 mies) no longer
adequately reec actal haul costs
for mov mi frm one plt to
another plant. Thus. the additional cost
not coverd by the order for transferr

mi frm another pol plant to a
di.!llbutí plant cratea an inequity at

a given loction betwee hadler who
receive mi vía other. pIat trfers
and those who reive mi by dict
shipments fr th far of procers.
Where there may not be adequte
supplies ofdd-shiDDe mi to met
the CilIl need of dïtrtipla,
plats tht re on suply plt mi
ha som competitie didv8Jta
compar to thos plants that ar able
to mee their ne with di-shippmi .
In addion to th indecy Of the

loction adjutmt mte prdlin th.
orer. th ve nati of th m8t
ten not to eni: thè move of
mi to dL""butiJr.aw fo Cl Iuu beus ma~pla ar
locate ttt th ma ~
and pro st t:fu for
prcer mi 881i 11. result is tht
ditrbut plts ha ii
attct adeqtenWiies at
prce tht alow th to be COtivewith ha unde ot ne
order

It is not the pu of th Fed
mi maeti orer Pf to ar
for a supply of mi for.any mi plant.
Dr !o fi an mmfo an su of
mi Hoever co to view
exed by opts at. ll hear
a majo pm of th or pr is
to as an adeqte:auoOpme
an wholes mi mrthfhint
an to esta an mata onmati coon Th.in
adtù md pr Io'.mc
se adete suÔf~:lD.
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Go~cètualy. there,-8 n1() ways
th one to applcJ .ttpWblem,On
way would be to incrss the ClII i
price level an IDcrasethè loction
.adjustment rate'under fteChea
order. Whe th wouldencc more
mi to move to fluid mi plltø it
would also crte ID of
prces with othneaby orer. Sin
the Chcao price woUld be ,too hi
relative to the Dtherorderr, fluid mi
handler would be placed in an
unavorable competitive position and
coud lose saes to handler reted
under other orders. MoreVer. a lrer
ClUB I price would be dicut, jf not

impossible. to jnsti give the cut
supply-demd sitution in the QQca
market wher the Class I utation
level averags about 20 percnt
annuany.

Another way to encou mi to
move to the mat for Cl 1 use
would be to simply prVide a steepe
slop to the locti adjllts of the
Class I and unor, prce. Hower, th
appch' alo would crate prce
alt prblem wh co ret
in a competiwe advanta for Chca
ar hadler ree to oth orer.
Th too. woud not be an accbleøoltton. .

.B of th exte of th pr
aUgrmimt cOtt the coti
th11 upCM JJirnl~
11 'iote O' tIor1o 'de wi a
poOn ,of th~ tntion co ofmovmßbetW.epTa NQ thtthe Ag Mati Agt
Ac (th Ac ha be am to
pet payments to ha ou of
poledpr retufor ii ofmade be CM is pr
that th ondo wbtCM ha
attte to ilonts th or.
naly, :r haer of Cl I
mi fo a poon of th co of
obtmi fr sukpltB

Th CO of us po ff tofacite thmoemt of i: frm
imly pp an ot pol pJa todi p)'wa wH
su at th hea Hoer. tw
coti F'C anNF,
opP th eot."I poti wa
tht DO pp Sbbe ad 1ht
wo ta8lnfn,~topahafo~~ihtbetpr'1I"~ -
potÎis~:IJU""..er. 'tAc~i,1b--,,~~-be...-~M
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indÌçatetbt iiy pr nfpayî
handler 'fo peOOmaetWde
iice JJust meet therementa of
th Ac
The trtion crt proon

adopted in th. decion iDeet the

retS se fo in the statu. Tf
maket as. a wiolebeefits fr havi
the flui:in::et adequatel
imlied in a ma tht prote
ordes in the maratplace The
trtion crtsww tend to
prote th orer maret of mi
. by en supply pl8ta an oter
pol plats to ma mi avaible to
dibuti plata fo Class I use.

Dibuti plants ar locte
thout th maL Some ar
situted with plenti suplies of raw
mi near. Oter ar locte mo
dit frm mi supli. However, a
pricipal chctc of the Chca
mat is tht maufact plats alar locte tht the mibe
ti prdh inte cotitiGl1 for
ml suli In th situti it ÌBesenti to or mati tht th
or re nw fu th co oftr nñÎkTh cu orer ha loctionadjt proon tht re apo of th møof tr miTb th opti of made
po th poon of th haul cou

. coer by th Iocti:ata issh by al pr Ho, as
no eaer m th de thfu adpr DO lmadte re cut ha co
Th ha wh pay fo trfo mi be plats D1 a grteco th is re by th or.11 ha wh in su
adti ha co have hi
co th ot llaMù wh do notre mi fr ot plMoer. th adJu co
ww ar no re in th mds
bl pr ar no sh by al th
pr whenjo th bl pptht ie fn ma poHo, as~ ea. fu
reti ofba co in thlo ad pp is not apr me of de wi flppTh ~ti c: pr
he wipr or i-tWthpr 1h ar ff .~w: th ii an p.
offh,Ac Th,øp of th i:wwjmpftm~-a~1I~1I b:iea~:of'~~l:ID~--:~j--'',_to.&.~~
..~.,~-"' '.
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Ths, aD prl' wh &hm the . . :'
bents of the 'bi retuofthe fld":
maet th maetwde poii wi':;.sha al the co of seci th flui...'
mi seor of th ma on a mo ~:eqle ba::

CMs pr woud have vared ::
th pe bbweigt rate frm ;2::
ce fo Sebe tb Febr to.
.22 cets for Ma thug Aug Thpu be th se varti 'was th du the sulu prucon .':
se mi moves to distributi plats .fr sica shor di th
it do dm the shor pron
se CM was conced tht a
cot rate cod en dit
shipments wh not ne an tt
fu reuce the blen priceun.Prpo intruce exits
sh act haul cots pad by
cflr plat opto dn May,Ocob. Noem, an De 19forpla-tot shi ofmi
11 data co sbta ra
fr on mi to 39 mi inte aD
ov avge haulin rate of abot A2ce pe!l bm
ii th wa a Wi ra in the
ha rate pa CM chos topr twth of th aver
hael co to yi a tr
cr ra of .2 ce in th nn mo
in or to no pr totaheooweq Of
ha co Si. th pr 11pe of-t fa ra fo th fipp mo
Th .2 æn pe milm ram is re ansh be ad as th ma
tr crt fo almo
Th Ï8 DO ba in th -r fo~ thathamt in th fl
pm se ar 80 pe ofsb-s ra
11 tr cr sh be

apli pm ra to ie of mi fr
po pI Th pr wi coto th wa kkti ad ar
ap Si1b tr a-me in 10 mm th loadj it is co to folth sa pr fo bo pp
As pp~ th lrlacr ab 11 ap 10 p1

mi ....~.l.1h:m in andi Thmasprl
diofmimo..~ iøño
JI to -- an::lL-= toso th is frthppar to lhpr po.~
l1.aö ar whis1oiD11~.a cooflh,--l...ara..~øl_nDBjoJlar .;.188aa::auauGr11.,;j\\".."'..ar aI,''we--
ofLa.~ w:hm1h
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TI~~::l=ml=~~' ~: :á:r teS'ficf.caêtU'o ññ ,::a'::..,:th..,','d~,db.,'.:~.:~a::'Aw., '.;pu.:d~,~~~:.;~nn.'it,'o,:S,tb.T~,e.o',Af' ~~:-d
case shpments ôtni fr wes to As adoped th ~tiCCts' "".... ""'''1'''' -....1.. i"~~"'
eairan øoth to nor ar feble an amf th rnt lo'tôn adjiiønt Wb~mm mi for th.fluid'inaret and

=~~~i::::~l:;:~ =~ ~=~~. ., ,.;;...'~......'.pp.:,'.di."~..~...:..'...'.'.'...".',' ~.'...y,ër",'__'J:.1Y,.m"t88'au .S'eatid' ~Pted'
, to shipments that move in thetrtiona crt éDd th loctitmad~t,u.. ....u, GI "
nor to south or nortW't to sotheast cb&ined) on an ahptènt oflí wi ddërll'CMii prposaln that the
dion Th. thèt iø no incetive be tt anout detetniIIieelby . . d mgfceitS Pi lndieigt tate
under th otetø prce strct to move multiply 

th .2 cets pê ibe-pe wöUld'bll:~jjl'i1it8bleeachmonth. rather
mi suppIies In those dlons for hundiweiSt rate by th Qbl8ce th v~ IilUIÒIIal, and would be
which there ar no location adjustments. between the 8hPPÏi and reoeiVi baQD'~fe1 8.Søiged to Class I
The cut loction adjustment plats. Suchdistà1ce wôuld be uS pfth.receivi p.aitThe assembly
prvillonø would not be chand by thii detemed by th mat acctrtot' cit~tbat there ar certaided8Ion. on th liu bWlis tht dists COts aiided with me process of
Thre was no spèc oppotin to beiwëeii¡ilaiiS iidètt- iidër 8.&e.and iihipin mi to

the prposed application of the cint loction adjubnet ditrbutiplàti. These cots ar in
trsporttion crts to mi prvviion of the ord. 

If mi moves in addition. to, tbebBul cots that ar
movements 8S just descrbed. Hower. a clon iuch tht aloctioo incu when nù hi shppe frm a
the brief fied on beha.lf of Kraft ur adjustment COye1' pm of the BUPPly plart to a ditrbuti pla."lt and
tht the transportation crdits apply trportàtion Wilt, the loction which wi.~n,er in part thug
only to IIlrpments that oriate frm adjustment wòuld apply and the the iriirtlition crttas dillssed
plants locted more than 60 mUes frm tranportation crt would be reuced elseWhetinth declllon.
the dibuti plant. The purse of by the' amount of the trportation CMplopo8ed~tht an aSBIy
such a Umtation would be to encourage costa covere.by the location crt bbptae iite:t cetaper
priar the longer distace shipments adjutment However, ü the loctin hun~t fur ttemonth of Auguiit
to distrbuti plants located in zones adjustment does not coer any of tbè th F~ and six centei Per .
one thug four. It is clear that these transfe cost, the fu trporttiOD h dr-I_l-' th .
plants do not have Bufcient supplies of crdit would be allwed. Th wi ca Ð: ordér l;~::e1o: :mccn~infu~ :.
milk neary and mWlt depend to a grat DUt the intent that crts apply to mi asmbly crt. CM coif.' C1.' a '.
deg on supply plant mi for their mövements m any diction but tht d laèd
supplies. Alo. accord to the brief. tota comllnAation not cover the. enti e' " itey of 

the cotS In ii
..~ opti 10 reoad plats that --

such a lbtation on the application of haaa_i;t. .' . ..' .... . totay dllcåte.tDse tte:l1d .
th tranp0rrtion crts would .b. Assembly Credits. The onler also mi makatlt'waacMs v.ewtbaL:.

::ø::~i~=~~s=~:=í;to ~:~l:l:~~l=ii~s:m~~ ü:t to themíd'qptiona i:-u£~;'~ .'."
plants for mß when dict-shipp mi a888mblyand shp tQ 

ditrbutl plants plan prded.th&d' anon'an . ./ . .,,~
is avaiable frm nearby far. for Cl88 I use. Lie the tranporttion de~tion of1hebaccó of. ..'

A slnar view was expresed in the ~dits. the assembly crdits woud be asseli G~de A mifor~'
brief fied by TAW. which proposed deducted frm the pooled vale of mi to the fluid maet fr iich plats. . .'
several restrctons on alow beor computation of the unor prce Th'suey of cOlts of the 10 reloa~
ditrbuti plants to recëive and woud be crdited 8gllt the yielded a weiite ave cots of,
trportation crdits. The brief 1U'd 8Uppi~' hadlers Pool obliation. The opration of 1279.cebbjJ ,-,,- ' . . bundre,it. cc of both ~
that tranorttion crdits only apply to: rate for e crdit should be eit cets an. d'vable ';..l'a .r.._..~ mo' ¿'--. or.: .
1. Clan I use, includi inventory and pe h'udreit. .... 1.. .. .U1
shhe; The Act in 805)OJi). dele~tes Sebe19 thOaAi.l98.A.

2. Necessa supplemental mß frm ''pvidi racitiee to fu additiona innnth:c.stsweprtem
iupply plants; the crditø shoud not supplies of mi needed by handler exbi nn '35' an.ti notbe.ae
apply ü the distrbuti plant hu an . . ... aø a serce of marketwde out he in. ddta DD tt 12-mont
adequate supply of dict-shippe mi bent The operation of supply plat peod th tota vv1ue of mi hadled
or if the distrbuti plant ihi mi facities is a øervce of maetwde ih therroadl each month vared
avaiable by dict shipment to other benefit beaus it is a fucton involved frm just onde 100 mi ponn to
plats. in movi mi frm one location to more th US.DDon 'po The

Simly, diøtrbuti plants shoud another for the purse of fu reloads we. opte bycopetive .
not receive haul crâits in exceas of reents for mi of a hier uue aation an pret hadler '.'
those appucable to receipts frm its own classifcation. Beore mi ca be It is appat fr 

data prvided in ,;;

clsest supply plants. lrported fr a suply plont to a exts tht the: ml re at the 10\
The concerns addrsed in the briefs ditrbuti plant. it mud be asøled reoads hhclude in ile detaed cost

med by Kr and TAP should be and pehaps coled and øt th øueyreprts a ~ti.porrn
adequtely addrse under the reloaded onto a trck Th costs of the mi tt ii.tt tosaesu adoted hein. Tht is. the Incu in pe th fuctOI dibutipptdi: su plats
less than tot covere of haul costs ar not cutl red in the an ree iRp1 Pór;exle,by the cr shoud diure order. in Janmy 19 thë;;;o-.~:li .

~~ ~E~ ~.~~y¡~~
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pèrcL Thaa~t.~ttât'ttcøst be~~äitte aa:aa.noW','appliés WiUstUØD 't,&ver:Ià--e to pay 35.::
, su reiel-.,-et8.~'Pl1c8lè to 8 in dêl-lntnlblntliU()ti , pet orthe iih.ppIn'cOt . ,"j::
vast majoty of:tu.inldbå:t J.e). adjjtmt iiówedadd~ti plimIn ita brèflCritqqntiÓÓed whether'::.
frsupplt anrêlJ '1l11yplants to Whëi itre cc88.11~lildi';D suc a' Pl9pow was atiori ünder'
ditrufu'PJAtø-vaa~ _sfer. ~ dîferetBòur l. in the case the aménded Act However. in lit of ...

Thecot ~ta ~ ~thè . iJfboth ~ !~ti~. 8(1jntm~t and the tbèonclDBantht the jjw woud
n!l~d~ti~m11t bë ~ed81 ~tion crt,the baa for thwar the othèr o~er proVVøioI1 .
hemg luutablelOlthe puae mtended Mbbblbü the tota ø.ount of adtJpted høréin Krs rontention need"
here. Althoug øoii iJueti~ were a58bly Cit8. to be al would not be addrSSed
riid a~ut the CÒt ddtå~ fiaò!her data be 110 perct o.f th ditrbuti plant's FOi'the f~in reasons al
W8S ~renlë to refutè thev.88dity of tòtii Cls I lIiged to reipts frm propos telatito dict-delivery
the t0ts aùbmtt by'CMu other polplai&.. differtili paynts ar denied
repl"tati of actal reload opèàtt ~ ,pr:ny reason, accrd to . . ; .-'
costa. CM'i! spQeøman forptpoBID to fJ Omssion 0/ a1lended decsIon . '.'
The proponents alró did not. wih to ååwasbly crdits ònaa in that and the. OpMrtty to File WrIttn .

reimbu supply plants fot the Lòta iøshÌppi fotbesupply plant to Ii Exceptions Thereto
costs ofUiiembll mi yet they disbibùtU plant was to fac:tâle the The Foo Sety Improvements Act
wanted to cov~r~uch of thOii costs. So bi1 pros between the shi~~ and of 198 I)Bidatea tht the secrta
they flt ~tîP~ed ~.79 ~ntsby 80 reeivb,~and1er. !'everteless. it is sha imlemt 81)arketWe servce
pei;t; wbc!y.elded aOOut 10 cents. moreco~istent ~th the concept of.. prothiit meets the reuiments of
Th W88 agaJ? ~y ~percntbeuse reco øervceto ,the CC~8Ø I maret the Agtural Maketi Agmet
there ~â. vati?Dm:ib~t:ts of to retrct the assen:b~y crdilt to a Act 011937 not later th 12 dayà afr "
oPer.ti th va:0W!i'loi;.. The end measur of th receivv pllt s Class I a hea is conducted., Th,De~iitreøi thus was the 'eî t:ts.pe use. . ba deleed t1tth ipt f b ' fa
hùnd:wef8t thtCM.proøèd for c. Diret-Dlivery Diffrentiäls. '.' th ? ré1fuio n~. . ;
the sh~rr p~çt!0n sea~OJ. Thé 80 ~po~ t!' .pro''d~ BepØ1a~- p~~~nt ::ndii~ bye l:~':~~:'ti:eh::~ "
perceii~ WIU. " !!PP. iieil qa~caUIl the 01 up to eet èem:a pe hundrdweet Judg on th ÙI . d th ta f th '. .l
use of relodS vareilfraa montbto- frmpoolfunda to producers ot mi 1æ-ay tie~ i imt l:ti e .,
~01it1 wbcl yiiildø.thesi cets per it--ppd or divert-trerrd frm Acc--/Wftl' or emen. OD.,
hbndtvvfØthld .~s p~ii as the far to dîlJuti plants lihoud not ~~Y. any amendato~ 8cton !
rate lo ih~òiycrbb dur be adOte Althoug'B! payments ta 88 a~ult of the PU?lîc hea
Mattljdy, . . peaps woiid getin to bott held if ~so.W'l8onsin on Jun 2-

. Aa"irtbe t88H!Oflhe~tion plts thy woud tend to offt what iø 198, wwf! the hrefdate on.
cttøthaats,in' (avttr of inteded to be -accmplihe by maketwde sece paymts issue
,11~aialy'¡'~the ~mPPf crdits adotion uf the trrtation crts bein Juu 9,198, ii have an
aæDpt ~~ ::ùH':Ö.t dida and the asbly crL In addition. the effectie date ofno later ~ Noyemoor
8ubmiitéd'byCM'dOé notre any anthnty for such paymts unde the 6, 198. However. for admtrtive
patU!!øøa8O patnm, H 8. ae8O matwde servce prvisions of the pur Novem 1 is a preferble
~artion'wennído.te1tmouId be Aët Ì8 questionable. since the provions eftie date. .

. bb ,QD 8. demaitratiii tht rosts ar cxed. in ten of payments to ll the nor ruemak p~urs
acty vax ana 8eD81 ball Tht hadd for serces they perform of I8~td a remmended deccon and
ii ilot1be ca~ ~80. th eft Prsently, about 60 peent of th mi provvdi tie to fie exceptiona therto
~m"perhui~tgt ra ..dbe need by botters iø shpped dictly were followe the. amende orer wuld
appllcable eäch,mmatf. fr far eith by, di delvery or nol be made effecve by November 1;

As ,acôPhe~ the a--bly. dive-trer. base on data for the 19:
. crt ,wdJibe .avø.irle fDany:Poo .plat pe ofJa,uar-Der 198 It 18 therfme fou tht the due and
that re:vennii aiihbii -it to a Prt and other at the hear tiely 2Xcution of the fuct of the
ditrbutiplit. CJspm teed tht th miority of mì moves Seta under the Act imratively
woud have JiJI.,credil 't in.th mar beus it is the most and unvoidably re th omion of
iipmentø.l',npIY~Iät8 to effcct way to get mi to botter. a remmende d'!sion and an
ditrbntiplat& HÕweer, it is mo F', it was prt's belief opprtty for wrtt excetion with
COiit 'WliI tb 'aaafthe tht paymt. øhuldbe made to repe to ii No.1.
Chca ordr to prvide the'-cts.for prouce for di~shh"pe mi in Ru on Ì' Fi anthe pro rata1Jm.,9f:Çi8'!~ in i, ~to ~ta ~ ~tIevel of Cc
pool plant''8-ssèPø~DD toa efäe ahts m lit of their otherdibuti::)llt,~~ 'ii..' . pr Br an prpo fi ansbi~~g;n,..l.;'::~li~\p.lJ UJ':r forado prfi co we ßl on be of~~... " ",:""tI~ltQ otpri8.to.a1te the co cebbpa.11 brth'~,n,f "~ ~:" . '~~i1lJòr ~.:beJJ wh ohta pr 6n an cm an
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reeB tonn such 6n or resuc cø. aa de for thre prely irte in thden.
Ge Ji
Thdindi an detibein se for sulemt th

tht we ma wh th Cb
Regon or was fi iB anwh it was am Th prfidi an det ar herati an co ex wher th
may coct with th øø fu he

(a) 11 tetative marti agt
an th or. as he pr to be
amen and al of th te ancotion th wi te to
efte thd£ policy of th Ac

(b) The paty pp of mi as
detemd put to seon 2 of th
Act ar not re in vr of th
prce of fe. avle sulies of
fee an ot ecc coditiwh af ma su an de
for mi in th ms ar an the
mium prce sp in th
teti ma ag an th
or. WI heby pr to beRt..dJi" ar øu pr 88 wi re
th afor fact in a snci
qu of pm an ww mian be in th pp in an(t:) 11 te ma agt
an tb or. ø he pr to bea-. wi re th ~of
mi iD1b sa ma aø an wí be
ap on to pe in th~6.'\", cl ofii anco adly sp in ama~ ag up wh a
be ha be he
)L.."'~A~ aø om
.f he anma a pahe me tw dots a Ma
Ag re 1h bm of
mi aø aD () ~th or
l"bt1b l. of mi in thCb Re i- ar wJha be de up as th dean~me of~litbf~~It. he md th th en.. an th tw ~aJ.c he be ~ in thFe JJ.
D 1 . ,...... efP: Ap--- ! - --l'

)) 1S is JJ .J....,.. to beth .la¡ll r lP pe fo1h pa
of -~ ..1J io ..QC of
lI md 88 t:; .. an as lø
i- to be ..- . i1 ~ g Y a.1I1w - .! _mi Ii tt Oû"" K .....-1 tillis~..lIlì
bJ pP.,'" .Ái.. 88 òe 1I II..ofthon (- :: II as
S- mml( n n-~:1
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Us.ofSaia '/ CPPs'11
Mi II orMi DDpr. .
Si at W8B DC imOcs,1I.

Ri B. i.Set. ft-..., ttom ~'0. IlefMiial- QQ
II M8 An
(1 or ii no'be efe

un an untillb~-of
§ 9014 oflhm1 ofpran
pr gulli:pr toforte ma~æ:
maot Da lieei-iiee)Fil-~ . ~Th fi an, ~';....¡--ti l'" .l!li" ¡-iinti fo
he se fosuwleøøel1Uhose ~ *, .
tht we ma wh tborWW.fi
if an W'=n itW-aB --~ "!
~fi aa&ib~':--
ar he l'tt aD l:..lI.~
ex wh th maamwith se fo be
(a)Fi
A jm he wa he 1I
ce i-(J -- to th~ ..i.~amto
tJ or re l1 lu..b'S of;mII th CI Re l-.'..~ ar
Th læ_ll pu toihpr of th ~grllv...-l
Ag Ac of 19.' as .. (7
u.sc. lIll'674) an llap mi of praa
ppDCe 17 Cf Pa:9
Up 1l ba of lhev

II at su ll,mJ llre th it is fm &I
(1)Th 8I or 88 he ..an aD of th le im ccth wi le 10 ~ 1I

cc-- pø øf 1h Ac
(2) ne plpr of 88~i "'-l~toBe2øfth

Ad arDOi",-~_'laflh.~ øffe..O' .. "d,sø offe --ol~~- ~c ~,-- elmass made
l'miiD dd-- ..ll~,aaanlI .. .. pi ~iø-Ø
cmaallA'", 1 Wd--ll
pr sswilh:élh _i~ '~fà..a~~el
pm--.¿ ~ "'.. JI--beialhp8--'" 'OOnesa---Jw'! ;¡r 4J ~. ll .. - - øt:m'i
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1. "l a1 ci fo CF Pa10 ooti ~ red as fo
.ASe 1'19 48 St 31 as
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Agricultural Marketing Service

7 CFR Parts 1005, 1007, 1011, and 1046

¡Docket No. AD-388-A9, et al.; DA-96-08)

Milk in the Carolina and Certain Other
Marketing Areas; Tentative Decision
on Proposed Amendments To
Marketing Agreements and Orders

----------_.._--- -~~-
7 CFR

Part Marketing area Docket No.

Carolina .............. AO-388-A9
Southeast ............. AO-366-A38
Tennessee Valley AO-251-A40
Louisville-Lexing- AO-123-A67to.n.=Evansv~___-

AGENCY: Agricultural Marketing Service,

USDA.
ACTION: Proposed rule.

SUMMARY: This tentative partial decision

proposes, on an emergency basis,
amendments to four Federal milk orders
in the Southeastern United States. The
amendments would establish a
transportation credit balancing fund
from which to reimburse handlers for
the cost of importing bulk mi1k into
these markets for fluid use when milk
supplies that are normally associated
with these markets are insuffcient to

meet fluid needs. The amendments also
would establish a monthly assessment
to maintain the solvency of the fund and
a methodology for computation of the
transportation credits. The proposed
rules are based upon proposals that
were considered at a public hearing
held May 15-16,1996, in Charlotte,'
North Carolina. Producers in the
affected areas will have an opportunity
to vote on the interim amendments
before they go into effect.
DATES: Comments must be submitted on
or before August 19, 1996.
ADDRESSES: Comments (4 copies) should

be fied with the Hearng Clerk, Room
1083, South Building, United States
Department of AgrIculture, Washington.
DC 20250.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Nicholas Memoli, Marketing Spedalist,
Order Formulation Branch, USDA/
AMS/Dair Division, Room 2971, South
Building, P.O. Box 96456, Washington,
DC 20090-6456, (202) 690-1932.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: This

administrative action is governed by the
provisions of sections 556 and 557 of
Title 5 of the United States Code and.
therefore, is excluded from the
requirements of Executive Order 12866.

The Regulatory Flexibility Act (5
U.S.C. 601-612) requires the agency to

1005
1007
1011
1046

examine the impact of a proposed rule
on small entîtes. Pursuant to 5 U.S.C.

60S (b) , the Agricultural Marketing
Service has determined that this rule
wil not have a significant economic
impact on a substantial number of small
entities. No new entities will be
regulated as a result of the proposed
rules and any changes experienced by
handlers wil be of a minor nature.

The amended orders wil promote
orderly marketing of milk by producers
and regulated handlers by providing
transportation credits to assist them in
bringing supplemental milk to the
màrket for fluid use. The record of this
proceeding indicates that supplemental
milk is regularly imported into the
Southeastern United States, that the
burden of cost for providing this service
has been increasing. and that it falls
unevenly among the handlers and dairy
farmers operating in these markets.

There wil be a modest assessment on
handlers to provide funds for the
proposed new transportation credits,
which wil be used to reimburse
handlers for the costs that they incur,
but this assessment wil not exceed 6
cents per hundredweight of Class I
producer milk. The assessment will be
reduced or waived completely once the
balance in the transportation credit
balancing fund is sufficient to cover the
sum of six months' credits. The 6-cent
per hundredweight assessment
translates to about one-half cent per
gallon of mile

At present, an handlers regulated
under the 4 milk orders involved in this
proceeding fie a monthly report of
receipts and utilzation with the market
administrator. The proposed
amendments resulting from this
proceeding wil only add 2 lines of
informatIon to this report. However,
only those handlers applying for
transportation credits on supplemental
milk wJ1 have to provide this additonal
information to the market administrator.
The estimated time to collect, aggregate,
and report this information, which is
already compiled for other uses, is les
than 15 minutes per month.

The net impact of the proposed
amendments on dairy farmers should be
insigrrficant. Some dairy farmers may
experience a reduction in their blend
price during the first year that the new
rules are In effect. This reduction,
which should amount to less than 5
cents per hundredweight. wil occur
only if the balance in the transportation
credit balancing fund is insufficient to
cover the current month's transportation
credits. Once the fund has been funy
endowed, dair farmers would
experience no reduction in the uniform

prrce as a result of transportation
credits.

The preamble of thIs tentative
decision clearly explains to all handlers
and dairy farmers in these markets how
the new provisions wil work. The
market administrator wil send a copy of

this decision to each handler,
cooperative association. and
nonmember dairy farmer covered by
these orders. In addition, the market
administrator's office is accessible by
telephone for any additional questions
that may arise during regular business
hours.

The amendments proposed herein
have been reviewed under Executive
Order 12778, Civil Justice Reform. This
rule is not intended to have a retroactive
effect. If adopted, this proposed rule
wil not preempt any state or local laws,
regulations, or policies. unless they
present an irreconcilable conflct with
this rule.

The Agricultural Marketing
Agreement Act of 1937. as amended (7
U.S.C. 601-674), provides that

administrative proceedings must be
exhausted before parties may fie suit in
court. Under section 608c(15) (A) of the
Act, any handler subject to an order may
fie with the Secretary a petition stating
that the order. any provision of the
order, or any obligation imposed in
connection with the order is not in
accordance with the law and request a
modification of an order or to be
exempted from the order. A handler is
afforded the opportunity for a hearing
on the petition. After a hearing, the

Secretary would rule on the petition.
The Act provides that the district court
of the United States in any district in
which the handler is an inhabitant. or
has its principal place of busIness, has
jurisdiction in equity to review the
Secretar's ruling on the petition,
provided a bil in equity is fied not
later than 20 days after the date of the
entry of the ruling.

Prior documents in this proceeding:
Notice of Hearng: Issued May 1,

1996; published May 3. 1996 (61 FR

19861).

Preliminary Statement
A public hearing was held to consider

proposed amendments to the marketing
agreements and the orders regulating the
handling of milk in the aforesaid
marketing areas. The hearing was held
pursuant to the provisions of the
Agricultural Marketing Agreement Act
of 1937, as amended (7 U.S.C. 601-674),
and the applicable rules of practice (1
CPR Part 900), in Charlotte, North
Carolina, on May 15-16, 1996. Notice of
such hearing was issued on May I,
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1996, and publìshed May 3,1996 (61 FR
19861).

Interested parties were given until
May 28, 1996, to fie post-hearng briefs
on the proposals as published in the
Federal Register and as modified at the
hearing. Comments also were requested
on whether the proposals should be
considered on an emergency basis.

Interested parties may fie written
exceptions to this tentative decision
with the Hearing Clerk, U.S. Department
of Agriculture, Washington, DC 20250
by the 30th day after publìcation of this
decision in the Federal Register. Four
copies of the exceptions should be fied.
All written submissions made pursuant
to this notice wi1 be made available for
public inspection at the Offce of the
Hearing Clerk during regular business
hours (7 CFR 1.7(b)).

The material issues on the record of
the hearing relate to:

1. Transportation credits for
supplemental bulk milk received for
Class I use.

2. Deductions from the minimum
uniform price to producers.

3. Whether emergency marketing
conditions in the 4 regulated marketing
areas warrant the omission of a
recommended decision with respect to
Issue No.1 and the opportunity to fie
written exceptions thereto.

This tentative partial decision only
deals with Issues 1 and 3. Issue 2 wil
be handled through normal rulemaking
procedures in a forthcoming
recommended decision.

Findings and Conclusions

The following findings and
conclusions on the material issues are

based on evidence presented at the
hearing and the record thereof:

1. Transportation Credits for
Supplemental Bulk Milk Received for
Class I use

Federal Milk Orders 1005, 1007, 1011,

and 1046 (hereinafter referred to as "the
4 orders") should be amended to
provide a transportation credit for
supplemental bulk milk that is
transferred from an other order plant to
a pool plant during the months of July
through December, A credit also should.
be provided to those handlers who
import supplemental bulk milk for fluid
use directly from producers' far, For

plant milk, the credit should be limited
to milk that is allocated to Clas I and
should be computed at a rate equal to
3.7 cents per 10 miles per cwt. or
fraction thereof from the transferor plant
to the transferee plant. The credit
should be reduced to the extent that the
Class I price at the transferee plant

exceeds the Class I price at the
transferor plant.

In the case of milk received directly
from producers' farms, the origination
point of a bulk tank truck containing
more than one producer's milk should
be the city closest to the farm from
which the last farm pickup was made.
Alternatively, the origination point may
be the location specified on a certed
weight receipt obtained at an
independently operated trck stop after
the last farm pickup has been made. The
credit should be computed by
multplying 3.7 cents times the number
of 1O.mile increments between the
origination point and the location of the
plant receiving the milk, less any
positive difference in the Class I prices
at the two points under the order
receiving the milk.

A transportation credit for bulk milk
received from an other order plant for
Class I use was proposed by Mid.
America Dairymen, Inc., a cooperative
association that represents
approximately 50 percent of the
producers in Orders 5,7, and i 1. and
nearly one-third of the producers in
Order 46.

A spokesman for Mid-Am testified
that: (a) The Southeast states are
chronically short of milk for fluid use at
certain times of the year and this
shortage wil be particularly acute
during the upcoming summer and fall
months; (b) the Federal order Class I
pricing structure wil not accommodate
the movement of milk from surplus
markets to deficit markets; (c) the
burden of supplying the 4 Southeast
markets with supplemental milk for
fluid use falls disproportionately on the
cooperative associations serving these
markets; (d) the Agricultural Marketing
Agreement Act provides for
"marketwide service payments" to
provide for greater equity between
producers and handlers supplying a
market with supplemental milk during
short production months; and (e)
therefore, the Secretary should
immediately amend the 4 orders
effective July I, 1996, to provide relief
to those handlers who wil be relied
upon to provide supplemental milk to
meet the fluid needs of consumers in
the area.

The General Manager of Carolina
Virginia Milk Producers Assciation
(CVMPA), a cooperative association
with producers supplying plants

regulated under all 4 orders, testified in
support of Mid- Am's proposed
transportation credits but stated that the
proposal should be expanded to include
supplemental milk received directly
from producers' farms. The spokesman
testifed that during the period from July

through December 1995, CVMPA
imported more than 19 milion pounds
of plant milk at a transportation cost of
307 thousand dollars. During that same
period, however, CVMPA imported
more than 38 milion pounds of
supplemental producer milk directly
from farms at a cost of 528 thousand
dollars, he said.

The CVMPA spokesman t.estified that
supplemental milk shipped directly
from producers' farms can often be
purchased at lower cost than plant milk.
He also noted that this farm-shipped
milk is often of better quality because it
requires less handling. He concluded
that the orders should be amended to
give handlers the economic incentive to
transport milk in the most effcient
rnanner .

A spokesman for Milk Marketing. Inc.
(MMI), a cooperative association
supplying handlers under Orders 11 and
46, testified in opposition to the Mid-
Am proposal as it relates to Order 46.
The MMI spokesman stated that MMI
opposed the proposal on the basis that
over-order charges would be a better
method of obtaining reimbursement for
the costs associated with importing milk
into the market for fluid use. Also, he
said that MMI did not support the
proposal because it did not provide a
transportation credit for bulk
supplemental milk shipped directly
from producers' farms to plants.
However, he said that if the Department
should adopt Mid-Am's proposal, it
should be expanded to Include
supplemental milk received directly
from producers' farms. Receiving milk

in this manner. he explained, would
encourage hauling efficiencies, improve
milk quality, eliminate pump.over
expenses, and reduce product loss due
to handling.

Select Milk Producers, Inc., a New
Mexico daiy cooperative that provides
supplemental milk to the Southeast
markets, endorsed the suggestion of
CVMPA and MMI to provide
transportation credits for farm-to-plant
milk as well as plant-to-plant milk.

The Mid-Am proposal also received a
qualifed endorsement from Fleming

Dairy. The spokesman for Fleming.
which operates pool distributing plants
in Nashvile, Tennessee, and Baker,

Louisiana, suggested that Mid-Am's
proposal be modifed to restrict
transportation credits to the months of
July through October instead of July
through December. He also suggested
eliminating the provision proposed by
Mid-Am that would permit credits
during the months of January through

June if the Class I utilzation during the
month is higher than 80 percent.
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The Fleming spokesman stated that
during the months when transportation
credits are in effect, Class II-A pricing
in these markets and in the surrounding
markets should be suspended. At the
present time, he said, the presence of
Class II-A pricing in these markets
significantly adds to the cost of
obtaining supplemental milk because
cooperatives and fluid milk processors
have to bid this supplemental milk
away from butter-.powder plants.

A spokesman for Land 0' Sun Dairies,
Kingsport, Tennessee, MHkco, Inc.,
Ashevile, North Carolina, and Hunter
Farms, Charlotte and High Point, North
Carolina, also offered constructive
criticism of the Mid-Am proposaL. The
spokesman suggested that handlers
seeking reimbursement for
transportation costs should be required
to show that they, in fact, incurred the
cost. If the actual transportation cost
was less than the credit provided in the
order, a handler should only receive
reimbursement for the cost actually
incurred. He also questioned whether
the proposed 3.9 cents per 10 miles
accurately represented the cost of
transporting bulk milk and he criticized
the proposal for not restricting
transporttion credits on the movement
of bulk mHk between the 4 orders
involved in this proceeding. Finally, the
witness suggested borrowing funds from
the producer-settlement fund reserve,
instead of the marketwide pool. when
the proposed transportatiot1 credit
balancing fund contains an insuffcient

balance to cover a month's
transportation credits.

Several proprietary handlers testified
in opposition to the proposed
transportation credits. The president of
Southern Belle Dairy, Somerset,
Kentucky, stated that handlers make
choices in arranging for their milk
supplies and the Federal order program
should not be called upon to
"absolutely level the playing field." He
said the proposed 6-cent assessment for
the transportation credit balancing fund
would put Southern Belle at a
competitive disadvantage with its
competitors in Indiana, Virginia, West
Virginia, and Ohio. He also stated that
it wil promote ineffcient movements of
milk by giving regional cooperatives the
opportunity to divert regional milk
supplies to Florida and then replace
those supplies with supplemental milk
at handlers' expense. FinaIly, he
critcized the proposal for not including
the suspension of Class fi-A pricing.

The Director of Milk Procurement for
Dean Foods Company, Franklin Park,
Ilinois, also testified in opposition to
the Mid-Am proposaL. He said that
negotiation between buyer and seller

was the best vehicle to recover costs and
that proprietary handlers that purchase
all or part of their milk supply from
independent producers should not be
expected to pay into a transportation
pool to assure a milk supply for
processors who choose to purchase their
milk from a "marketing agency." The
proposed amendments, he said, could
create false shortages and force fluid
processors to make unnecessary
payments into a transportation pool for
the sole benefit of cooperatives,

The vice president of finance for
Holland Dairies, Holland, Indiana, also
testifed in opposition to the proposal.

The witnes stated Holland Dairies has
developed its own milk supply from
independent producers and, as a result,
carries the risk of balancing this milk
supply during the flush and short
seasons of production. He said that
while the proposed transportation
credits would cost Holland Dairy a
considerable amount of money, it would
provide no apparent benefit to Holland
Dairy. He concluded that suppliers of
milk in thp, Southeast voluntarily chose
to do business in that region and should
therefore be required to manage their
business accordingly.

Briefs. Several briefs were fied
following the hearing. A brief from the
Kroger Company indicates Kroger's
opposition to the transportation credit
proposal. Kroger states in its brief that
".. * * a temporary situation should not

be used as justifcation for a pemanent
change in the order which would allow
the use of pool money to cover the cost
of transportation * * * the current
system has worked in the past and wil
continue to do so in the future."

Holland Dairies, Inc., in its brief,
reiterated Us opposition to the
transportation credit proposal. Holland
stated that "it is completely unfair to
independent handlers and processors to
legislate that they are required to pay
into a fund that only a cooperative can
draw funds from." (It appears from this
statement that Holland has
misconstrued the proposal. As
proposed, and as adopted herein,
transportation credits would be
available to any handler that brings
supplemental milk into the market.
Accordingly, should Holland Dairy run
short of milk during the months of July
through December, it could import milk
from Wisconsin or Michigan, for
example, and receive a transportation
credit for such milk.)

While conceding that the Southeast
has always been in a deficit position,
Holland maintains that handlers should
pay for supplemental milk through
premiums outside of the order. Holland
is also concerned that stair stepping of

milk to markets farther south wil occur
and that normal deliveries should be
excluded from receiving a
transportation credit.

Holland also argues in its brief that
handlers should have a choice of buying
milk from a cooperative association or
from independent producers. II states
that the proposed transportation credits
would eliminate this choice.

Holland contends that Order 46
should not be part of the proposed
transportation credit because it is far
removed from deficit areas in Georgia
and Florida. Finally, it states that if a
transportation credit is implemented, it
should not apply for the first 250 miles.

A brief fi1ed on behalf of the Fleming
Company states that the proposed
transportation credits are compelJngly
supported by the evidence in this
proceeding. Fleming, however,
reiterates its suggestion that the credits
be limited to the months of July though
October and suggests a further
limitation based upon mileage or source
of supply. The handler again expresses
a concern about Class II-A pricing and

suggests that it be suspended when
supplemental milk is needed in the
Southeast. Fleming urges the Secretary
to act on an emergency basis to adopt
the proposal.

A brief was also fied on behalf of
Land 0' Sun Dairies, Milkco, Inc., and
Hunter Farms. The plants of these
handlers are regulated under Orders 5
and 11.

These handlers note in their brief that
"the record discloses a disturbing trend
in raw milk production and fluid
consumption in the Southeastern
United States" * * raw milk
production has not been keeping pace

with consumption in the Southeast."
While desiring to maintain a local dairy
industry in the Southeast, they
recognize that "some considerations
must be made for obtaining fluid milk
supplies from non-local sources when
that milk is needed."

The brief of these handlers indicates
that they are not opposed to adoption of
a modifed transportation credit
proposal. They are concerned, however,
that the provision not be abused. For
this reason, they offer several

suggestions to prevent abuse. One
suggestion is to exclude bulk shipment
of milk between the 4 orders from
receiving any transportation credits.
(This suggestion has been adopted in
this decision.)

Another suggestion of these handlers
is to establish historical movements of
milk from these 4 orders to the 3 Florida
orders. If a handler or a cooperative
association shipped anything more than
these historical shipments to Florida
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and, at the same time, imported milk
into the market from which these
Florida shipments originated, the new
or replacement milk would not qualify
for a transportation credit.

These 3 handlers state that they are
opposed to a provision in the Mid-Am
proposal that would permit
transportation credits during the months
of January through June if a market's
Class 1 utilization exceeds 80 percent.
The basis for their opposition, according
to their brief, is that some parties may
try to manipulate the Class I utilzation
in one or more of these markets, causing
some handlers to pay an assessment for
transportation credits while their
competitors in one or more of the other
4 markets involved in this proceeding
do not.

Taken to its logical conclusion, the
position of these 3 handlers seems to be
that this provision should be
administered as if the 4 separate
markets were, in fact, one market. This
would have to be so because the only
way that the assessment for the
transportation credits ca-- be uniform
among the 4 individual orders is if the
transportation credits given out each
month are proportionately the same in
each market. It is unlikely that this wi1
be the case since the Class I utilzation

does var among the 4 markets. It is
conceivable that during some months
Orders 5, 7, or II may need
supplemental milk, while Order 46 may
not. Thus, transportation credits and
assessments for transportation credits
would be applicable under Orders 5,7,
and/or 11, but not Order 46.

The 3 handlers also state that
transportation credits should not apply
for the first 100 miles of shipment and
that the credit should be something less
than the proposed 3.9 cents per 10
miles. They also suggest borrowing
money from the producer..settlement
fund reserve, rather than the producer-
settlement fund itself, when
txansportation credits exceeds the
available funds in the transportation
credit balancing fund. In support of this
idea, they state that local milk
production has suffered enough and
payments to producers should not be
reduced further by taking money out of
the producer-settlement fund.

The brief of the 3 handlers supports
the proposal of CVMPA to allow farm-
to-plant supplemental milk to qualify
for a transportation credit. However,
they suggest limiting this milk to dairy
farms located outside of the 4 marketing
areas,

Finally, the 3 handlers express their
concern about the possible exclusion of
Order 46 from the transportation credit
proposal. If this were to happen, they

state, it would disrupt the competitive
relationship among competing handlers
in Orders 5, iI, and 46.

A brief was received on behalf of
Select Milk Producers (SMP), a
cooperative association based in Artesia,
New Mexico. The brief states that SMP
expects to market milk in the Southeast
marketing area in the fall of 1996 and
therefore requests that transportation
credits be extended to farm-to-plant
milk as well as to plant-to-plant mile

SMP states that they concur with
MMI's suggestion regarding the
application of transportation credits for
farm-to-plant supplemental mile SMP
suggests that supplemental milk be
defined as milk that was not associated
with any of the 4 markets during the
prior months of January through July.

Southern Belle Dairy, Somerset,
Kentucky, reiterated their opposition to
the transportation credit proposal for
Order Ii in its brief. Southern Belle
states that it bears the full cost of its
milk supply and that it has made private
arrangements to solve any problem that
might arise. It also contends that the
proposal would reduce their
competitive relationship vis-a-vis
handlers in other markets and that the
Tennessee Valley order does not need
the transportation credits. Finally, it
states that Florida is an integral part of
the deficit problem in the Southeast
and, accordingly, should be included in
the solution to the problem.

Southern Belle concludes that the
proposed transportation credits are
simply a money-shiftng scheme
whereby dairies such as itself that have
developed an independent supply of

milk over a long period of time wil be
forced to subsidize other dairies who
have not invested in these relationships
which would ensure a steady supply of
milk.

Gold Star Dairy, Little Rock,
Arkansas, also fied a brief in oppositon
to the proposed transportation credits.
This handler maintains that there is no
need for supplemental milk in the
western part of the Southeast market,
and that, in those parts of the marketing
area where supplemental milk is being
brought in, cooperatives are now being
compensated through over-order
charges.

Gold Star argues that it has little in
common with plants in the eastern part
of the marketing area; it does not share
a common supply area with them; it is
only technically part of the Southeast
market because it is within the defined
marketing area; it is already paying for
marketwide services through over-order
charges; and that if, notwithstanding
these arguments, the Secretary should
adopt the proposed transportation
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credits. the assessment to fund the
credits should not be based on Class I
sales made outside the marketing area.

In its brief, Carolina-Virginia Milk
Producers Association offers several
suggestions for implementing its
modifed proposal, which would
provide transportation credits for
supplemental milk supplied to the
market directly from producers' farms.
The cooperative supports a prohibition
on credit..: for milk moving between the
4 markets, as wen as the proposed
hauling rate of 3.9 cents per 10 miles.
CVMPA also endorses a suggestion
made at the hearing to borrow funds
from the producer-settlement fund
reserve, rather than the producer.
settlement fund itself, when there are
insuffcient funds in the transportation
credit fund to cover a current months'
credits. It states that the reserve fund
could be paid back In future months for
the money that Is borrowed.

With respect to the mechanics of
providing transportation credits for
farm-to-plant milk, CVMPA suggests
defining usupplemental rnil)(I' a3 the
milk of dairy farmers which is pooled
only during the period of market
shortage. Specifically, it suggests that
transportation credits not be available to

a dairy farmer who was a producer on
any of the 4 markets "for more than 35
days during more than 8 months in the
previous July--une period."

To determine the origination point for
farm-to-plant mil~, CVMP A suggests
using the county courthouse closest to
the farm of the last producer whose milk
is on the load. It also suggests
subtracting any positive difference
between the Class I price at the
receiving pool plant and the Class I
price at the origination point in
computing the net transportation credit.
This treatment would make the
transportation credit computation
virtually identical for transfers of plant
milk and direct farm-to-plant deliveries.

Finally, CVMPA suggested the
requirement that receiving handlers
provide the market administrator with a
list of the producers for whom
transportation credits are requested.

Milk Marketìng. Inc., fied a brief
reiterating its opposition to the
transportation credit proposal for Order
46 only. It maintains that over-order
pricing is the best method for handling
additional costs assoclated with
importing milk to the market for fluid
use, MMI states that if the Department
should nevertheless adopt a
transportation credit provision for Order
46, the provision should include an
extension of the credit to cover
supplemental milk shipped directly
from farm to plant. Several of the
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safeguards mentioned in the brief are
similar to those already described with
respect to CVMPA's brief.

Mid-America Dairymen, Inc.,
submitted a lengthy brief setting forth
the historical background for the
hearing, pertinent facts and figures
brought out in the hearng record, the
legislative history for the marketwide
service payment provision contained in
the Agricultural Marketing Agreement
Act, a review of past agency decisions
concerning transportation credits, and a
comprehensive review of the arguments
supporting its proposaL.

Several points brought out in Mid-
Am's brief are particularly noteworthy
and should be emphasized. Mid-Am
points out once again that a
disproportionate share of the
supplemental milk that is brought into
the Southeast markets is brought in by
the cooperative associations serving
these markets. It argues that the costs
incurred in importing this milk cannot
simply be passed on to their customers
because it would put these customers at
a competiiive disadvantage with other
handlers who are fortunate enough to
have adequate supplies of locally-
produced milk to meet their needs.

Mid-Am contends that the cost of
supplying these markets with. surplus
milk puts their member producers at a
disadvantage compared to non-member
producers who do not share in this cost.
The cooperative also points out that
when these markets are short of milk, it
shuts down its manufactting plants,
which adds to its cost. It notes, for
instance, that during the months of July
through December 1995, it shut down
its facilties in Louisvile, Kentucky,
Lewisburg, Tennessee, and Franklinton,

LOlÙsiana.
In its review of the legislative history

of the Food Security Act of 1985, the
foundation for the marketwide service
provision in § 60Bc(5)Q) of the Act, Mid-
Am notes that Congress sought to
achieve equity between producers or
handlers who bear service costs that
benefi the market and those who do
not. It included an excerpt from one of
the committee reports (reprinted at 1985
U.S. Code Congressional and
Administrative News 1103), which
appears to be particularly relevant to the
proposal at hand. It reads: "* * * At the
moment, there are three major problems
with respect to the operation ofthe
Federal order systems: (1) minimum
Federal order Class I prices are not
adequate to attract the necessary supply
to meet the Class I needs in deficit areas;
(2) handlers who must go outside their
territory to acquire additional milk
incur greater costs for milk than
handlers who obtain all of their milk

from the local area; and (3) those
producers who assume the
responsibilty of supplying the needs of
the market have to pay the cost of
transportng supplemental milk,
resulting in producers not receiving
uniform prkes," Mid-Am argues thatits
proposal for transportation credits
conforms to the equity-promoting goals
described in the legislative history.

Mid-Am also argues that its proposal
conforms with past agency decisions.
Among many quotes included in its
brief is the following from a final
decision issued October 8, 1987,
incorporating permanent transporting
credits in the Chicago Regional order
(52 FR 38240): ,,* * * a major purpose
of the order program is to assure an
adequate supply of pure and wholesome
milk for the fluid market and to
establish and maintain orderly
marketing conditions. This includes
adopting order provisions to facilitate
securing adequate supplies of milk to
meet the market's fluid needs. The
record shows that obtaining adequate
milk for those needs is not being
accomplished in an orderly and
equitable fashion under the current
order provisions."

Mid-Am states that the suggested
modifications of MMI and CVMP A to
provide transportation credits for far-

to-plant milk should be given favorable
consideration by the Secretary. It urges
the Secretary to incorporate appropriate
safeguards, however, to ensure that no
artificial economic advantage is created
for supplies that are not normally
associated with the market.

Mid-Am notes that the supply/
demand situation in the Southeast has
become particularly acute In recent
months. It emphasizes that the shortge
this summer and fall will likely be even
worse than in 1995, pointing to reduced
production during the first 4 months of
1996, compared to a year earlier,
especialy in Tennessee and Kentucky,
2 important supply areas for the
Southeast. It also notes that the Olympic
Games that wil be held in Atlanta this
summer wìl likely increase consumer
demand for fluid milk. It urges the
Secretar to issue an expedited decision
that would allow the transportation
credits to be effective by July I, 1996.

Conclusion. Testìmony and exhibits
introduced at the hearing indicate that
the Southeastern United States has a
chronic shortage of milk for fluid use in
the summer and fall months, which
often extends into the winter months.
This shortage has been worsening over
time as mHk production has declined
and population has increased, and this
trend is likely to continue, exacerbating
the problem of obtaining a suffcient

supply of milk for fluid use in an
orderly and equitable manner. Under
CUITent arrangements, the costs of
obtaining an increasing supply of
supplemental mHk are not being borne
equally by al1 handlers and producers in
each of the 4 orders. The service
provided by handlers, particularly,
cooperatìve associations, in obtaining
suffcient supplies of milk is a service
of marketwide benefit for which the
Secretary is authorized to include
provisions in Federal milk orders to
compensate handlers. The record of this
hearing demonstrates that disorderly
marketing conditions exist because of
the significantly different costs that are

incurred by handlers who provide the
additional service versus those who do
not. The increasing magnItude of the
disproportonate sharing of costs is
jeopardizJng the delivery of adequate
supplies of milk for fluid use. Thus, the
record justifies the adoption of these
provisions to restore stability and order
in providing adequate suppUes of milk
for fluid use for Orders 5, 7, 11, and 46,
as explained below,

Data in the record of this hearing
show that the area covered by Orders 5,
7, II, and 46 is a highly seasonal, deficit

milk production area. As shown in
Table I, milk production in the 12
Southeast states of Arkansas, Louisiana,
Mississippi, Tennessee, Kentucky,
Alabama, Georgia, Florida, South
Carolina, North Carolina, VIrginia, and
West Virginia has fallen from 15.4
bilion pounds in 1988 to 14.5 bilion
pounds in 1995. Based upon this trend,
production in the year 2000 is expected
to be 13.1 bilion pounds,

TABLE 1.-MILK PRODUCTION AND
POPULATION IN 12 SOUTHEASTERN
STATES 1988-2010

Year Population Production (Ibs.)

1988 ...... 57,961,000 15,432,000,000
1989 ...... 58,732,000 15,356,000,000
1990 ...... 59,266,000 15,505,000,000
1991 ...... 60,265,000 15,362,000,000
1992 "'no 61,090,000 15,499,000,000
1993 ...... 61,926,000 15,310,000,000
1994 .,.... 62,767,000 14,994,000,000
1995 ...... 63,573,000 14,554,000,000
2000 ...... 66,876,000 13,114,000,000
2005 ...... 70,471,000, 11,603,000,000
2010 ...... 74,066,000 10,092,000,000

Source: Population-U.S. Bureau of the
Census,

Milk Production-Milk Production,
NASS, USDA, Washington, DC.
The bar graph below compares

quarterly production in the 12

Southeastern states during the past 4
years. It shows that quarterly production
is down from the previous year's quarter
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for the past 4 years. The graph also
shows that not only has production
decreased for 4 consecutive year, but

that such decreases have occulTed at an

accelerating rate. Furthennore, the
graph demonstrates that the degree of
seasonality between the relatively flush

and short production months has also
been increasing.
BILLING CODE 3410-~2-P
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While production in the Southeast
has been declining, the population of
this area has been rising. As shown in
Table 1. the population of the 12

Southeastern states rose from 57.9
milion in 1988 to 63.5 milion in 1995.

By the year 2000, population is

expected to reach 66.8 milion.
Data in the record Indicates that the

per capita consumption of all dairy
products in the 12 Southeastern states
has grown in the past 7 years, from 568
pounds (milk equivalent) per capita in
1988 to 582 pounds in 1995.

Conservatively estimating no growth in
the per capita consumption of fluid milk
products in the next 10 years, the deficit
in Southeast milk production wil grow
signifcantly based upon populatíon
growth alone. According to Census
Bureau data, 16 states wil gain more
than 1 million persons by the year 2020;

7 of these states are covered at least in
part by the milk orders involved in this
proceeding. There clearly is no question
concerning the continuing--and. in fact,
growing-need to import supplemental
milk into the Southeastern United States
for fluid use.

The record shows that the production
decline and the population increase has
resulted in an increasing Class I

utilzation in these 4 markets. During
the period from April 1995 to April
1996, producer milk pooled under the 4
orders decreased by 42 milion pounds.
At the same time, the Class I utilzation

of producer milk under the 4 orders
increased by almost 13 percentage
points to 77.5 percent. It undoubtedly
would have increased even more except
for the fact that the milkshed continues
to expand in a northerly and westerly
direction to more and more distant
farms. In this regard, it should be noted
that milk has been regularly flowing
into the Southeast markets from Texas
and New Mexico, and there are
indications that such shipments wil
start sooner than ever this summer.

These markets are tightest during the
late summer and fall months. The Class
1 utilization reached 86.1 %,85,5%,
83.7%, and 80.2% in Orders 5, "I, 11,
and 46, respectively, during August
1995. This compares to 84.0%, 83,3%,
85.1 %. and 73,8%, respectively, one
year earlier, Percentages of this
magnitude indicate a very tight market
situation when taking into consideration
the bottlng schedule of fluid milk
plants, the desire of handlers to make
some Class U products locally, and the
unavoidable need to process some local
milk into storable manufactured
products, particularly on weekends
when it is not needed for fluid use.

It is impossible to reveal precisely the
total amount of supplemental milk

needed by these markets because of
restrictions on the release of
confidential data (i.e., data represented
by less than 3 handlers). In addition,
much of the supplemental milk that is
needed entered these markets directly
from the farms of dairy farers who are
not regular suppliers of these markets.
With these shortcomings taken into
consideration, market administrator
data entered in the record for Orders 5,
11, and 46 show that bulk receipts of
other order milk for Class I use
increased from 13.1 milion pounds in
1993 to 49.6 million pounds in 1995.
For these 3 markets, the data also show
that first quarter receipts of bulk other
order milk for Class I use is running at
more than 10 times the level of 1995.

It is diffcult to compare similar data
for Order 7 to earlier periods because
several markets were merged into the
present Southeast marketing area in July
1995. Thus, shipments which formerly
would have been other order bulk
transfers are now transfers between pool
plants within the order. Nevertheless,
treating the mergeå order as if it were
stil 5 separate orders and comparing
the other order bulk receipts for Class I
use in 1995 to 1993 indicates a more
than twofold increase in such receipts.

Data entered into the record by Mid..

Am shows that during the months of
July through December 1995 more than
100 milion pounds of other order bulk
receipts were transferred into Orders 5,
7, 11, and 46. According to Mid-Am, the
cooperative also brought in
supplemental producer milk on a direct-
ship basis. The record data also show
that while Mid-Am represents 47
percent of the producer milk pooled
under the 4 markets, it accounted for
more than 70 percent of the other order
bulk milk that was brought into these
markets during the months of July
through December 1995.

Exhibits entered by CVMPA show that
the cooperative imported more than 19
milion pounds of other order plant
milk during the months of July through
December 1995, while at the same time
bringing in more than 38 milion
pounds of supplemental milk directly
from producers' farms. The exhibits
show that the transportation cost for
these supplemental purchases were
nearly one milion dollars.

A detailed breakdown of Mid-Am's
interorder transfers during the months
of July and August 1995 shows the
location of the transferor plant and the
transferee plant, the mileage between
the two plants, the total cost of hauling
the milk, and the freight rate broken
down into lO-mile increments. During
July and August 1995, the exhibit shows

-_._-~.~~-
that the average hauling cost for this
milk was 3.7 cents per 10 miles.

The Mid-Am spokesman testified that
Mid-Am was proposing a hauling credit
of 3.9 cents per 10 miles due to
increasing fuel costs in recent months,
justifying a slightly higher credit.

After carefully reviewing the record
testimony and data, it is concluded that
a transportation credit for supplemental
milk during the seasonally short period
of July through December is fuUy
justifed for this year's milk shortage
and on a continuing basis, as needed,
for future years. Such a credit wil
restore market order and provide the
opportunity for all handlers to bring in
supplemental milk when needed for
fluid use.

While handlers opposed to the
incorporation of these credits in the
orders argue that reimbursement for
transportation costs should be handled
outside the order, experience has shown
that this is not always possible. The
absence of reimbursement for the costs
of providing supplemental milk by
cooperatives in ths area last summer
and fall demonstrate very well what can
happen in a competitive market
situation. Over-order pricing does not
always ensure either stability or uniform
costs among handlers. Also, premiums
'can disappear as quickly as. they are
introduced even when markets are
desperately short of milk because of the
pressure to maintain uniform costs
among competing handlers.

Over-order pricing has been used in

these markets in the past to equalize
costs among handlers, but the industry
was much different than it is today.
There are now far fewer, but larger, fluid
processing plants operating in these
markets, creating daily and weekly
demands to which the market's
suppliers must react. On the supply
side, the number of cooperative
associations has decreased dramatically
in the last decade. Consequently, only a
few organizations are incurring costs in
providing balancing servces for these
markets and the amount of milk being
handled is far greater than the quantity
of milk handled by any single
cooperative in prior years. For this
reason, it is imperative that the
cooperatives and handlers providing
balancing services for the benefit of the
entire market be fairly compensated for
these costs to ensure that an adequate
supply of milk is available for fluid use.

In fact, the current market is not
meeting the standard of orderly
marketing. Markets which, at times, are
short of milk must have some structure
to provide for sharing the costs in the
movement of supplemental milk to
processors. Otherwise, orderly
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marketing conditions can deteriorate
and all handlers will not be competing
for a supply of milk on an equal footing.

Under current market conditions,
producers supplying these markets are,
also negatively affected. Producers who
are members of cooperative
organizations incurring the costs of
supplemental milk are forced to bear the
costs unfairly relative to nonmember
producers.

The Agricultural Marketing
Agreement Act recognized that
disorderly markets can occur in a
market when there are no standards
which all segments of the market must
satisfy. In this case, such standards must
apply to all milk supplied to the
regulated market When the market fails
to provide this equíty, it becomes
necessary for the order structure to
provide the system.

As indicated, over-order premiums
may be used to serve this purpose. This
record clearly indicates, however, that
such is not the case in these markets.
The record, in fact, clearly indicates that
the supp1cmc.'1tal milk supplies, as they

are currently being handled, are creating
disorder. It is, therefore, proper that the
regulations be amended to restore order
to the system by equitably allocating the
costs associated with obtaining
supplemental milk supplies.

The adoption of transportation credits
wil enable handlers to make decisions
involving supplemental milk supplies
with a greater degree of certainty and be
assured that the equity required by the
Act is provided.

Congress recognized the inequities
that can and do occur In supplying
markets with supplemental milk and
provided the Secretary of Agriculture
with certain tools to handle these
problems. The record of tWs hearing
clearly demonstrates a need for these
remedies in the 4 orders involved in this
proceeding. Moreover, the production
and population statistics Justify the
incorporation of these tools on a
permanent basis so that they can be
used when needed. The alternative
approach, which some handlers appear
to favor, is to hold a hearing and
temporarily amend the orders each time
a crisis occurs. However, as last fall's
crisis demonstrated, it is very difficult
to hold hearings and amend orders after
these problems already have occurred. It
is much better to anticipate the
problems and have provisions that can
be used as needed, Accordingly, the
permanent incorporation of provisions
to faciltate the importation of
supplemental milk to these deficit
markets is the most prudent course of
action to follow and is fully supported
by the record of this hearing.

~._-_---------------~-----~'-"--
The amendments adopted in this

tentative decision are similar to those
proposed by Mid-Am, but also differ in
several respects. First, the transportation
credits should be limited to the months
of July through December. It should not
include other months when the Class I
utilzation is over 80 percent because
handlers would not know until after the
month is over whether or not they
would be eligible for a transportalion
credit on bulk milk brought into the
market.

A better approach during the months
of January through June would be to
simply give the market administrator
the authority to expand the
transportation credit period if market
conditons indicate that producer milk
for Class I use wil be in short supply
and the marketwide Class I utilzation is
likely to exceed 80 percent. The market
administrator is in an excellent positon
to review such a request, which should
be made in writing at least 15 days prior
to the beginning of the month for which
it is to be effective.

Upon receivL--g a request to extp.nd
the transportation credit period, the
market administrator wil notify the
Director of the Dairy Division and a11

handlers in the market that an extension
is being considered and invite written
data, views, and arguments. The market
administrator's notice to interested
parties also may invite comments on
other remedies that may be available
including, but not limited to, an
increase in the supply plant shipping
percentage as provided in §§ lOOS.7(b),

t007.7(f), and iOt 1. 7 (b) (4) and, in the
case of Order 7, the desirabilty of

adjusting diversion limitations as
provided in § 1007. i 3 (d)(9) , Any
decision to extend the transportation
credit period must be issued in writing
prior to the first day of the month for
which the extension is to be effective.

The provisions adopted in this
decision also differ slightly from Mid-
Am's proposal with respect lo p1ant-to-
plant shipments that are eligible for
transportation credits. As proposed by
Mid-Am, Class I bulk transfers from any
other order plant would quaHfy for
transportation credits. As adopted in
this decision, however, the credits are
limited to plants that are outside of the
marketing areas of Orders 5, 7, 11, and
46.

There was a great deal of concern
expressed at the hearing about "stair
stepping" milk from one market lo
another. For instance, ifmUk from
Order 11 was transferred to Order 7
while at the same time supplemental
milk was brought into Order 11 from
Order 46, handlers in Order 11

conceivably could be contributing funds

to replace milk that, if not sent to Order
7, would have been available to Order
11 handlers.

This issue can be quite complex,
particularly in large markets, such as the
Southeast market. It may very well make
economic sense to ship surplus milk
from one part of a market (for example,
southern Louisiana in the Order 7
marketing area) to another market that is
short of milk (for example, the Upper
Florida market) while during the same
day bring In bulk milk for a handler in
another part of the marketing area (for
example, Fleming Dairy in Nashvile)
from another order plant (other than
from one of the 4 orders involved in this
proceeding). Given the order's current
pricing structure, it is unrealistic to
expect milk from southern Louisiana,

where the Class I differential price is
$3.58, to be shipped north to Nashvile,
where the Class I differential price is
$2.55.

The attached order amendments place
no restriction on the the interorder
shipment of mik among the 4 markets,
but they do not provide transportation
credits for such shipments. The record
of this hearing supports a restriction of
credits to milk that is truly
supplemental to the market. For this
reason, transportation credits should be
restricted to bulk sWpments from plants
outside of these 4 marketing areas. Data
and testimony in the record indicate
that nearly all of the supplemental milk
needed for these 4 markets comes from
plants located outside of the 4
marketing areas anyway, so that the
restriction should not be a major
problem for handlers in locating
supplemental milk. Moreover,.!1andlers
may still obtain plant milk from within
the 4 orders; they simply would not be
able to get a transporttion credit for
such milk,

Another departure from the original
Mid-Am proposal concerns the milk
eligible for the transportation credit. It
was apparent from hearing testimony
and briefs that other cooperativp.5

operating in these markets are more apt
to supply the market with supplemental
milk on a direct-ship basis rather than
transferring milk from an other order
plant. Such cooperatives include
CVMPA, MMI, an.d Select Milk
Producers. The testimony was
convincing that permitting a credit on
such imports would be more equitable
to those organizations that are unable to
import plant milk, would promote
efficiencies in bringing supplemental
milk directly from producers' farms,

would result in better quality milk
because unnecessary pump overs are
eliminated. and would result in less
milk lost due to reduced handling.
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While the inclusion of farm-to-plant
milk is a logical extension of the
transportation credit concept, there are
some practical problems to overcome in
implementing such a provision. One of
the first problems that arises in
constructing a transportation credit on
farm-to-plant milk is distinguishing a
market's regular producer milk from its
supplemental producer milk on which
the credit would apply.

A primary consideration in
distinguishing the market's regular

producers from the supplemental
producers is the location of producers'
farms. It is reasonable to conclude that
the markets' regular producers are
located reasonably close to the plants
receiving their milk. Thus. such
producers' farms are likely to be within
the geographic marketing areas defined
in each order. Accordingly.
transportation credits should not apply
to any producer whose farm is located
within any of the 4 marketing areas.
This provision was suggested by MMI
and should be adopted.

Not all of the pool distributing plants
regulated under these orders are located
within the defined marketing areas. For
example, a pool distributing plant
regulated under Order 5 is located in
Lynchburg, Virginia, which is outside of
the Order 5 marketing area. In such a
case, some other location criteria is
needed to distinguish a regular producer
from a supplemental producer.

In its suggested language. MMI
proposed restricting supplemental
producers to those who are more than
85 miles from Louisvile or Lexington,

Kentucky, or Evansvile, Indiana. This
proposal should be adopted but
expanded to cover all pool distributing
plants within or outside of the 4
marketing areas. In other words, farm-
to "plant milk that is eligible for a
transportation credit must be produced
on a fann that is outside of the 4
marketing areas and at least 85 miles
away from the plant to which the milk
is delivered.

In addition to considering the
geographic location of a dairy farm for
the purpose of determining whether
milk from that fan is supplemental to

a market's needs, attention should be
focused on whether milk from that fann
is regularly associated with the market
or is shipped to the market as needed.

As noted earlier, MMI in its brief
stated that transportation credits should
not apply to the milk of a dairy farmer
who was a producer under Orders 5, 6,
7, 11, 12, 13, or 46 during more than 8
months in the previous July through
June period Of if more than 32 days'
production of the producer was received
as producer milk under these orders

during the entire 12-month period.

CVMA's brief contained a similar
proposal hut did not include Orders 6,
12, and 13 (the 3 Florida orders) and
specified 35 days' production, rather

than 32, for the prior 12-month period,
These proposals should not be

adopted. As proposed, if a dairy farmer
was a producer on one of these markets
for more than 8 months in the previous
July through June period, the dairy
farmer could not be considered as a
supplemental producer under another
one of the 4 markets. For example. if a
dairy farmer from Texas was a producer
under Order 11 during the months of
January through September 1996, that
dairy farmer would be ineligible to
receive a transportation credit under
Order 7 in October 1996, even though
the dairy farmer's farm meets the
location criteria set forth in this
decision for a supplemental producer
and the dairy farmer was never
previously associated with Order 7.

It is questionable whether the
provisions of one order should be based
on a dairy farer's association with

another order. Each order should stand
on its own. Accordingly, the
determination as to whether a producer
is regularly associated with a market or
is. in fact, only seasonally associated
with the market should be based on the

dairy faner's association with that

market alone.
Since the need for supplemental milk

generally drops off sharply after the
month of December-l 996 being an
exception-in all of these markets and
does not reappear, usually, until the
month of July, it is reasonable to
conclude that the milk of a producer
who is located outside of any of these
marketing areas generally would not be
needed during the months of January
through June, but might be needed
starting in July. It is also logical that the
milk of a supplemental producer would
not be needed each day but perhaps
once or twice a week. Accordingly, if a
dairy farmer was a regular supplier of
the market during January through
June-i.e., a "producer" on the market
for more than 4 of those months-the
milk of such a dairy faner should not
be considered supplemental milk during
the following months of July through
December, It would be unduly
restrictive to disqualify a dairy farmer
for shipping a limited amount of milk
during one or two months of the January
through June period, however, because
even the months of Januar and June
can be short months in the Southeast.
Therefore, the provision should be
flexible enough to accommodate some
shipments to the market during the
January through June period.

Specifical1y, a dairy farmer should not
lose his/her status as a supplemental
producer if his/hei' milk is shipped to a
market for not more than 2 months of
the January through June period.
However, shipments during this period
should be of a limited duration, so not
more than 32 days' production mày
have been received as producer milk
during the two months of the January
through June period in which the dairy
farmer was a producer on the market.

Having established the criteria to
distinguish a supplemental producer
from a regular producer, attention must
now focus on the provisions needed to
establish the transportation credit for
farm-to-plant supplemental milk. The
first question that arises in this regard
is the determination of the origination
point for the load of milk. Two
problems arise. First, there may be more
than one dairy farmer's milk on the

truck. Second, even if a dairy farmer can
fil up an entire truck with milk, his or

her fan may be impossible to pinpoint
on a map.

This dec.isiûn adopts two alternatives
to detennine the origination point for a
load offarm.to'plant milk. First, after
fillng the tank truck with farm milk, the

hauler may elect to stop at an
independently operated truck stop to
obtain a certified weight receipt
identifying the truck, the gross weight of
the loaded truck, the time and date. and
the location of the truck stop. This
certificate would be turned over to the
pool plant operator receiving this load
of milk and, in turn, be made available
to the market administrator for
verication of the information. Truck

stops with scales are commonly found
along major highways and in small
towns and cities. Thus, it would be
neither time-consuming nor expensive
to fulfil this requirement.

Alternatively, if the hauler does not
obtain a certified weight receipt to
establish an origination point, the
market administrator wil determine the

location of the farm of the last load of
milk that was added to the truck, locate
the nearest city, and compute the
mileage from that city to the receiving
pool plant for purposes of determining
the mileage. If this alternative
understates the mileage involved to the
plant, the hauler can easíly obtain a

certified weight receipt if that would
result in a more accurate transportation
credit.

Traditionally, provisions in Federal

milk orders have used the county
courthouse as a basing point to
detennine mileage. In their briefs. MMI
and CVMP A suggested using the county
courthouse closest to the farm of the last
producer on the route to establish the
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origination point for a load of farm-to-

plant milk. The reason for not adopting
this suggestion is that there are now
more precise ways of measuring the
mileage between various points using
any of several computer mapping
programs that are available in addition
to more traditional standard highway
miJeage guides that are available to the
market administrator. By specifying
"city" rather than "county courthouse."
in conjunction with providing the
option of establishing location based
upon a certified weight receipt, we hope
to achieve greater precision in
establishing the mileage between the
last producer's farm and the plant to
which the milk is delivered.

This decision adopts the proposed
transportation credit balancing fund
concept proposed by Mid-Am, as well
as a monthly assessment on Class I milk
to provide revenue for the fund. It
differs from the proposal, however, in
using the higher of the hauling credits
distributed in the immediately
preceding 6 months or in the preceding
july-December period for purposes of
determining the current month's
assessment level in § lOOX.81(a). This
was done to ensure that the fund wil
have a suffcient balance to meet the
markets' needs when credits start to be
distributed in the month of july. As
proposed by Mid-Am, if no credits were
distributed during the months of
january through june, no new
assessment would be warranted.
Therefore, the yardstick to measure the
assessment level would begin to decline
in january and, if no new credits were
given out, would be zero by july. This
depletion of the fund could jeopardize
its usefulness and require the market
administrtor to transfer funds for
transportation credits from the
producer-settlement fund.

. This should only be done as a last
resort. It wil be less likely to occur by
using the alternative yardstick approach
adopted in this decision for determining
the minimum balance needed in the
transportation credit balancing fund.

The market administrator is
authorized to maintain the
transportation credit balancing fund,
deposit assessments into it. and
distribute transportation credits from it.
Payments due from a handler wil be

offset against payments due to a
handler.

The use of a trnsportation credit

balancing fund wil permit assessments
that are needed for the transportation
credits to be spread out throughout the
year. This wil permit the assessment
rate to be kept at a lower and more
stable leveL. It wiU also anow handlers
to reflect the assessment in their pricing

._._--_..._-~~,.
plans. At the maximum level permitted.
the 6-cent assessment represents about
one-half cent of the raw product cost of
a gallon of milk.

In its brief, Gold Star Dairy suggested
exempting from the assessment Class I
sales made outside of the 4 marketing
areas. This suggestion should not be
adopted. While such an exemption
might put Gold Star in a more favorable
positon with competitors in other
markets, such as the Texas marketing
area, it would not be fair to those
handlers with whom Gold Star
competes In the Southeast marketing
area, its primary sales territory.
Moreover, if supplemental milk is
brought into anyone of the 4 markets
to supply a handler, there is no reason
why that handler should not bear its fair
share of the transportation costs for such
milk, regardless of where the handler
may eventually sell it.
The market adrnistrator wil

announce the assessment for the
transportation credit balancing fund on
the 5th day of the month preceding the
month to which it appB.es. Accordingly,
on the 5th day of December, the
assessment would be announced for
january. An exceptIon to this rrue
should be made during the first month
that transportation credits are in effect
because otherwise all of the first
month's transportation credits would
have to come out of pool funds.

Accordingly, for the first month that
these rules are in effect, the assessment
for the transportation credit balancing
fund wi1 be announced no later than
the Federal Register publication date of

the interim order amending the orders.
For example, if the interim order
amending the orders is published on
july 1, 1996, handlers wil be notified of
the assessment for July on, or a few days
before, that day. On july 5, handJers wil
be notified of the assessment for August.

For the first 3 months that these
amendments are effective, the
assessment for the transportation credit
balancing fund should be 6 cents per
hundredweight. It is necessary to
specify a rate in Section 81(c) of the
attached orders because there is no 6-
month credit distribution history from
which to detennine it, as provided in
paragraph (a) of Section 81.

It is possible that during the first year
that these provisions are in effect, and
possibly thereafer under unusual
conditions, it may be necessary to
transfer funds from the producer-
settlement fund to pay the
transportation credits that are

distributed. Transferring funds from the
producer-settlement fund wìl result in

lower uniform prices to producers. For
this reason, several parties suggested,

instead, borrowing from the producer-
settlement fund reserve and paying back
the reserve fund in future months from
transportation credit assessments that
are collected.

The market administrator maintains a
producer-settlement fund (pst) reserve
equal to approximately 4-5 cents per
hundredweight of producer milk in the
pool. This reserve is used to pay audit
adjustments and other unforseen
expenses.

The suggestion to borrow from the
reserve is no doubt well-intentioned,
but the alternative of transferring funds
from the psf itself is the better approach
for several reasons.

First, the reserve fund is maintained
as a cushion to provide ready cash for
audit adjustments and other unforseen
expenses that arise. Depleting this
reserve to pay for transportation credits,
even for a temporary period of time,
would not be prudent.

Second, we appreciate the concerns of
those who do not want to reduce the
blend price to producers to pay for
transportation p-rerlits, but Wf' believe
that t-his transfer of funds may only be
necessary during the first year that this
provision is in effect. Thereafter, there
should be adequate funds in the
transportation credit balancing fund to
pay for future transportation credits.

Third, by transferring funds from the
psf, rather than borrowing the funds
from the psf reserve, it wil not be
necessary to postpone the disbursement
of credits, as might be necessary under
the alternative approach suggested by
Milkco and others. To the extent that
reimbursement for transportation
expenses is postponed, certain handlers
wil be disadvantaged relative to others
who did not incur such expenses.

Finally, by transferring funds from the
psf, rather than borrowing the funds
from the psf reserve, producers wi1 be
sharing with handlers the cost of
supplying the market with
supplemental milk. This wil help to
mininúze the assessment to handlers
during months when transportation
credits are not needed because the
current month's assessments wil not be
used to pay back funds borrowed from
the psf reserve for prior months but,
instead, wil be used to pay only current
months' credits or to build up the
transportation credit balancing fund for
future months.

At this hearing. concern was once
again expressed about the diffculty of
obtaining supplemental milk when the
Class il-A price is allegedly providing

a profitable market for manufacturers of
nonfat dry milk. A proposal was made
to suspend Class il-A pricing while
transportation credits are in effect.
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As noted earlier, Mid-Am testified
that it shut down its butter-powder
plants in these 4 markets during the
months ofJuly through December 1995.
Therefore, to the extent that handlers
were competing with butter-powder
plants for supplemental milk, it was not
supplemental milk in these 4 markets.

The proposal to suspend Class Il-A
pricing in other markets goes beyond
the scope of this hearing. Therefore, the
proposals to suspend such pricing must
be denied,

Several handlers criticized the
proposed transportation credits for not
including the Florida markets. They
argued that since the Florida markets
are the markets most in need of
supplemental milk, it is unfair that
handlers in those markets do not. have
to pay the assessment for the
transportation credit balancing fund.

There was no testimony at this
hearing concerning the current premium
structure in the Florida markets. It is a
known fact, however, that the Florida
markets are 100 percent cooperatively
supplied and that the premium
structure in those markets as of the
September 1995 hearing was markedly
different (and much higher) than the
premium structure prevailng in Orders
5,7,11, and 46.

Whether or not the Florida markets
have the type of transportation credits
adopted in this decision is Immaterial to
the need for such provisions in Orders
5, 7, 11, and 46. Given the tight supply
situation prevailing in the Florida
markets, it is unlikely that any Florida
handler would have a pricing advantage
over a handler regulated under one of
the 4 markets involved in this
proceeding. Moreover, since cooperative
associations control the entire supply of
milk in the Florida markets, those
markets do not have to deal with the
diffcult issue of unequal sharing of the
cost of supplying the market with
supplemental milk (Le., the member
versus nonmember issue).

The absence of a transportation credit
in Florida does not mean that handlers
in Orders 5, 7, 11, and 46 wil bear the
cost of providing supplemental milk to
Florida. To the extent that milk is
shipped to Florida from any of the 4
markets involved in this proceeding,
such milk likely wou1d have been
shipped with or without Florida's
participation in the current hearing.

3. Whether Emergency Marketing
Conditions in the Four Regulated Areas
Warrant the Omission of a
Recommended Decision and the
Opportunity to File Written Exceptions
Thereto With Respect to Issue 1

The omission of a recommended
decision was proposed by the Mid-Am
spokesman. He also requested that the
issue be handled on an expedited basis,
but suggested that the Secretary may
wish to issue a tentative final decision
to provide another opportunity for
comments and adjustments to the
amendments. No testimony was
received in opposition to the request.

The due and tiely execution of the

functions of the Secretary under the Act
imperative1y and unavoidably require
the omission of a recommended
decision and an opportunity for written
exceptions with respect to Issue No.1.
The continued orderly marketing of
milk in the respective areas requires that
the attached order be made effective as
soon as possible. since the amount of
supplemental milk needed for Class!
use in each of the four orders is
expected to increase sigiùficantly during

the summer and fall months. Handlers,
cooperative associations, and others
should know promptly and with
certainty how the Department is
proposing to faciltate the importation of
supplemental milk so that arrangements
may be made.

It is therefore found that good cause
exists for omission of a recommended
decision and the opportunity for fiing

exceptions to it. As noted earlier,
however. this decision is being issued as
a tentative final decision. What this
means is that producers wil vote on the
amendments to the 4 orders just as they
would with a normal final decision.
However. interested parties wil have 30
days from the Federal Register
publication of this tentative final
decision to comment on it. After the
comment period is over, the Department
wil then issue a final decision, and
producers wil again have an

opportnity to vote on the orders as
amended.

Rulings on Proposed Findings and
Conclusions

Briefs and proposed findings and
conclusions were fied on behalf of

certain interested parties. These briefs,
proposed findings and conc1usions, and
the evidence in the record were
considered in making the findings and
conclusions set forth above. To the
extent that the suggested findings and
conclusions fied by interested parties
are inconsistent with the findings and
conclusions set forth herein. the

requests to make such findings or reach
such conclusions are denied for the
reasons previously stated in this
decision.

General Findings

The findings and deterinations

hereinafter set forth supplement those
that were made when the aforesaid
orders were first issued and when they
were amended. The previous findings
and determinations are hereby ratified
and confirmed, except where they may
conflict with those set forth herein.

The following findings are hereby
made with respect to each of the
aforesaid tentative marketing
agreement.., and orders:

(a) The tentative marketing
agreements and orders, as hereby
proposed to be amended, and an of the
terms and conditons thereof, wil tend
to effectuate the declared policy of the
Act;

(b) The parity prices of milk as
determined pursuant to section 2 of the
Act are not reasonable in view of the
price offeeds, available supplies of

feeds, and other economic conditions
which affect market supply and demand
for milk in the aforesaid marketing
areas, and the minimum prices specifed
in the tentative marketing agreements
and the orders, as hereby proposed to be
amended, are such prices as wil reflect
the aforesaid factors, insure a suffcient
quantity of pure and wholesome milk,
and are in the public interest; and

(c) The tentative marketing
agreements and the orders, as hereby
proposed to be amended, wil regulate
the handling of milk in the same
manner as, and wil be applicable only
to persons in the respective classes of
industrial and commercial activity
specified in, marketing agreements upon
which a hearing has been held.

Interim Marketing Agreement and
Interim Order Amending the Orders

Annexed hereto and made a par
hereof is an Interim Order amending the
orders regulating the handling of milk in
the aforesaid marketing areas, which has
been decided upon as the detailed and
appropriate means of effectuating the
foregoing conclusions. It is hereby
ordered that this entire decision and
order amending the orders be published
in the Federal Register. Partles who
desire to enter into a marketing
agreement covering the terms and
conditions of the attached interim order
may request a marketing agreement from
the market administrator of the
respective order.
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Determination of Producer Approval
and Representative Period

April 1996 is hereby determined to be
the representative period for the
purpose of ascertaining whether the
issuance of the orders, as amended and
as hereby proposed to be amended,
regulating the handling of milk in the
aforesaid marketing areas is approved or
favored by producers, as defined under
the terms of the individual orders (as

amended and as hereby proposed to be
amended), who during the
representative period were engaged in
the production of milk for sale within
the aforesaid marketing areas.

It is hereby directed that a referendum
be conducted to ascertain producer
approval in the Louisvi1e-Lexington-
Evansvile marketing area. The

referendum must be conducted and
completed on or before the 30th day
from the date that this decision is issued
in accordance with the procedure for
the conduct of referenda (7 CFR
900.300-311), to determine whether the
issuance of the attached order as
amended, and as hereby proposed to be
amended, regulating the handling of
mi1( in the Louisvile-Lexington-
Evansvile marketing area is approved
or favored by producers, as defined
under the terms of the order, as
amended and as hereby proposed to be
amended, who during such
representative period were engaged in
the production of milk for sale within
the marketing area.

The agent of the Secretary to conduct
such referendum is hereby designated to
be Arnold M. Stallngs.

List of Subjects in 7 CFR Parts 1005,
1007, LOLL, and 1046

Milk marketing orders,
Dated: July 12, 1996.

Michael V. Dunn,
Assistant Secretar. Marketing and
Regulatory Programs.

Interim Order Amending the Orders
Regulating the Handling of Milk in
Certain Specified Marketing Areas

This interim order shall not become
effectIve unless and unti the
requirements of § 900.14 of the rules of
practice and procedure governing
proceedings to formulate marketing
agreements and marketing orders have
been met.

Findings and Determinations

The findings and determinations
hereinafter set forth supplement those
that were made when the orders were
first issued and when they were
amended. The previous findings and
determinations are hereby ratifed and

confirmed, except where they may
conflict with those set forth herein.

(a) Findings. A public hearng was
held upon certain proposed
amendments to the tentative marketing
agreements and to the orders regulating
the handling of milk in the aforesaid
marketing areas. The hearg was held
pursuant to the provisions of the
Agricultural Marketing Agreement Act
of 1937, as amended (7 U.S.C. 601-674),
and the applicable rules of practice and
procedure (7 CFR Part 900).

Upon the basis of the evidence
introduced at such hearing and the
record thereof, it is found that:

(1) The said orders as hereby
amended, and all of the terms and
conditions thereof. wil tend to
effectuate the declared policy of the Act;

(2) The parity prices of milk, as
determined pursuant to section 2 of the
Act, are not reasonable in view of the
price of feeds, available supplies of
feeds, and other economic conditions
which afect market supply and demand
for milk in the aforesaid marketing
areas. The minimum prices specified in
the orders as hereby amended are such
prices as wil reflect the aforesaid

factors, insure a suffcient quantity of
pure and wholesome milk, and be in the
public interest; and

(3) The said orders as hereby
amended regulate the handling of milk
in the same manner as, and are
applicable only to persons in the
respective classes of industrial or
commercial activity specified in,
marketing agreements upon which a
hearing has been held.

Proposed Interim Order Relative to
Handling

It is therefore ordered that on and
after the effective date hereof, the
handling of milk in each of the specified
marketing areas shall be in conformity
to and in compliance with the terms and
conditions of the orders, as amended,
and as hereby amended, as follows:

The authority citation for 7 CFR Parts
1005, 1007, 1011, and 1046 is revised to
read as fol1ows:

Authority: 7 U.S.C. 601-674.

PART 1005-MILK IN THE CAROLINA
MARKETING AREA

1. In § 1005.30, paragraphs (a) and (c)
are revised to read as follows:

§ 1005.30 Report of receipts and
utilzation.
.. .. .. *..

(a) Each handler, with respect to each
of its pool plants, shall report the
quantities of skim milk and butterfat
contained in or represented by:

(1) Receipts of producer milk,
including producer milk diverted from

the pool plant to other plants;
(2) Receipts of milk from handlers

described in § 1005.9(c);
(3) Receipts of fluid milk products

and bulk fluid cream products from
other pool plants; ,

(4) Receipts of other source milk;
(5) Receipts of bulk milk from a plant

regulated under another Federal order,
except Federal Orders 1007, 1011, and

1046, for which a transportation credit
is requested pursuant to § 1005.82;

(6) Receipts of producer mi11
described in § 1005.82(c)(2), including
the identity of the individual producers
whose milk is eligible for the
transportation credit pursuant to
§ 100S.82(c)(2);

(7) Inventories at the beginning and
end of the month of fluid milk products
and products spec1fed in
§ 1 00S.40(b) (1); and

(8) The utilzation or disposition of all
milk, filed milk, and milk products
required to be reported pursuant to this
paragraph (a).
.. .... ..

(c) Each handler described in § 1005.9
(b) and (c) shan report:

(1) The quantities of all skim milk and
butterfat contained in receipts of milk
from producers;

(2) The uti1zation or disposition of all
such receipts; and

(3) With respect to milk for which a
cooperative association is requesting a
transportation credit pursuant to
§ 1005.82, all of the Information
required in paragraphs (a) (5) and (6) of
this section... .. .. .. ..

2. Section 1005.61 is amended by
redesignating paragraphs (a)(4) , (a)(5),
(b)(5), and (b)(6) as paragraphs (a)(5),
(a)(6), (b)(6), and (b)(7) , respectively,
amending paragraph (b) (3) by revising
"(a)(3)" to read "(a)(4)" and "(a)(4)(ii)"
to read "(a)(5)(ii)", amending newly
designated paragraphs (b) (6) by revising
"(b)(4)" to read "(b)(5)", amending
newly designated paragraph (b)(7) by
revising "(b)(5)" to read "(b)(6)", and
adding new paragraphs (a)(4) and (b)(5)
to read as follows:

§ 1005,61 Computation of uniform price
(includIng weighted average price and
uniform prices for base and excess milk).

(a)" * ..
(4) Deduct the amount by which the

amount due from the transportation
credit balancing fund pursuant to
§ 1005.82 exceeds the available balance
in the transportation credit balancing
fund pursuant to § 1005.80;* * * * *
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(b) * * *
(5) Deduct the amount by which the

amount due fTOm the transportation
credit balancing fund pursuant to
§ 1005.82 exceeds the available balance

in the transportation credit balancing
fund pursuant to § 1005.80;* * * * *

3. Following § 1005.78, a new
un designated center heading and
§§ 1005.80, 1005.81, and 1005.82 are
added to read as follows:

Marketwide Service Payments

§ 1005.80 Transportation credit balancing
fund.

The market administrator shall
maintain a separate fund known as the
Transportation Credit Balancing Fund
into which shall be deposited the
payments made by handlers pursuant to
§ 1005.81 and out of which shall be

made the payments due handlers
pursuant to § 1005.82. Payments due a
handler shall be offset against payments
due from the handler.

§ 1005.81 Payments to the transportation
credit balancing fund.

(a) On or before the i 2th day after the
end of the month, each handler shall
pay to the market administrator a
transportation credit balancing fund
assessment determined by multiplying
the pounds of Class I mil assigned
pursuant to § 1005.44 by $0.06 per
hundredweight or such lesser amount as
the market administrator deems
necessary to maintain a balance in the
fund equal to the higher of the following
amounts:

(1) The total transportation credits
dispensed during the prior Ju1y-
December period; or

(2) The total transportation credits
dispensed during the immediately
preceding 6-month period.

(b) On or before the 13th day after the
end of the month, the market
administrator shall credit the
transportation credit balancing fund,
from the producer-settlement fund, any
amount deducted pursuant to § 1005.61
(a) (4) or (b)(5).

(c) The market administrator shall
announce publicly on or before the 5th
day of the month the assessment
pursuant to paragraph (a) of this section
for the following month, except that for
the first month that this section is
effective the asseSsment shal be
announced no later than (the
publication date of the final rule in the
Federal Register) and for the first 3
months that this section is effective the
assessment pursuant to paragraph (a) of
this section shal be 6 cents per
hundredweight.

~._~~.~_. ~~-_._~
§ 1005.82 Payments from the
transportation credIt balancing fund.

(a) On or before the 13th day after the
end of each of the months ofJuly
through December and any other month
in which transportation credits are in
effect pursuant to paragraph (b) of this
section, the market administrator shall
pay to each handler that received, and
reported pursuant to § 1005.30 (a)(5).
bulk milk transferred from an other
order plant as described in paragraph
(c) (1) of this section or that received,
and reported pursuant to
§ 1005.30(a)(6), bulk milk directly from

producers' farms as specified in
paragraph (c) (2) of this section an
amount determined pursuant to
paragraph (d) of this section. In the
event that a qualified cooperative
association is the responsible party for
whose account such nùlk is received
and written documentation of this fact
is provided to the market administrator
pursuant to § 1005.30(c)(3) prior to the
date payment is due, the transportation
credits for such milk computed
pursuant to this section shall be made
to such cooperative association rather
than to the operator of the pool plant at
which the milk was received.

(b) The market administrator may
extend the period during which
transportation credits are in efect (Le..
the transportation credit period) to any
of the months of January through June
if the market administrator receives a
written request to do so 15 days prior
to the beginning of the month for which
the request is made and. after
conducting an independent
investigation, finds that such extension
is necessary to asure the market of an
adequate supply of milk for fluid use,
Before makng such a finding, the
market administrator shall notify the
Director of the Dairy DDvision and all
handlers in the market that an extension
is being considered and invit.e written
data, views, and arguments. Any
decision to extend the transportation
credit period must be issued in writng
prior to the first day of the month for
which the extension is to be effective,

(c) The transportation credit described
in paragraph (a) of this section shall
apply to the following milk:

(1) Bulk milk received from a plant
regulated under another Federal order,
except Federal Orders 1007, 1011, and
1046, and allocated to Class I milk
pursuant to § 1005.44; and

(2) Bulk milk classifed pro rata as
Class I milk pursuant to § 1005.44
received directly from the fars of dairy

farmers at pool cttributing plants under

the following conditions:
(i) The dairy farmer was not a

"producer" under this order during
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more than 2 of the immediately
preceding months of January through
June and not more than 32 days'
production of the dairy farmer was
received as producer milk under this
order during that period; and

(Ii) The farm on which the milk was
produced is not located within the
specified marketing area of this order or
the marketing areas of Federal Orders
1007,1011, or 1046. and, is not within
85 miles of the plant to which its mi1,
is delivered.

(d) Transportation credits shaH be
computed as follows:

(1) For milk described in paragraph
(c)() of this section, the market
administrator shall:

(i) Determine the shortest hard-surface
highway distance between the transferor
plant and the transferee plant;

(ii) Multiply the number of miles
computed in paragraph (d) (1) (i) of this
section by 0.37 cents;

(iii) Subtract the other order's Class I
price applicable at the transferor plant's
location Íroiii the Class I price
applicable at the transferèe plant as
specified in § 1005.53;

(iv) Subtract any positive difference
computed in paragraph (d)(I)(iii) of this
section from the amount computed in
paragraph (d) (l)(ii) of this section; and

(v) Multply the remainder computed
in paragraph (d) (.1) (iv) of this section by
the hundredweight of milk described in
paragraph (c)(I) of this section.

(2) For milk described in paragraph
(c)(2) of this section:

(i) Each milk hauler that is
transporting the milk of producers
described in paragraph (c) (2) of this
section may stop at the nearest
Independently-operated truck stop with
a truck scale and obtain a weight
certificate indicating the weight of the
truck and its contents, the date and time
of weighing, and the location of the
truck stop. The location of the truck
stop shall be used as a starting point for
the purpose of measuring the distance to
the pool plant receiving that load of
rllk. If a weight certificate for a

supplementa1load of milk for which a
transportation credit is requested is not
available, the market administrator shaH
use the nearest city to the last
producer's farm from wmch milk was
picked up for delivery to the receiving
pool plant;

(ii) For each bulk tank load of milk
received pursuant to paragraph (d)(2)(i)
of this section, the market administrator
shall determine the shortest hard-
surface highway distance between the
receiving pool plant and the truck stop
or city. as the case may be;
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(ii) Multiply the number of miles
computed in paragraph (d) (2) (il) of this
section by 0.37 cents;

(iv) Multiply the number computed in
paragraph (d)(2)(iii) of this section by
the hundredweight of milk described in
paragraph (c)(2) of this section;

(v) Subtract this order's Class i price
applicable at the origination point
determined pursuant to paragraph
(d)(2)(ii) of this section from the Class
I price applicable at the distributing
plant receiving the milk; and

(vi) Subtract any positive difference
computed in paragraph (d) (2) (v) of this
section from the amount computed in
paragraph (d) (2) (iv) of this section.

PART 1007-MILK IN THE SOUTHEAST
MARKETING AREA

4. The authority citation for part 1007
continues to read as follows:

Authority: 7 U.S.C. 601-674,
4a. In § 1007.30, paragraphs (a) and (c)

are revised to read as follows:

"1007.30 Rèïiorts of receiiJts and~tii~ation.' .* * * * *
(a) Each handler. with respect to each

ofits pool plants, shall report the
quantities of skim milk and butterfat
contained in or represented by:

(1) Receipts of producer milk,
Including producer milk diverted by the

handler from the pool plant to other
plants;

(2) Receipts of milk from handlers
described in § 1007.9(c);

(3) Receipts of fluid milk products
and bulk fluid cream products from
other pool plants;

(4) Receipt,; of other source milk;
(5) Receipts of bulk milk from a plant

regulated under another Federal order,
except Federal Orders 1005, lOll, and

1046, for which a transportation credit
is requested pursuant to § 1007.82;

(6) Receipts of producer milk
described in § 1007.82(c)(2), including
the identity of the individual producers
whose milk is eligible for the
transportation credit pursuant to
§ 1007.82(c)(2);

(7) Inventories at the beginning and
end of the month of fluid milk products
and products specified in
§ 1007.40(b)(I); and

(8) The utilzation or disposition of all
milk, filed milk. and milk products
required to be reported pursuant to this

paragraph (a).
* * * * *

(c) Each handler described in § 1007.9
(b) and (c) shall report:

(1) The quantities of skim milk and
butterfat contained in receipts of milk
from producers;

(2) The utilzation or dispositon of all
such receipts; and

(3) With respect to milk for which a
cooperative association is requesting a
transportation credit pursuant to
§ 1001.82, all ofthe information
required in paragraphs (a) (5) and (6) of
this section.

* * * * *

5. Section 1007.61 is amended by
redesignating paragraphs (a)(4) , (a)(5),
(b) (5), and (b)(6) as paragraphs (a)(5),
(a)(6), (b)(6). and respectively, (b)(7).
amending (b)(3) by revising "(a)(3)" to
read "(a)(4)" and "(a)(4)(ii)" to read
" (a)(5)(ii)", amending newly designated
paragraph (b)(6) by revising "(b)(4)" to
read "(b)(5)", amending newly
designated paragraph (b)(7) by revising
"(b)(5)" to read" (b)(6)", and adding
new paragraphs (a)(4) and (b)(5) to read
as follows:

§ 1007.61 Computation of uniform price
(including weighted average price and
uniform prices for base and excess milk).

(a) * * *
(4) Deduct the amount by which the

amount due from the transportation
credit balancing fund pursuant to
§ 1007.82 exceeds the available balance
in the transportation credit balancing
fund pursuant to § 1007.80;* * * * *

(b) * * *
(5) Deduct the amount by which the

amount due from the transportation
credit balancing fund pursuant to
§ 1007.82 exceeds the available balance
in the transportation credit balancing
fund pursuant to § 1007.80;* * * * *

6. Following § 1007.78, a new
undesignated center heading and
§§ 1007.80, 1007.81, and 1007.82 are
added to read as follows:

Marketwide Service Payments

§1007.80 Transportation credit balancing
fund,

The market administrator shall
maintain a separate fund known as the
Transportation Credit Balancing Fund
into which shal be deposited the
payments made by handlers pursuant to
§ 1007.81 and Qut of which shall be

made the payments due handlers
pursuant to § 1007.82. Payments due a
handler shall be offset against payments
due from the handler.

§ 1007.81 Payments to the transportation
credit balancing fund.

(a) On or before the 12th day after the
end of the month, each handler shall
pay to the market administrator a
transportation credit balancing fund
assessment determined by multiplying

the pounds of Class I milk assigned

pursuant to § 1007.44 by $0.06 per

hundredweight or such lesser amount as
the market administrator deems
necessary to maintain a balance in the
fund equal to the higher of the following
amoUntS:

(1) The total transportation credits
dispensed during the prior july-
December period; or

(2) The total transportation credits
dispensed during the immediately
preceding 6-month period.

(b) On or before the 13th day after the
end of the month, the market
administrator shall credit the
transportation credit balancing fund,
from the producer-settlement fund, any
amount deducted pursuant to § 1007.61
(a)(4) or (h) (5).

(c) The market administrator shall
announce publicly on or before the 5th
day of the month the assessment
pursuant to paragraph (a) of this section
for the following month, except that for
the first month that this section is
effective the assessment shall be
announced no later than (the
pubHr.ation rlate of the fin;; i m Ie in the
Federal Register) and for the first 3
months that this section is effective the
assessment pursuant to paragraph (a) of
this section shan be 6 cents per
hundredweight.

§1007.82 Payments from the
transportation credit balancing fund.

(a) On or before the 13th day after the
end of each of the months ofju1y
through December and any other month
in which transportation credits are in
effect pursuant to paragraph (b) of this
section, the market administrator shall
pay to each handler that received, and
reported pursuant to § 1 007.30(a)(5) ,

bulk mil transferred from an other
order plant as described in paragraph
(c) (1) of this section or that received,
and reported pursuant to
§ 1007.30(a)(6), bulk milk directly from

producers' farms as specified in
paragraph (c)(2) oftbis section an
amount determined pursuant to
paragraph (d) of this section. In the
event that a qualified cooperative
association is the responsible party for
whose account such milk is received
and written documentation of this fact
is provided to the market administrator
pursuant to § io07.30(c)(3) prior to the
date payment is due, the transportation
credits for such milk computed
pursuant to this section shall be made
to such cooperative association rather
than to the operator of the pool plant at
which the milk was received.

(b) The market administrator may
extend the period during which
transportation credits are in effect (i.e.,
the transportation credit period) to any
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of the months of January through June
if the market administrator receives a
written request to do so 15 days prior

to the beginning of the month for which
the request is made and, after
conducting an independent
investigation, finds that such extension
is necessary to assure the market of an
adequate supply of milk for fluid use.
Before making such a finding, the
market administrator shall notify the
Director of the Dairy Division and all
handlers in the market that an extension

is being considered and invite written
data, views, and arguments. Any
decision to extend the transportation
credit period must be issued in writing
prior to the first day of the month for
which the extension is to be effective.

(c) The transportation credit described
in paragraph (a) of this section shall
apply to the following milk:

(1) Bulk milk received from a plant
regulated under another Federal order.
except Federal Orders 1005, 101 l, and
1046 allocated to Class I milk pursuant
to § 1007.44; and

(2) Bulk milk classifed pro rata as
Class I milk pursuant to § 1007.44
received directly from the fans of dairy

farmers at pool distnbuting plants under
the following conditions:

(i) The dairy farmer was not a
"producer" under this order during
more than 2 of the immediately
preceding months of January through
June and not more than 32 days'
production of the dairy farmer was
received as producer milk under this
order during that period; and

(ii) The farm on which the milk was
produced is not located within the
specified marketing area of this order or
the marketing areas of Federal Orders
1005, 1011 or 1046, and, is not within
85 miles of the plant to which its milk
is delivered.

(d) Transportation credits shall be
computed as follows:

(1) For milk described in paragraph
(cHI) of this section, the market
administrator shall:

(i) Determine the shortest hard-surface
highway distance between the transferor
plant and the transferee plant;

(ü) Multiply the number of miles
computed in paragraph (d)(l)(i) ofthis
section by 0.37 cents;

(ii) Subtract the other order's Class I

price applicable at the transferor plant's
location from the Class I price
applicable at the transferee plant as
specified in § 1007.52;

(iv) Subtract any positive difference
computed in paragraph (d)(l)(ii) ofthis
section from the amount computed in
paragraph (d)(l)(ii) ofthis section; and

(v) Multply the remainder computed
in paragraph (d)(l)(iv) of this section by

the hundredweight of milk described in
paragraph (c)(l) ofthis section.

(2) For milk described in paragraph
(c)(2) ofthis section:

(i) Each milk hauler that is
transporting the milk of producers
described in paragraph (c)(2) of this
section may stop at the nearest
independently-operated truck stop with
a truck scale and obtain a weight
certificate indicating the weight of the
truck and its contents, the date and time
of weighing, and the location of the
truck stop. The location of the truck
stop shall be used as a starting point for
the purpose of measuring the distance to
the pool plant receiving that load of
milk. If a weight certificate for a
supplemental load of milk for which a
transportation credit is requested is not
available, the market administrator shall
use the nearest city to the last
producer's farm from which milk was
picked up for delivery to the receiving
pool plant;

(ii) For each bulk tank load of 
milk

received pursuant to paragraph (d)(2)(i)
of this si;ction, the market administrator
shall determine the shortest hard-
surface highway distance between the
receiving pool plant and the truck stop
or city, as the case may be;

(iii) Multiply the number of 
miles

computed in paragraph (d)(2)(ii) ofthis
section by 0.37 cents;

(iv) Multiply the number computed in
paragraph (d)(2)(iii) of this section by
the hundredweight of milk described in
paragraph (c) (2) of this section;

(v) Subtract the order's Class I price
applicable at the origination point
determined pursuant to paragraph
(d) (2)(ii) of this section from the Class
I price applicablè at the distributing
plant receiving the milk; and

(vi) Subtract any positive difference
computed in paragraph (d)(2)(v) of this
section from the amount computed in
paragraph (d)(2)(iv) of this section.

PART 1011-MILK IN THE TENNESSEE
VALLEY MARKETING AREA

7.ln § 1011.30, paragraphs (a) and (c)
are revIsed to read as follows:

§ 1011.30 Reports of receIpts and
utilization.
" " " " "

(a) Each handler, with respect to each
of his pool plants, shall report the
quantities of skim milk and butterfat
contained in or represented by:

(1) Receipts of producer milk,
including producer milk diverted from
the pool plant to other plants;

(2) Receipts of milk from handlers
described in § 101 1.9 (c);

(3) Receipts of milk from handlers
described in 101 1.9(d);

(4) Receipts of fluid milk products
and bulk fluid cream products from
other pool plants:

(5) Receipts of other source milk;
(6) Receipts of bulk milk from a plant

regulated under another Federal order,
except Federal Orders 1005, 1007, and

1046, for which a transportation credit
is requested pursuant to § 1011.82;

(7) Receipts of producer milk

described in § 101 1.82 (c)(2) , including
the identity of the individual producers
whose milk is eligible for the
transportation credit pursuant to
§ 1011.82(c)(2);

(8) Inventories at the beginning and
end of the month of fluid milk products
and products specified in
§ 101 1.40 (b) (1); and

(9) The utilzation or disposition of all
milk, fi1ed milk. and milk products
required to be reported pursuant to this
paragraph (a).
" " " * "

(c) Each handler described in
§ 101 1.9 (b) , (c) and (d) shall report:

(1) The quantities of aU skim milk and
butterfat contained in receipts of milk
from producers;

(2) The utilzation or disposition of aU
such receipts; and

(3) With respect to milk for which a
cooperative association is requesting a
transportation credit pursuant to
§ 10 11.82, all of the infornatlon
required in paragraphs (a) (6)and (7) of
this section.
* " " ""

8. Section 1011.61 is amended by
redesignating paragraphs (a)(4). (a)(5),
(b)(5), and (b)(6) as paragraphs (a)(5),
(a)(6), paragraph (b)(6) and (b)(7),
respectively amending paragraph (b)(3)
by revising "(a)(3)" to read "(a)(4)" and
"(a)(4)(ii)" to read "(a)(5)(ii)", amending
newly designated paragraph (b)(6) by
revising"(b)(4)" to read "(b)(5)",
amending newly designated paragraph
(b)(7) by revising "(b)(5)" to read
"(b)(6)", and adding new paragraphs
(a)(4) and (b)(5) to read as follows:

§1011.61 Computation of uniform price
(including weighted average price and
uniform prices for base and excess milk),

(a) " " "
(4) Deduct the amount by which the

amount due from the transportation
credit balancing fund pursuant to
§ 1011.82 exceeds the available balance
in the transportation credit balancing
fund pursuant to § 1011.80;

" " " " "
(b) * " *

(5) Deduct the amount by which the
amount due from the transportation
credit balancing fund pursuant to
§ 1011.82 exceeds the available balance
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fund pursuant to § 1011.80;* * * * *

9. Following § 1011.78, a new
undesignated center heading and
§§ 1011.80,1011.81, and 1011.82 are

added to read as follows:

Marketwide Service Payments

§ 1 011.80 Transportation credit balancing
fund.

The market administrator shaH
maintain a separate fund known as the
Transportation Credit Balancing Fund
into which shall be deposited the
payments made by handlers pursuant to
§ 1011.81 and out of which shall he
made the payments due handlers
pursuant to § 1011.82. Payments due a
handler shall be offset against payments
due from the handler.

§ 1011.81 Payments to the transportation
credIt balancing fund.

(a) On or before the 12th day after the
end of the month, each handler shall
pay to the market administrator a
transportation credit balancing fund
assessment determined by multiplying

the pounds of Class I milk assigned
pursuant to § 101 1.44 by $0.06 per

hundredweight or such lesser amount as
the market administrator deems
necessary to maintain a balance in the
fund equal to the higher of the following
amounts:

(1) The total transportation credits
dispensed during the prior July-
December period; or

(2) The total transportation credits
dispensed during the immediately
preceding 6-month period.

(b) On or before the 13th day after the
end of the month, the market
administrator shall credit the
transportation credit balancing fund,
from the producer-settement fund, any
amount deducted pursuant to § 1011.61
(a)(4) or (b)(5).

(c) The market administrator shall
announce publicly on or before the 5th
day of the month the assessment
pursuant to paragraph (a) of this section
for the following month, except that for
the first month that this section is
effective the assessment shall be
announced no later than (the
publication date of the final rule in the
Federal Register) and for the first 3
months that this section is effective the
assessment pursuant to paragraph (a) of
this section shall be 6 cents per
hundredweight.

§1011.82 Payments from the
transportatIon credit balancing fund.

(a) On or before the 13th day after the
end of each of the months of July
through December and any other month

in which transportation credits are in
effect pursuant to paragraph (b) of this
section, the market administrator shall
pay to each handler that received, and
reported pursuant to § 1011 .30 (a) (6).
bulk milk transferred from an other
order plant as described in paragraph
(c)(l) ofthis section or that received,
and reported pursuant to
§ 101 1.30 (a)(7) , bulk milk directly from
producers' farms as specified in
paragraph (c) (2) of this section an
amount determined pursuant to
paragraph (d) of this section. In the
event that a qualified cooperative
association is the responsible party for
whose account such milk is received
and written documentation of this fact
is provided to the market administrator
pursuant to § ioU.30(c)(3) prior to the
date payment is due, the transportation
credits for such milk computed
pursuant to this section shall be made
to such cooperative association rather
than to the operator of the pool plant at
which the milk was received.

(b) The market administrator may
extend the pedod during which
transportation credits are in effect (Le.,
the transportation credit period) to any
of the months of January through June
if the market administrator receives a
written request to do so 15 days prior
to the beginning of the month for which
the request is made and, after
conducting an independent
investigation, finds that such extension
is necessary to assure the market of an
adequate supply of milk for fluid use.
Before makig such a finding, the
market administrator shall notify the
Director of the Dairy Division and all
handlers in the market that an extension
is being considered and invite written
data, views. and arguments. Any
decision to extend the transportation
credit period must be issued in writing
prior to the first day of the month for
which the extension is to be effective.

(c) The transportation credit described
in paragraph (a) of this section shall
apply to the following milk:

(1) Bulk milk received from a plant
regulated under another Federal order,
except Federal Orders 1005, 1007. and
1046, and allocated to Class I milk
pursuant to § 1011.44; and

(2) Bulk milk classified pro rata as
Class I milk pursuant to § 1011.44
received directly from the farms of dairy
farmers at pool distributing plants under
the following conditions:

(i) The dairy farmer was not a
"producer" under this order during
more than 2 of the immediately
preceding months of Januar through
June and not more than 32 days'
production of the dairy farmer was

received as producer milk under this
order during that period; and

(ii) The farm on which the milk was
produced is not located within the
specified marketing area of this order or
the marketing areas of Federal Orders
1005, 1007, or 1046, and, is not within
85 miles of the plant to which its milk
is delivered.

(d) Transportation credits shall be
computed as follows:

(1) For milk described in paragraph
(c) (1) of this section, the market
administrator shall:

(i) Determine the shortest hard-surface
highway distance between the transferor
plant and the transferee plant:

(ii) Multiply the number of miles
computed in paragraph (d)( )(i) of this
section by 0.37 cents;

(iii) Subtract the other order's Class I
price appHcable at the transferor plant's
location from the Class I price
applicable at the transferee plant as
specified in § loo 1.52;

(iv) Subtract any positive difference
computed in paragraph (d)(l)(iii) of this
section from the amount computed in
paragraph (d)(I)(ii) of this section; and

(v) Multiply the remainder computed
in paragraph (d)(l)(iv) of this section by
the hundredweight of milk described in
paragraph (c)(l) of this section.

(2) For milk described in paragraph
(c) (2) of this section:

(i) Each mHk hauler that is
transporting the milk of producers
described in paragraph (c) (2) of this
section may stop at the nearest
independently-operated truck stop with
a truck scale and obtain a weight
certificate indicating the weight of the
truck and its contents, the date and time
of weighing, and the location of the
truck stop. The location of the truck
stop shall be used as a starting point for
the purpose of measuring the distance to
the pool plant receiving that load of
milk. If a weight certificate for a
supplemental load of milk for which a
transportation credit is requested is not
available, the market administrator shall
use the nearest city to the last
producer's farm from which milk was
picked up for delivery to the receiving
pool plant;

(ii) For each bulk tank load of milk
received pursuant to paragraph (d)(2)(i)
of this section, the market administrator
shall determine the shortest hard.
surface highway distance between the
receiving pool plant and the truck stop
or city. as the case may be:

(iii) Multiply the number of miles
computed in paragraph (d)(2)(ii) of this
section by 0.37 cents;

(iv) Multiply the number computed in
paragraph (d) (2) (iii) of this section by
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in the transportation credit balancing
fund pursuant to § 1011.80;* * * * *

9. Following § 1011. 78, a new
undesignated center heading and
§§ 1011.80,1011.81, and 1011.82 are

added to read as follows:

Marketwide Service Payments

§1011.80 Transportation credit balancing
fund.

The market administrator shall
maintain a separate fund known as the
Transportation Credit Balancing Fund
into which shall be deposited the
payments made by handlers pursuant to
§ 1011.81 and out of which shall be
made the payments due handlers
pursuant to § 1011.82, Payments due a
handler shall be offset against payments
due from the handler.

§ 1011.81 Payments to the transportation
credit balancing fund.

(a) On or before the 12th day after the
end of the month, each handler shall
pay to the market admi.nJstrator a
transportation credil balancing fund
assessment determined by multiplying
the pounds of Class I milk assigned
pursuant to § 1011.44 by $0.06 per

hundredweight or such lesser amount as
the market administrator deems
necessary to maintain a balance in the
fund equal to the higher of the following
amounts:

(1) The total transportation credits
dispensed during the prior Ju1y-
December period; or

(2) The total transportation credits
dispensed durig the immediately

preceding 6-month period.
(b) On or before the 13th day after the

end of the month, the market
administrator shall credit the
transportation credit balancing fund,
from the producer-settement fund, any
amount deducted pursuant to § 1011.61
(a) (4) or (b)(5).

(c) The market administrator shall
announce publicly on or before the 5th
day of the month the assessment
pursuant to paragraph (a) of this section
for the following month, except that for
the first month that this section is
effective the assessment shall be
announced no later than !the
publication date of the final rule in the
Federal Register! and for the first 3
months that this section is effective the
assessment pursuant to paragraph (a) of
this section shall be 6 cents per
hundredweight.

§ 1011.82 Payments from the
transportation credit balancing fund.

(a) On or before the 13th day after the
end of each of the months of July
through December and any other month

in which transportation credit'! are in
effect pursuant to paragraph (b) of this
section, the market administrator shall
pay to each handler that received, and
reported pursuant to § 101 1.30 (a)(6),
bulk milk transfered from an other

order plant as described in paragraph
(c)(I) ofthis section or that received,
and reported pursuant to
§ I oo 1. 30 (a)(7) , bulk milk directly from
producers' famms as specified in

paragraph (c)(2) of this section an
amount determined pursuant to
paragraph (d) of this section. In the
event that a qualified cooperative
association is the responsible party for
whose account such milk is received
and written documentation of this fact
is provided to the market administrator
pursuant to § 101 1.30(c)(3) prior to the
date payment is due, the transportation
credits for such milk computed
pursuant to this section shall be made
to such cooperative association rather
than to the operator of the pool plant at
which the milk was received.

(b) The market administrator may
extend the period dudng which
transportation credits are in effect (i.e.,
the transportation credit period) to any
of the months of January though June
if the market administrator receives a
written request to do so 15 days prior
to the beginning of the month for which
the request is made and, after
conducting an independent
investigation, finds that such extension
is necessary to assure the market of an
adequate supply of milk for fluid use.
Before making such a finding, the
market administrator shall notify the
Director of the Dair Division and all
handlers in the market that an extension
is being considered and invite written
data, views, and arguments. Any
decision to extend the transportation
credit period must be issued in writing
prior to the first day of the month for
which the extension is to be effective.

(c) The transportation credit described
in paragraph (a) of this section shall
apply to the following milk:

(1) Bulk milk received from a plant
regulated under another Federal order,
except Federal Orders 1005, 1007, and
1046, and allocated to Class I milk
pursuant to § 1011.44; and.

(2) Bulk milk classifed pro rata as
Class I milk pursuant to § 1011.44
received directly from the fámms of dairy
farmers at pool distributing plants under
the following conditions:

(í The dairy farmer was not a
"producer" under this order during
more than 2 of the immediately
preceding months ofJanuary through
June and not more than 32 days'
production of the dairy farmer was

received as producer milk under this
order during that period; and

(ii) The farm on which the milk was
produced is not located within the
specified marketing area of this order or
the marketing areas of Federal Orders
1005,1007, or 1046, and, is not within
85 miles of the plant to which its milk
is delivered.

(d) Transportation credits shall be
computed as follows:

(1) For milk described in paragraph
(c)(I) of this section, the market
administrator shall:

(i) Determine the shortest hard-surface
highway distance between the transferor
plant and the transferee plant;

(ii) Multply the number of miles
computed in paragraph (d) (I)(i) of this
section by 0.37 cents;

(ii) Subtract the other order's Class i
price applicable at the transferor plant's
location from the Class I price
applicable at the transferee plant as
specified in § 1011.52;

(iv) Subtract any positve difference
computed in paragraph (d) (1) (ii) of this
section from the amount computed in
paragraph (d)(1)(ii) of this section; and

(v) Multiply the remainder computed
in paragraph (d)(l)(iv) of this section by
the hundredweight of milk described in
paragraph (c)(l) ofthis section.

(2) For milk described in paragraph
(c)(2) of this section:

(i) Each milk hauler that is
transporting the milk of producers
described in paragraph (c)(2) ofthis
section may stop at the nearest
independently-operated truck stop with
a truck scale and obtain a weight
certificate indicating the weight of the
truck and its contents, the date and time
of weighing, and the location of the
truck stop. The location of the truck
stop shall be used as a starting point for
the purpose of measuring the distance to
the pool plant receiving that load of
milk. If a weight certificate for a
supplementalload of milk for which a
transportation credit is requested is not
available, the market administrator shall
use the nearest city to the last
producer's farm from which milk was
picked up for delivery to the receiving
pool plant;

(ii) For each bulk tank load of milk
received pursuant to paragraph (d)(Z) (i)
of this section, the market administrator
shall detemmine the shortest hard.
surface highway distance between the
receiving pool plant and the truck stop
or city, as the case may be;

(ii) Multply the number of miles
computed in paragraph (d)(2)(ii) of this
section by 0.37 cents;

(iv) Multiply the number computed in
paragraph (d) (2)(ii) of this section by
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the hundredweight of milk described in
paragraph (c) (2) of this section;

(v) Subtract this order's Class I price
applicable at the origination point
determined pursuant to paragraph
(d)(2)(íi) ofthis section from the Class
I price appHcable at the distributing
plant receiving the mílk; and

(vi) Subtract any positive difference
computed in paragraph (d)(2)(v) of this
section from the amount computed in
paragraph (d) (2) (iv) of this section.

PART 1046-MILK IN THE
LOUISVILLE-LEXINGTON-EV ANSVILLE
MARKETING AREA

10. The authority citation for part
1046 continues to read as follows:

Authority: Sees. 1.-19.48 Stat. 31, as
amended (70.S.C. 601-674).

10 a. In § 1046.30, paragraphs (a) and
(c) are revised to read as follows:

§ 1046.30 Reports of receipts and
utilzation.
,. ,. ,. ,. ,.

(a) Each handler, with respect to each
of his pool plants, shall report the
quantities of skim milk and butterfat
contained in or represented by:

(1) Receipts of producer milk,
including producer milk diverted by the
handler from the pool plant to other
plants;

(2) Receipts of milk from handlers
described in § 1046.9(c);

(3) Receipts of fluid milk products
and bulk fluid cream products from
other pool plants:

(4) Receipts of other source milk;
(5) Receipts of bulk milk from a plant

regulated under another Federal order,
except Federal Orders 1005, 1007, and
1011, for which a transportation credit
is requested pursuant to § 1046.82;

(6) Receipts of producer milk
described in § 1046.82(c)(2), including
the identity of the individual producers
whose milk is eligible for the
transportation credit pursuant to
§ 1046.82(c)(2);

(7) Inventories at the beginning and
end of the month of fluid milk products
and product" specified in
§ 1046.40(b)(l); and

(8) The utilization or disposition of all
milk, fined milk, and milk products
required to be reported pursuant to this
paragraph (a).;. ;. ;. ,. ;.

(c) Each handler described in § 1046.9
(b) and (c) shall report:

(1) The quantiies of all skim milk and
butterfat contained in receipts of milk
from producers;

(2) The utilization or disposition of all
such receipts; and

(3) With respect to milk for which a
cooperative association is requesting a

~.-------~~~~-_.
transportation credit pursuant to
§ 1046.82, all of the information
required in paragraphs (a) (5) and (6) of
this section.* ;. ,. ;. ,.

11. Section 1046.61 is amended by
redesignating paragraphs (a)(4), (a)(5) ,

(b)(5), and (b)(6) as paragraphs (a)(5),
(a)(6). (b)(6) , and (b)(7) 

, respectively,
amending paragraph (b) (3) by revising
"(a)(3)" to read "(a)(4)" and "(a)(4)(ií)"
to read "(a)(5)(ii)", amending newly
designated paragraph (b) (6) by revising
"(b)(4)" to read "(b)(5)" , amending
newly designated paragraph (b)(7) by
revisIng "(b)(5)" to read" (b)(6) " , and
adding new paragraphs (a)(4) and (b)(5)
to read as follows:

§ 1046.61 Computation of uniform price
(including weighted average price and
uniform prices for base and excess milk).

(a) ;. ,. *
(4) Deduct the amount by which the

amount due from the transportation
credit balancing fund pursuant to
§ 1046.82 exceeds the available balance
In the tiansportation credit balancing
fund pursuant to § 1046.80;
* 'i * * *

(b) * ;. ,.
(5) Deduct the amount by which the

amount due from the transportation
credit balancing fund pursuant to
§ 1046.82 exceeds the available balance

in the transportation credit balancing
fund pursuant to § 1046.80;
* "" * * *

12. In § 1046.73, pargraph (1)(2) is
revised to read a'l follows:

§ 1046.73 Payments to producers and to
cooperative associations.;. ;. " ;. ,.

(f) ;. ,. ,.
(2) On or before the 10th day after the

end of the following month for milk
received during the month an amount
computed at not less than the value of
such milk at the minimum prices for
milk in each class, as adjusted by the
butterfat differential specified in
§ 1046.74 applicable at the location of

the receiving handler's pool plant and
any transportation credit that is due the
cooperative association pursuant to
§ 1046.82(a), less the payment made
pursuant to paragraph (1)(1) of this
section.

13. Following § 1046.78, a new
undesignated center heading and
§§ 1046.80,1046.81, and 1046.82 are

added to read as follows:

Marketwlde Service Payments

§ 1046.80 Transportation credit balancing
fund.

The market administrator shall
maintain a separate fund known asthe

Transportation Credit Balancing Fund
Into which shall be deposited the
payments made by handlers pursuant to
§ 1046.81 and out of which shall be
made the payments due handlers
pursuant to § 1046.82. Payments due a
handler shall be offset against payments
due from the handler.

§ 1046.81 Payments to the transporttIon
credit balancing fund.

(a) On or before the 12th day after the
end ofthe month, each handler shall
pay to the market administrator a
transportation credit balancing fund
assessment determined by multiplying
the pounds of Class I milk assigned
pursuant to § 1046.44 by $0.06 per
hundredweight or such lesser amount as
the market administrator deems
necessary to maintain a balance in the
fund equal to the higher of the following
amounts:

(1) The total transportation credits
dispensed during the prior July-
December period; or

(2) The total transportation credits
dispensed during the immediately
preceding 6-month period.

(b) On or before the 13th day after the
end of the month, the market
administrator shall credit the
transportation credit balancing fund.
from the producer-settlement fund, any
amount deducted pursuant to § 1046.61
(a)(4) or (b)(5).

(c) The market administrator shall
announce publicly on or before the 5th
day of the month the assessment
pursuant to paragraph (a) of this section
for the following month, except that for
the first month that this section is
effective the assessment shall be
announced no later than ¡the
publication date of the final rule in the
Federal Register) and for the first 3
months that this section is effective the
assessment pursuant to paragraph (a) of
this section shall be 6 cents per
hundredweight.

§ 1046.82 Payments from the
transportation credit balancing fund.

(a) On or before the 13th day after the
end of each of the months of July
through December and any other month
in which transportation credits are in
effect pursuant to paragraph (b) of this
secton, the market administrator shall
pay to each handler that received, and
reported pursuant to § 1046,30(a)(5),
bulk milk transferred from an other
order plant as described in paragraph
(c)(l) of this section or that received,

and reported pursuant to
§ 1046.30(a)(6), bulk milk directly from

producers' farms as specified in
paragraph (c)(2) of this section an
amount determined pursuant to
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paragraph (d) of this section. In the
event that a qualified cooperative
association is the responsible party for
whose account such milk is received
and written documentation of this fact
is provided to the market administrator
pursuant to § 1046.30(c)(3) prior to the
date payment is due, the transportation
credits for such milk computed
pursuant to this section shall be paid to
such cooperative association by the pool
plant operator pursuant to
§ 1046, 73(f) (2).

(b) The market administrator may
extend the period during which
transportation credits are in effect (i.e.,
the transportation credit period) to any
of the months of January through June
if the market administrator receives a
writteii request to do so 15 days prior
to the beginning of the month for which
the request is made and, after
conducting an independent
investigation, finds that such extension
is necessary to assure the market of an
adequate supply of milk for fluid use,
Before making such a finding, the
market administrator shall notify the
Director of the Dairy Division and all
handlers in the market that an extension
is being considered and invite written
data, views, and arguments. Any
decision to extend the transportation
credit period must be issued in writing
prior to the first day of the month for
which the extension is to be effective.

(c) The transportation credit described
in paragraph (a) of this section shall
apply to the following mik:

(1) Bulk milk received from a plant
regulated under another Federal order,
except Federal Orders 1005, 1007, and
10 II, and allocated to Class I milk
pursuant to § 1046.44; and

(2) Bulk milk classifed pro rata as
Class I milk pursuant to § 1046.44

received directly from the farms of dairy
farmers at pool distributing plants under
the following conditions:

(i) The dairy farmer was not a
"producer" under this order during
more than 2 of the immediately
preceding months of Januar through
June and not more than 32 days'
production of the dairy farmer was
received as producer milk under this
order during that period; and

(ii) The farm on which the milk was
produced is not located within the
specified marketing area of this order or
the marketing areas of Federal Orders
1005, 1007, or LOLL, and, is not within

85 miles of the plant to which its milk
is delivered,

(d) Transportation credits shall be
computed as follows;

(1) For milk described in paragraph
(c)(l) of this section, the market
administrator shall:

(i) Determine the shortest hard-surface
highway distance between the transferor
plant and the transferee plant;

(ii) Multiply the number of miles
computed in paragraph (d)(l)(i) of thIs
section by 0.37 cenL,;;

(ii) Subtract the other order's Class I

price applicable at the transferor plant's
location from the Class I price
applicable at the transferee plant as
specified in § 1046.52;

(iv) Subtract any positve difference
computed in paragraph (d)(l)(iii) of 

this
section from the amount computed in
paragraph (d)(l)(ii) of this section; and

(v) Multiply the remainder computed
in paragraph (d)(l)(iv) of this section by
the hundredweight of milk described in
paragraph (c) (1) of this section.

(2) For milk described in paragraph
(c) (2) of this section:

(i) Each milk hauler that is
transporting the milk of producers

described in paragraph (c) (2) of this
section may stop at the nearest
independently-operated truck stop with
a truck scale and obtain a weight
certificate indicating the weight of the
truck and its contents, the date and time
of weighing, and the location of the
truck stop. The location of the truck
stop shall be used as a starting point for
the purpose of measuring the distance to
the pool plant receiving that load of
milk. If a weight certificate for a
supplemental load of mHk for which a
transportation credit is requested is not
available, the market administrator shall
use the nearest city to the last
producer's farm from which milk was
picked up for delivery to the receiving
pool plant;

(ii) For each bulk tank load of milk
received pursuant to paragraph (d)(2)(i)
of this section, the market administrator
shan determine the shortest hard-
surface highway distance between the
receiving pool plant. and the truck stop
or city, as the case may be;

(iH) Multiply the number of miles
computed in paragraph (d) (2) (ii) of this
section by 0,37 cents;

(iv) Multiply the number computed in
paragraph (d) (2) (ii) of this section by
the hundredweight of milk described in
paragraph (c)(2) of this section;

(v) Subtract this order's Class I price
applicable at the origination point
determined pursuant to paragraph
(d)(2)(ii) of this section from the Class
I price applicable at the distributing
plant receiving the milk; and

(vi) Subtract any positive difference
computed in paragraph (d)(2)(v) of this
section from the amount computed In
paragraph (d)(2)(iv) of this section.
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Proposed Rules

This section of the FEDERAL REGISTER
contaIns notices to the public of the proposed
Issuance of rules and regulations. The
purpose of these notices Is to give interested
persons an opportunity to partcipate In the
rule making prior to the adoption of the final
rules.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Agricultural Marketing Service

7 CFR Parts 1005,1007,1011, and 1046

(Docket No. AO-388-A9, et al.; DA-96-08)

Milk in the Carolina and Certain Other
Marketing Areas; Partial Final Decision

7 eFR
part Marketing area Docket No,

1005 Carolina .................
1007 Southeast ...........""
1 011 Tennessee Valley...
1046 Louisvlle.Lexlngton-

Evansvile.

A0-38ß.A9
AO-366-A38
AD-251-MO
AO-123-A67

AGENCY: Agricultural Marketing Service,

USDA.
ACTION: Proposed rule. ._-
SUMMARY: This final decisIon would

modify interim amendments which
established transportation credit

provisions in 4 Federal milk orders in
the Southeastern United States. The
interim amendments were based upon
proposals that were considered at a
public hearing held in Charlotte, North
Carolina, The proposed modifcations to
the interim amendments are based upon
additional testimony heard at a
reopened hearing held in Atlanta,
Georgia. The major modiications would
increase the maxmum assessment by
one cent or less in two of the orders to
pay for transportation costs and
eliminate the reduction of blend prices
to producers to pay for transportation
costs. The amendments adopted in this
decision wil become effective if
approved by the producers in the
affected markets. '
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Nicholas Memoli, Marketing Specialist.
USDA/AMS/Dairy Division, Order
Formulation Branch, Room 2971, South
Building, P. O. Box 96456, Washington,
DC 20090-6456 (Te1:202/690-1932: E-
mail:NMemolit1USDA.gov) .
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: This

administrative action is governed by the
provisions of Sections 556 and 557 of

Federal Register

VoL. 62, No. 97

Tuesday, May 20, 1997

Title 5 of the United States Code and,
therefore, is excluded from the
requirements of Executive Order 12866.

This final rule has been reviewed
under Executive Order 12988, Civil
justice Reform. This rule is not intended
to have a retroactive effect. and it wil
not preempt any state or local laws,
regulations, or policies, unless they
present an irreconcilable conflct with
the rule.

The Agricultural Marketing
Agreement Act of 1937, as amended (7
U.S.c. 601-674). provides that
administrative proceedings must be
exhausted before parties may fie suit in
court. Under section 608c(15) (A) of the
Act, any handler subject to an order may
fie with the Secretary a petition stating

that the order, any provision of the
order, or any obligation imposed in
connection with the order is not in
accordance with the law and request a
modification of an order or to be
exempted from the order. A handler is
aforded the opportunity for a hearing
on the petition. After a hearing, the
Secretar would rule on the petition.
The Act provides that the District Court
of the United States in any district in
which the handler is an inhabitant, or
has its principal place of business. has
jurisdicton in equity to review the

Secretary's ruling on the petition,

provided a bil in equity is fied not
later than 20 days after the date of the
entry of the ruling.

Small Business Consideration
In accordance with the Regulatory

Flexibilty Act (5 U.S.C. 601 et seq.) , the
Agricultural Marketing Service has
considered the economic impact of this
action on small entities and has certied
that this proposed rule will not have a
signifcant economic impact on a
substantial number of small entities. No
new entities wil be regulated as a result
of the proposed rules. and any changes
experienced by handlers wil be of a
minor nature.

For the purpose of the Regulatory
Flexibilty Act, a dairy farm is

considered a "small business" if it has
an anual gross revenue of les than
$500,000, and a dairy products
manufacturer is a "small business" if it
has fewer than 500 employees. For the
purposes of determining which dairy
farms are "sman businesses," the
$500,000 per year criterion was used to
establish a production guideline of
326,000 pounds per month. Although

_.~._~-~-~-
this guideline does not factor in
additional monies that may be received
by dairy producers, it should be an
inclusive standard for most "small"
dairy farmers. For purposes of
determining a handler's size, if the plant
is part of a larger company operating
multiple plants that collectively exceed
the 50D-employee limit, the plant wil
be considered a large business even if
the local plant has fewer than 500
employees.

The milk of approximately 8,600

producers is pooled on the Carolina.
Southeast, Tennessee Valley and
Louisvile- Lexington-Evansvile milk
orders. Of these producers, 95 percent
produce below the 326,OOO-pound
production guideline and are
considered to be small businesses.

There are 43 handlers operating pool
plants under the four orders. Of these

handlers, 22 have fewer than 500
employees and qualify as small
busineses.

The proposed rules amending the
transportation credit provisions wil
promote orderly marketing of milk by
producers and regulated handlers
operating within the 4 marketing areas.
This decision eliminates the provision

which provides for the transfer of funds
from the producer-settlement fund to
the transportation credit balancing fund
when the latter is insufficient to cover
the amount of credits to be distributed
to handlers for a given month. Thus, the
possibility of a reduction of uniform
prices to producers resulting from
transportation credits wil no longer

exist.
This decision also modestly increases

the handler assessment from 6 cents to
6.5 cents per hundredweight of Class I
producer milk in the Carolina market
and to 7 cents per hundredweight in the
Southeast market, but maintains the
current 6-cent assessment in the
Tennessee Valley and Louisvìle-

Lexington-Evansvile markets. A 6-cent
per hundredweight assessment
translates to approximately one-half
cent per gallon of milk. The one-half to

one-cent assessment increase in Federal
Orders 1005 and 1007 may negatively
impact some small businesses, as any
price increase would, but it may also

positively impact other small businesses
by providing more funds for
transportation credits.

At present, all handlers regulated
under the 4 milk orders involved in this
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proceeding fie a monthly report of
receipts and utilization with the market
administrator. The proposed
amendments will not signifcantly add
to the amount of information required to
be reported by those handlers requesting
transportation credits. The estimated
time to collect, aggregate, and report this
information wil vary directly with the

amount of rnlk for which credits are
requested, but should not be signifcant.

Prior Documents in This Proceeding
Notice of Hearing: Issued May 1,

1996; published May 3,1996 (61 FR
19861).

Tentative Partial Final Decision:
Issued July 12, 1996; published July 18.
1996 (61 FR 37628).

Interim Amendment of Orders: Issued
August 2, 1996; published August 9,
1996 (61 FR 41488).

Extension of Time for Filing
Comments: Issued August J 6, 1996:
pubHshed August 23, 1996 (61 FR
43474).

Extension of Time for Filing
Comments: Issued October 18,1996:
published October 25, 1996 (61 FR
55229).

Notice of Reopened Hearing: Issued
November 19, 1996; published
November 25,1996 (61 FR 59843).

Preliminary Statement
A public hearing was held to consider

proposed amendments to the marketing
agreements and the orders regulating the
handling of milk in the aforesaid
marketing areas. The hearing was held
pursuant to the provisions of the
Agricultural Marketing Agreement Act
of 1937, as amended (7 U.S.C. 601-674),
and the applicable rules of practice (7
CFR Part 900), in Charlotte, North
Carolina, on May 15-16, 1996, and in
Atlanta, Georgia, on December 17-18,
1996. Notice of the May hearg was
issued on May 1, 1996, and published
May 3, 1996 (61 FR 19861).

An interim order amending the orders
was issued on August 2, 1996, and
published on August 9, 1996 (61 FR
41488). The interim amendments
became effective on August 10, 1996.

Following 3 months' experience with
the interim amendments, the industr
requested, and the Department agreed,
to reopen the hearing to receive
additional evidence concerning their
impact. This hearing was held in
Atlanta, Georgia, on December 17-18,
1996, following a notice of such
reopened hearing that was issued on
November 19, 1996, and published on
November 25, 1996 (61 FR 59843).

Interested parties were given unti
January 24, 1997, to fie post-hearing

bdefs on proposals following the

reopened hearing.
The material issues on the record of

the hearing relate to:
1. Transportation credits for

supplemental bulk milk received for
Class I use.

2. Deductions from the minimum
unifonn price to producers.

3. Whether emergency marketing
conditions in the 4 regulated marketig
areas warrant the omission of a
recommended decision with respect to
Issue No. i and the opportunity to fie

written exceptions thereto.
4. The definition of producer.
This partial final decision only deals

with Issue 1. Issue 3 was discussed in
the tentative partial final decision that
was issued July 12, 1996, and is now
moot. Issues 2 and 1 wil be handled
through normal rulemaking procedures
in a forthcoming recommended
decision.

Summary of Changes to the Interim
Amendments

This fìnal decision differs from the
tentative decision in several respects.
The key changes in the order
amendments are as follows:

1. The provision providing for a
transfer of funds from the producer-
settement fund to the transportation
credit balancing fund when the latter
fund has an insuffcient balance to pay
for the month's transportation credits
has been removed. Instead, the available
balance in the transportation credit
balancing fund each month wil be
prorated to handlers applying for
transportation credits for that month.
See § 100X.82(a).

2. The assessment for the
transportation credit balancing fund has
been raised from 6 cents to 6.5 cents per
hundredweight for the Carolina order
and to 7 cents per hundredweight for
the Southeast order. See §§ 1005.81 (a)
and 1007.81(a).

3. The per mUe rate for computing the
transportation credit has been reduced
from 0.37 cent to 0.35 cent per
hundredweight of milk. See
§ ioOX.82(d)(2)(ii) and (d)(3)(iv).

4. A net shipment provision has been
added to each of the 4 orders. This
provision reduces the pounds of rnlk
eligible for a transportation credit at a
pool plant by the amount of milk
transferred from that pool plant to a

nonpoo1 plant on the same calendar day
the supplemental milk was received.
See § iOOX.82(d)(1).

5. The computation of the
transportation credit for producer milk
has been changed to more closely match
the way the transportation credit is
computed for milk that is transferred

from an other order plant. In particular,
if the farm" origination point" is within
another Federal order's marketing area,
the Class I price at the origination point
shall be the price that would apply at
that location under the provisions of the
order covering that area. See
§ 1 OOX.82 (d) (3) (v). In addition, in

computing the credit for farm-to-plant
milk there is a deduction of 85 miles
from the distance between the farm
origination point and the receiving

plant. See § ioOX.82(d) (3)(ii). Finally,
the proportion of producer milk that is
eligible for the transportation credit has
been changed to more closely reflect the
proportion of other order plant milk that
would receive the credit. See
§ LOOX. 8 2 (c)(2)(i).

6. The restricted area from which
producer milk would be considered
ineligible to receIve a transportation
credtt has been revised to include six
Kentucky counties---AlIen, Barren,
Metcalfe, Monroe. Simpson. and
Warren-in addition to the specified
marketing areas of Federal Orders 1005.
100'1, 1011, or 1046. See
§ ioOx'82(c)(2)(iii).

7. The moriths during which the
market administrator may extend
transportation credits have been
changed from January through June to
Januaa and June. See § 100X.82(b).

8. The limitation on the amount of
milk that may be delivered as producer
milk without being disqualified for
transportation credits has been changed
from 32 days of production to 50
percent of the dairy farmer's total
production during not more than 2

months of January through June when
the dairy farmer was a producer. See
§ 100X,82 (c)(2)(ii).

Findings and Conclusions

The following findings and
conclusions on the material Issues are
based on evidence presented at the
hearing and the record thereof:

I. Transportation Credits for
Supplemental Bulk Milk Received for
Class I Use. The tentative decision
issued on July 12, 1996, concluded that
Federal Milk Orders 1005, 1007, 1011,

and 1046 (hereinafter referred to as "the
4 orders") should be amended to
provide transportation credits for
supplemental bulk nnlk that is
transferred from an other order plant to
a pool plant and for supplemental bulk
rnlk imported directy from producers'

farms during the months of July through
December. Additionally, the decision
concluded that a handler assessment on
the total pounds of Class I producer
milk should be added to each order to
fund the transportation credits.
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This final decision reaffrms the
conclusions of the earlier decision, but
also recommends changes to that
decision based upon the testimony of
the reopened hearing. This decision
consists of four parts, Part 1 is a brief
summary of the testimony and briefs
resulting from the initial hearing; part 2
is a summary of the interim
amendments that were adopted in the
July 12, 1996. tentative decision; part 3

is a summary of the testimony and briefs
resulting from the reopened hearing;
and part 4 explains why the interim
amendments should be modified.

A Brief Summary of Testimony and
Briefs Resulting From the May 15-16,
J 996 Hearing

A transportation credit for bulk milk
received from an other order plant for
Class I use was proposed by Mid-
AmerÌCa Dairymen. Inc. (Mid-Am), a
cooperative association that represents
approximately 50 percent of the
producers in Orders 5, 7, and 11, and
nearly one-third of the producers in
Order 46. According to Mid-Am, the
Southeast States are chronicaly short of
milk for fluid use at certai times of the
year, namely the late summer and fall
months. Mid-Am stated that the costs of
supplying handlers with an adequate
supply of fluid milk fall
disproportionately on cooperative
associations serving these markets,

Arguing that the Agricultural Marketing
Agreement Act provides for
"marketwide service payments" to
provide for greater equity between
producers and handlers supplying a
market with supplemental milk, Mid-
Am testified that the Secretary should
immediately amend the 4 orders to
incorporate transportation credits into
the 4 orders on milk that is transferred
from other order plants.

Carolina Virginia Milk Producers
Association (CVMP A), a cooperative
association with producers supplying
plants regulated under al 4 orders,

stated that the Mid-Am proposal should
be expanded to also include
supplemental milk received directly
from producers' farms. CVMPA noted
that it imported far more supplemental
milk directly from producers' farms
than from other order plants during the
months of July through December 1995.

The proposal to include supplemental
milk shipped directly from producers'
farms was endorsed by both handlers
and other cooperative associations.
Receiving milk in this manner, it was
argued, would encourage hauling
efficiencies, improve milk quality,
eliminate pump-over expenses, and
reduce product loss due to handling.

Fleming Dairy, a handler operating in
Tennessee and Louisiana. supported the
transportation credit concept. but
argued for a shorter transportation credit
period than was proposed by Mid-Am.
Fleming stated that extension of the
transportation credit. period should be
removed from the proposal.

Several witnesses suggested that the
rate of 0.39 cent per mile that was
proposed by Mid-Am for computing a
transportation credit was too high.

Testimony was also given regarding the
necessity of restricting transportation
credits on bulk milk transfers between
the 4 orders.

Several proprietar handlers testifed

in opposition to the proposed
transportation credits by arguing that
the assessments would create
competitive disadvantages among
handlers. The record indicated that
several handlers feared that marketing
practices, such as stair-stepping milk
from one market to another, would
result in false shortages in the shipping
market and, thus, that the cost of
obtaining additIonal milk supplies
would not be shared equitably amonghandlers. .

Briefs fied by various handlers
reiterated their reservations regarding
transportation credits. It was maintained
that the milk shortage situation in the
Southeast should be dealt with through
means outside oIthe order system, such
as over-order premiums. Issues such as
Class II-A pricing and stair-stepping of
milk were addressed as concerns which
could jeopardize the true intent of
transportation credits to compensate
handlers for costs incurred in obtaining
supplemental supplies of milk for fluid
use.

While acknowledging that suffcient
testimony and record evidence was
offered in support of transportation
credits, additional briefs submitted by
interested parties cautioned the
Department against potential abuse.
Offsettig milk shipments into and out

of the marketing areas, establishing
historical milk movements, and limHing
the amount of credits available (e.g.
deducting the first 100 miles) were all
addressed as areas of concern.

One handler opposed the
incorporation of transportation credits
In total, claiming that such credits were
money-shifting schemes proposed by
those who have made no efforts to
develop business relationships to ensure
a steady supply of milk. The brief of
another handler suggested limiting
assessments to Class I sales made within
the 4 marketing areas.

Several of the post -hearing briefs
argued that supplemental producer
milk, as well as plant-to-p1ant milk,

should be eligible for credits. CYMPA
offered a definition of "supplemental
milk" as the milk of dairy farmers

which is only pooled during the months
of short production. Suggestions for
supplemental producer ineligibilty
were offered to distinguish such

producers from those normally
associated with subject markets.

Recommendations on how to determine
an origination point for producer milk
were also proposed. including taking
into consideration differences in Class i
prices at the receiving plant and the
origination point.

In its post-hearing brief, Mid-Am
emphasized that cooperatives were
bearing a disproportionate burden in
supplying these markets with
supplemental milk. It argued that the
cost associated with such milk cannot
be passed along to their customers and
that absorbing this cost placed their
member producers at a competitive
disadvantage relative to non-member
producers who do not share in this cost.
Mid-Am also pointed out that the
incorporation of transportation credits
would conform with past agency
decisions and would facilitate securing
adequate supplies of milk to meet the
markets' fluid needs. It indicated that its
proposal should be expanded to provide
transportation credits for producer milk
as well as plant milk.

InterIm Amendments Effective August
10,1996

Following the May hearing, interim
amendments providing for
transportation credits became effective
for the 4 orders on August 10, 1996. The
amendments provided tTansportation .
credits to pool plant operators and
cooperative associations for Class I bulk
milk received from an other order plant
and for milk received directly from
producers' farms and used in Class 1.

Handlers and cooperative associations
are required to report to the market
administrator receipts of bulk milk from
other order plants and receipts of
producer milk, including the identity of
individual producers, for which
transportation credits are requested

pursuant to Section 30 of the orders.
For plant milk, the credit is limited to

milk that is allocated to Class L It is
computed at a rate equal to 0.31 cent per
mile per cwt. based on the distance from
the transferor plant to the transferee

plant. The resulting number is reduced
to the extent that the Class I price at the
receiving plant exceeds the Class I price
at the shipping plant to amve at the
transportation credit for that load of
milk.

In the case of milk received directly
from producers' farms, the origination
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point of a bulk tank truck containing
more than one producer's milk is either
the city closest to the farm from which
the last farm pickup was made or the
location specified on a certified weight
receipt obtained at an independently-
operated truck stop after the last farm
pickup has been made. The credit is
computed by multiplying 0.37 cent
times the number of miles between the
origination point and the location of the
plant receiving the milk, less any
positive difference in the Class I prices
at the two points under the order
receiving the milk.

Transportation credits are limited to
the months of July through December;
however. an extension may be requested
for any of the months of January through
June. During the months of January
through June, the market administrator
has the authority to expand the
transportation credit period if market
conditions indicate that producer milk
for Class I use wil be in short supply
and the marketwide Class I utilzation is
likely to exceed 80 percent. Such a
request must be rmlùe Iri wdUng at least
15 days prior to the beginning of the
month for which it is to be effective and
requires the market administrator to
issue a decision on the request by the
first day of the month for which it is to
be effective.

Pursuant to the interim amendments,
the credits are limited to transfers from
other order plants that are not regulated
under Orders 5, 7, i i, or 46. This
provision was added in response to
concerns expressed at the hearing that
handlers in one of these 4 markets could
be required to pay for transporting mik
into another of these markets in the
absence of any such restriction.

Certain location restrictions are also
provided for supplemental producer
milk. Transportation credits do not
apply to the milk of any producer whose
farm is located within any of the 4
marketing areas. In addition, the farm
must be at least 85 miles away from the
plant to which the milk is delivered.

In order to receive credits on producer
milk, the producer cannot be normally
associated with the market in which the
credit is requested. A producer's milk is
eligible to receive such credits as long
as the dairy farmer was not a producer
under the order during more than 2 of
the immediately preceding months of
January through June and not more than
32 days' production of such farer was
received as producer milk on the
market.

The interim amendments adopted a
transportation credit balancing fund, as
well as a 6-cent per hundredweight (or
lesser amount) monthly assesment on
Class I producer milk to provide

revenue for the fund. The higher of the
hauling credits distributed in the
immediately preceding 6 months or in
the preceding July-December period is
used to determine the current month's
assessment leveL. The market
administrator is authorized to maintain
the transportation credit balancing fund,
deposit assessments into it, and
distribute transportation credits from it.
Payments due from a handler are offset.
against payments due to a handler. The
assessment for the transportation credit
balancing fund is announced on the 5th
day of the month preceding the month
to which it applies.

In the event that the transportation
credit balancing fund is insuffcient to

cover the cost of the transportation
credits to be distributed, the difference
is deducted from the producer-
settlement fund.

Testimony and Briefs Resultng From
the Reopened Hearing

At the reopened hearing, Mid-Am
testified that it supports the
continuation of transportation credits in
the 4 orders, but that certain
modifications should be made to fine-
tune the provisions. Mid-Am testified
that changes should be made in the
provisions applicable to producer milk,
but that no changes were needed with
respect to the provisions applicable to
other order plant transfers.

Mid-Am testified tbat: (a) the credits
applicable to a load of producer milk
should be comparable to those
applicable to milk received from an
other order plant; (b) the mileage for
computing credits should be reduced by
85 miles from the origination point to

the receiving plant; (c) the
transportation credit computation on
producer milk should reflect the
difference between the shipping order's
Class I price at the origination point and
the receiving order's Class J price at the
receiving plant; and (d) the geographic
area from which producers would be
ineligible to receive credits on their
milk should be further expanded and
clarifed, including basing points fottd

on the edges of the marketing areas. In
addition, Mid-Am proposed a revision
to Section 78, Charges on Overdue
Accounts, in the Carolina, Southeast,
and Louisville-Lexington-Evansville
orders to include payments of
transportation credit assessments due
pursuant to Section 81 ofthe orders.

Carolina- Virginia Milk Producers
Association (CVMPA), a cooperative
association with producers supplying
plants regulated under all 4 orders,
testified in support of Mid-Am's
proposal to modify the transportation
credits. CVMPA testified that, like Mid-

Am, it beHeves that the interim
amendments are in need of some fine-
tuning so that the credits available on
producer milk are comparable to those
available on plant milk. Also. CVMP A
said that Mid.Am's proposed changes
wil reduce the total amount of credits
available on producer milk, thereby
lessening the probabilty that the value
of the credits distributed wil exceed
available funds.

Associated Milk Producers, Inc.
(AMPI) , a cooperative association
representing producers in the South and
Southwest which also operates
manufacturing facilties in various
states, testifed in support of the basic
concept proposed by Mid-Am and
CVMPA, but stated that certain
modifcations to such proposals should
be considered. AMPI testified that it
supports the proposal regarding the
equalization of transportation credits
granted to producer milk imports and
plant milk shipments, but opposes the
institution of basing points and the 85-
mile exclusion rule to establish
producer milk ineligibilty for
transportation credits. AMPI argued that
the ineligibilty requirement. would
cause the uneconomical movement of
milk because supplemental supply
sources in relatively close areas, such as
eastern Texas, would be passed over
since supplemental producer milk from
that area would not receive any
transportation credits. AMPI testified
that. it does not oppose other aspects of
Mid-Am's proposed modifications, such
as deducting the first 85 miles from the
hauling distance to compute the
transportation credit value and having
the credit cover only that portion of a
producer's load that is allocated to Class
1.

AMPI also suggested including a net
shipment provision as it pertains to
transportation credits on a daily or
monthly basis. AMP! argued that
transportation credits should not be
available on milk received by a plant
when on the same day the same milk
may be diverted or transferred to other
order plants. While being unaware of
any such abuse currently, AMPI said
that inclusion of such a provision would
prevent the encouragement of future
abuse.

AMP! also testifed that the
transportation credits, as currently
structured, have created disorderly

marketing conditons by establishing an
incentive for handlers to solicit
producers away from cooperatives
during the transportation credit period,
Although AMPI contended that it had
not lost producer membership, AMPI
testified that other cooperatives had lost
some membership.
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Testimony was also offered by a
spokesman on behalf of Piedmont Milk
Sales, an organization that markets the
milk of 277 dairy farmers to handlers in
the Southeast. Piedmont testified that
the provision which permits funds to be
transferred from the producer-
settlement fund to the transportation
credit balancîng fund when the latter
fund has an insuffcient balance to pay
the month's transportation credits has
been detrimental to dairy farmers in the
Southeast. Piedmont testified that the
loss of income to producers reflected in
their reduced blend prices is contrary to
the economic philosophy relied on in
half a century of Federal order and price
support administration.

Piedmont pointed out that the May
1996 hearing record indicated that the

impact on therblend price would be less
significant than has actually occurred,
suggesting, perhaps, that abuse of the
transportation credits has occurred and
wil continue to occur in the absence of
any modifcation of the provision. In
order to curtail abuse, Piedmont
suggested that tïanspurtaiioll credits be
prorated on the basis of available funds
collected from handlers and deposited
into the transportation credit balancing
fund.

Piedmont also called for the
restriction of credits on producer milk
by including a provision which would
eliminate credits on milk shipped
directly from distant farms unless such
milk was diverted between markets; it
should then be treated as if it were plant
milk. In essence, Piedmont argued for
the tightening of the transportation
credit provisions to prevent the
uneconomic movement of milk from
sources as far as California. The rate of
0.37 cent/mile also was criticized as
being too high; however, no specific
alternative rate was offered.

Piedmont supported a net shipment
provision which would reduce the
amount of transportation credits
obtained by a handler if that handler
shipped milk to a plant not regulated
under any of the 4 orders. While
conceding that some transfers and
diversions were justified and did not
constitute abuse. Piedmont contended
that it is the responsibilty of the
handler to demonstrate that
supplemental milk actually moved into
such order(s) if a credit is requested.

In response to questions regarding the
computation of the credits for the
various orders, Piedmont stated that
currently under the interim
amendments the procedure used to
compute such credits is not identical for
each of the orders with respect to
location adjustments. In order to
promote greater equity, Piedmont

suggested that the procedures used in
Orders 11 and 46 for such computation
should be used for aU 4 orders.

Several Southeastern dairy farmers
testified at the reopened hearing to
oppose and voice their concerns over
the reduction in blend prices resulting
from the implementation of the
transportation credits. One dairy farmer
stated that he does not understand why
Class I utilization rates have dropped in
his marketing area in recent months,
while, at the same time, supplemental
milk is being imported and is eligible
for transportation credits. Many of the
farmer witnesses complained that by
deducting the difference between the
amount of credits to be paid out and the
amount of funds available to cover these
credits from the producer-settlement
fund, dairy farmers are penalized and
handlers are provided an incentive to
continue to bring in milk whether it is
needed or not.

One dairy farmer stated that the
importation of supplemental milk
would contribute to the demise of the
dairy industry in the South. He
contended that hauling in supplemental
milk does not beneftt local suppliers of
feed or fertiizer and wil eventually
harm the Southeastern economy. He
also expressed concern about price
uncertainty which, he said, is
exacerbated as a result of the
transportation credits. One dairy farmer
maintained that producers already have
to contend with a number of variable
factors affecting their blend price
(inc1uding the weather and drought) and
should not be subject to any additional
uncertainties which may further reduce
their blend price. He stated that once
the blend price is reduced, the dairy
farmer has no way to recoup the loss
and cannot pass that cost along to
anybody else.

Another daiy farmer testified that it
is unfair and ilogical to reduce the
blend price in the Southeast to bring in
supplemental milk when milk is alo

moving out of the area. He stated that
he welcomes competition from dairy
farmers outside the Southeast area. but
that Southeast dairy farmers should not
be responsible in any way for hauling
their distant competiors' milk into the
area. He said that, in essence, this has
occurred with the implementation of the
transportation credit provisions.

Kraft, Inc. (Kraft), which operates
manufacturing plants in several states,
testified that it is generally not opposed
to "cautious and conservative use of
transportation credits where necessary
to assure that milk requied for Class I
use is equitably and adequately
supplied." Kraft contended that the

transportation credit provisions adopted

--.--
in the interim amendments appear to
provide a financial incentive to acquire
distant supplemental producer milk
rather than plant milk by absorbing
some of the hauling charges that would
normally be paid by the supplying
producer. Kraft testified that the credits
should be continued, but that there
should be an equalization of incentives
and/or disincentives with respect to
plant milk versus producer milk.

Kraft also testified that if a net
shipment provision is to be
incorporated into the transportation
credit program, it should only include
milk which has been transferred or
diverted for Class I use to another
handler.

Milk Marketing, Inc. (MMl) , speaking
on behalf of its member producers
whose milk is pooled under Order 46.
testifed that it supports Mid-Am's and
CVMPA's proposal to modify the
interim amendments. MMI contended
that such proposed modifications are
needed to resolve issues of equity
involving producer milk and plant milk.
In addition. lvUvlI stated that it firmly
believes that producer milk normally
associated with the market should
continue to be ineligible to receive
transportation credits.

Fleming Dairy, which operates pool
distributing plants in Nashvile,
Tennessee. and Baker. Louisiana,
testified that it opposes any increase of
the current 6-cent assessment rate that
is charged to handlers regulated under
the 4 orders. Fleming also addressed the
issue of net hauling provisions by
stating that this is an area which needs
to be examined more thoroughly.

When asked about funds taken from
the producer-settlement fund to
supplement the transportation credit
balancing fund, Fleming testified that
Mid-Am's and CVMPA's proposals to
reduce the amount of credits given out.
wil most likely result in a situation
where a 6-cent assessment wil be
enough to cover the value of the credits.
Fleming testified. however, that
transportation credits primarily benefit
daiy farmers and. for this reason, it is
appropriate to have all producers
supplement the funds available for
credits by a reduction in the blend
price. In conclusion, Fleming testifed
that without transportation credits, it
would have hac1less money available
within the company to pay premiums to
independent dairy farmers. Thus,
according to Fleming Dairy, dairy
farmers have benefited from the
incorporation of transportation credits.

A witness representing Dairy Fresh
Corp, and Barber Pure Milk Co" two
handlers operating pool plants regulated
under Order 7, also supported
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transportation credits as a concept, but
opposed increasing the handler
assessment rate from 6 to 7 cents.
Addressing the issue of the credit rate,
and in response to a question asked
earlier at the hearing, the witness stated
that the 0.37 cent/mile rate should not
be decreased as the distance hauled
increases. He argued that this would not
be appropriate because at times it is
necessary to seek dtstant sources of
available milk supplies. Finally, the
witness testified that Mid-Am's
proposal involving the 8S-mile

ineligibilty requirement would
discourage handlers from obtaining milk
directly from producers' farms and
thereby discourage greater efficiency
and better quality milk.

Post-hearing briefs were fied by
various interested parties. While
changes to the current transportation
credit provisions have been
recommended throughout such briefs.
the concept of transportation credIts
was not opposed by any of the
submitting parties. with the exception of
one handler recommending that the
credits be eliminated from Order 11.

In its brief, Southern BeHe, a handler
regulated under Order 11, opposes any
assessment on Class I producer milk for
transportation credits in Order 1 i,
reiterating its position following the
initial hearing. Southern Belle restated
the argument that many of its
competitors are pooled under an order
which does not require such
assessment; therefore, the assessment
places Southern Belle at a competitive
disadvantage. Furthermore, such brief
stated the current 6-cent assessment
negatively impacts the Southern Belle's
sales of botted milk.

A brief submitted by Kraft Foods, Inc.,
stated that Kraft does not oppose
transportation credits, but suggested
that these provisions should be
modifed to equalize the costs of
supplying fluid milk supplies to the
Southeast. The brief stated that Kraft is
at a disadvantage in procurng milk for
Class II use because credits are available
to those handlers with fluid milk plants
which compete with Kraft in their
ancilary Class II operations. Kraf also

expressed concern over a net shipments
provision and urged the Department to
be cautious in its adoption of any such
provision by having shipment
limitations apply only when Class I
milk (eligible for a transportation credit)
received in any of the markets has
replaced Class I milk (ineligible for a
transportation credit) shipped out of the
same market if the receiving plant is not
within the 4-market area. Kraft's brief
also reiterated its recommendation that
the incentive and disincentives

regarding transportation credits on
supplemental plant milk versus
supplemental producer milk should be
equalized.

In its brief, Fleming Companies
strongly supported the continuation of
transportation credits, but stated that a
few minor adjustments may be
necessary. Fleming also restated its
positon that it opposes any increase in
the handler assessment rate.
Additionally, the brief stated that it is
not inequitable for producers to share in
the cost of the transportation credits
since such cost provides services of
marketwide benefi. As long as the
contribution of handlers through
assessments exceeds the amount of
contribution by producers, then,
accordii;g to Fleming, no increase in the
assessment rate is justified.

Piedmont Milk Sales also submitted a
post-hearing brief on behalf of the 277
dairy farmers who ship through
Piedmont and regulated handlers, Land
O'Sun, Inc.. Hunter Farms, and Milkco.
Inc. In its brief, Piedmont conceded that
transpmtatìon credits are needed in the
Southeast; however, Piedmont also
recommended that certain changes are
necessary regarding transportation
credits in order to curtail abuse or
potential abuse. According to Piedmont.
several areas need to be modifed,
including: (1) Producer milk eligibility,
(2) the Januar through June extension
period for transportation credits, (3) the
deduction of funds from the producer-
settlement fund resulting in blend price
reductions, and (4) the inclusion of a net
shipment provision.

Piedmont suggests that credits have
been given on milk which was imported
for Class I use into the 4-market area,
while at the same time milk was being
shipped out of this area into Florida.
Handlers and producers, it was stated.
paid to bring in replacement milk from
as far away as California when the milk
could have been obtained from closer
sources. Piedmont argued that the
current transportationcredìts create an

incentive to acquire milk on the basis of
the generosity of the credits as opposed
to the most effcient movement of milk.

Piedmont's brlef also suggested that
the market administrator's

responsibilty should be expanded to
monitor transportation credit requests to
detemne whether milk that was
imported was actually supplemental
milk. The brief explains that the market
administrator should be required to
verify that the credits due a handler do
not exceed the actual costs of hauling.
In addition, Piedmont reiterated its
request for a net shipment provision to
ensure that shipments from these 4
markets to other order plants are not

occurring simultaneously with the
importation of supplemental milk to
replace these exports.

In its brief. Piedmont also strongly
opposed any reduction in the blend
price of producers. A recommendation
to prorate the available funds to be paid
out to handlers was supported.

According to Piedmont, if the
Department does not eliminate producer
milk from being eligible for
transportation credits, certain
restrictions should be placed on it.
While supporting the proposed
amendment to assign producer milk to
Class I in the same manner as
transferred milk, Piedmont opposes the
other proposed changes involving
producer milk. Piedmont stated in its
brief that when computing the
transportation credit. such creclt should
be reduced by 125 miles and that it
should also be reduced by an increment
of 5% for each LOO miles over 250 miles.

In addition, Piedmont supports a
reduction in the credit rate of 0.37 cent

per mile per hundredweight that is used
in the calculation of the credits. The rate

decided upon should ensure that
handlers have an economic incentive to
reduce the cost of transporting milk.

A brief submitted by CVMPA
supports a continuation of
transportation credits for the 4 markets,

but also recommended that certain
modifcations be adopted to the current
provisions. In its brief, CVMPA stated
that the marketing situation which
prompted the need for transportation
credits in the Southeast has not
changed, and any return to the pre-
transportation credit situation would
result in disorderly marketing and
irreparable harm to producers in certain
groups.

CVMP A stated that the credits
available on supplemental producer
milk should be comparable to credits
available on other order plant milk. It
suggests that one way of accomplishing
this is to use the same marketwide Class
I utilization percentage to determine the
proportion of transferred milk and
producer milk that is eligible for the
credit. A second change supported by
CVMP A involves the aclustment of the
credit by the diference between the
shipping point Class I price and the
receiving plant Class I price whether it
is a producer load or an other order
plant transferred load. This wi1 further
equate the amount of credits available
on supplemental producer milk versus
supplemental plant milk.

In its brief, CVMPA restated its
support of the reduction of the first 85
miles in computing the transportation
credit. Such a reduction, CVMPA
argued, would serve as a proxy for the
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normal distance milk moves from farm
to plant. This reduction is appropriate,
according to CVMPA, because the
producer should be responsible for the
cost offarm-to-market hauling. This
modifcation, it adds, wil further equate
credits on producer milk and plant
milk.

CVMPA's brief supports the proposal
to have a producer's milk ineligible for
credits if the producer's farm is located
within 85 miles of the plant receiving
the milk, is within the 4 marketing
areas, is within 85 miles of certain cites
on the periphery of the 4-market area, or
is located within certain states in the
southeastern United States. CVMPA
argued that expansion of the geographic
area would tend to curtail the incentive
to move milk uneconomically. CVMPA
also refuted certain arguments brought
up during the reopened hearing which
maintained that such an expansion
would result in the procurement of milk
from further distances so that credits
could be earned. This, CVMPA argued,
is false logic.

Regarrli.ng the assessment rates,
CVMPA argued-in its brief that
assessments should be raised to a level
high enough to ensure that there wil be
no insuffciencies in the transportation
credit balancing fund. No justification

exists for reducing the blend price to
producers. according to CVMPA:
therefore, no deductions should be
made from the producer-settlement
fund. CVMPA's brief also stated that any
other alternative, such as over-order
pricing, wil result in inequity or
uncertainty.

Finally, CVMP A opposed the
installation of a oet shipment provision
for reducing transportation credits
received by a plant that also ships out
Class II or Class m milk during the same
month that transportation credits are
received by such plant. In its brief,
CVMPA argued that seasonal, monthly,
and weekly balancing of customer needs
is very important to a cooperative
association such as itself. While some
operators of supply plants have the
ability to reshuffe supplies through the
week and weekend to help with weekly
balancing, cooperatives which do not
have manufacturing plants lack such
opportunity. According to CVMPA, it is
untenable to reduce transportation
credits on supplemental milk simply
because a cooperative is balancing the
daily and weekly need of distributing
plants by diverting producer milk.

Mid-Am also submitted a post-hearing
brief in support of the continuation of
transportation credits under the 4
orders, but with the modifications
summarized earlier. Mid-Am reiterated
its support for a modifcation ofthe

interim provisions that would ensure
that credits given on producer milk are
comparable to credits given on plant
milk.

Mid-Am pointed out in its brief that
if the proposed modifications to the
interim amendments concerning credits
on producer milk are adopted, the
amount of credits paid out wil be
significantly reduced: therefore, for
Orders 5, i 1. and 46, the current
assessment rate of 6 cents per
hundredweight should be suffcient to
cover the costs of credits due. However,
Mid-Am stated that in order to prevent
funds from being deducted from the
producer-settlement fund. an increase of
the assessment to 7 cents in Order 7
would be necessary. Mid-Am also
reiterated its opposition to the adoption
of a net shipment provision for reducing
transportation credits. According to
Mid-Am, no justification exists for the
incorporation of such a provision. Milk
Marketing Inc. also submitted a brief in
support of the continuation of
transportation credits.

MMI staled ihai It fully supports the
positions ofCVMPA and Mid-Am with
respect to the modifcation of the
interim amendments. According to
MMI, the proposed modifications wil
result in the transportation credit
provisions being administered in a more
equitable and uniform manner.

A brief fied by AMPI also supported
modifications of the current
transpOOtation credit provisions so that

the credits available on producer milk
are more comparable to the credits
available on other order plant milk.

According to AMPI, such modifcations
would result in the elimination of the
transportation credit advantage of
producer milk over plant milk which
causes disorderly procurement activities
by various handlers.

In its brief. AMPI opposes the
modifcation proposed by Mid-AM and
CVMP A that would render ineligible for
credits that milk shipped from
producers' farms located outside the 4

marketing areas, but within 85 miles of
certain basing points. AMPI argues that
such a restriction would result in the
uneconomical movement of milk,
thereby creating additional
transportation costs in the Southeast.

AMPls brief also recommends the
inclusion of a net shipment provision to
guard against abuse of the transportation
credits by various handlers. AMPI's
brief stated that it is unreasonable to
base such a net shipment provision on
monthly transfers and diversions: it
suggested that nettng shipments that
occur within the same 24-hour period
would be more appropriate.

Barber Pure Milk Company and Dairy
Fresh Corporation also submitted a post-
hearing brief opposing certain
modifications of the current
transportation credit provisions, Barber
and Dairy Fresh stated that they are
concerned over issues of inequity which
may result from any changes to the
current provisions.

In their brief. Barber and Dairy Fresh
oppose any proposal to have credits on
supplemental producer milk be
contingent upon the lower of the
marketwide Class I utilization or the
Class 1 utilzation of the receiving plant.

By making the credits on producer milk
and plant milk comparable, they argue,
other inequities would be created.
Additionally, they note that the
proposed modifications, including the
proposal to subtract 85 miles from the
total farm-to-plant mileage, would
encourage the importtion of other order
plant milk rather than producer milk.
which is more efficient.

According to Barber and Dairy Fresh,
the interim orders should remain as
they are with respect to adjustments
involving Class I prices applicable at the
origiation point and the receiving

plant. Any modifcation to the current
computation would not have suffcient
justification, according to the
commentors. Any change to the
geographic area from which producers'
milk is ineligible to receive credits was
opposed by Barber and Dairy Fresh
because restrictions would be placed on
producer milk which would not apply
to milk from other order plants.

In their brief, Barber and Dairy Fresh
also opposed decreasing the amount of
credits available as the distance
increases. This, it was argued, would
force the uneconomical movement of
milk. Any increase in the assessment
rate was opposed by the commentors
also. They maintain that producers also
must share some responsibilty for
supplying the Class 1 milk needs of the
markets. Finally, Barber and Dair Fresh
suggest that a net shipment provision be
incorporated in the orders to prevent
milk from being brought into one order
for the transportation credit, while
simultaneously milk is being shipped by
the same handler to another market.
According to the commentors. the
Florida markets are benefiting from the
transportation credit provisions at the

expense of the 4 southeastern markets.
Gold Star Dairy also submitted a post-

hearing brief opposing any assessments
on Class I prices in order to fund
transportation credíts under Order 7 and
maintains its position as stated in its
brieffollowing the May 1996 hearing.

Gold Star Dairy also opposes any
modifcations of the orders regarding
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the interìm amendments claiming that
proper notice had not been given.

Select Milk Producers, Inc., submitted
a brief in support of the continuation of
transportation credits without
modifcation. In addition to reiterating
its position from an earlier brief
submitted after the May 1996 hearing,
Select stated that proposals to limit
transportation credits based on distance
would result in an inequitable situation
by placing the burden of transporting
milk from further distances on
cooperatives servicing the southeast
markets. Additionally, Select

maintained that the small reduction in
producer pay prices resulting from the
credits wil end once the funds in the
transportation credit balancing funds
are built up; therefore, these past
reductions do not justify changing the
current provisions. Select also argued
that proper notice had not been given to
interested parties prior to the reopened
hearing.

A brief was also fied by a producer
from Tennessee who expressed concern
that transportation credits pl¡;cp.
southeastern producers at a competitive
disadvantage. In his brief, he also
questioned why southeast producers
have been paying to have distant milk
hauled into their markets.

ConclusÌon
Testimony and exhibits introduced at

both sessions of the hearing indicate
that the Southeastern United States has
a chronic shortage of milk for fluid use
in the summer and fall months, which
often extends into the winter months.
This shortage has been worsening over
time as milk production has declined
and population has increased. This
trend is likely to continue, exacerbating
the problem of obtaining a suffcient

supply of milk for fluid use in an
orderly and equitable manner,

Under the arrangements that existed
in these markets prior to the adoption of
the interim amendments, the costs of
obtaining an increasing supply of
supplemental milk were not being borne
equally by all handlers and producers in
each of the 4 orders. The record
indicates that disorderly marketing
conditions existed because of the
signifcantly different costs that were
incurred by handlers who provide the
additonal service versus those who do
not. It also Indicates that the
disproportionate sharing of costs was
jeopardizing the delivery of adequate
supplies of milk for fluid use. Thus,
based upon the record ofthe first
session of the hearing in these matters,
interim amendments were adopted to
restore stabilty and order in providing
adequate supplies of milk for fluid use.

The reasons for adopting the interim
amendments were thoroughly explained
in the tentative decision and the
provisions that were adopted have been
summarized above. Therefore, the
discussion that follows wi1 not reiterate
the reasons for adopting the interim
amendments, but instead wil focus on
the reasons for changing them based
upon the new information presented at
the December hearing.

The interim amendments provided for
transportatIon credits during the months
of July through December and included
all of the months of January through
June in a "discretionar transportation
credit period." Under those provisions,
a handler may request that
transportation credits be extended to
any of the months of January through
June by filing such a request with the
market administrator 15 days prior to
the beginning of the month for which
the request is made, After providing
notice of such a request to interested
parties and conducting an independent
study of the situation, the market
Hdministrator has the ultimate authority

to grant or deny the request but must
notify handlers of the decision by the
first day of the month. The complete
procedure to be followed is described in
§ 100X.82(b) of the order language,

This final decision changes the
discretionary period from the months of
January through June to January and
June only. Outside of the July through
December period, January and June are
likely to be the months when these
markets are most in need of
supplemental milk for fluid use. Class 1
utilzation general1y begins to drop in

February and milk supplies are usually
adequate for fluid use until June.

The reasons for changing these
discretionar months are twofold. First.
including al of the months of Januar
through June in the discretionary period
could result in a situation where
transportation credits are provided on
nearly a year-round basis. Were this to
happen, it would destroy the concept of
a supplemental producer because a
dairy farmer conceivably could be
shipping milk to one of these markets
on a year-round basis. Moreover, under
the provisions provided in this decision,
if a dairy farmer were to supply milk for
more than 2 months of the January
through June period. the producer's
milk would be ineligible for
transportation credits beginning in July,
Hence, these provisions would be in
conflct with each other. A second
reason for restricting the discretionary
period to Januar and June is to give the
transportation credit balancing fund a
chance to build up so that funds wil be
available when the markets are most in

need of supplemental milk starting in
July.

The interim amendments provided for
a transfer of funds from the producer-
settlement fund to the transportation
credit balancing fund when the latter
fund had an insufficient balance to pay
the month's transportation credits.
When this provision was adopted, it
was assumed that it would only be
needed for the first year that these
provisions were in effect and that,
thereafter, the transportation credit
balancing fund would maintain a
suffcient balance to preclude such a

transfer of funds. Experience has
indicated otherwise, particularly with
respect to the Southeast and Carolina
markets. Data introduced by the market
administrators' offices show that all 4
orders had an insuffcient balance in the

transportation credit balancing fund
during every month that transportat.ion
credits have been in effect, with the
exception of Order 46 in November
i 996. The data also show that the
transfer of funds from the producer-
settlewp.nt ftmd to the tr¡msoortation
credit balancing fund reduc~d blend
prìces to producers by varying amounts
during the 4-month period of August
through November 1996, ranging from 1
cent for Order 46 to as much as 21 cents
in October for Order 7.

To cope with the milk shortage of the
past year, action had to be taken to
provide handlers with adequate milk

supplies to meet their fluid needs as
equitably as possible. Since the
transportation credit provisions did not
become effective until August 10, 1996,
there was no opportunity to accumulate
funds with which to pay al of the
transportation credits, Therefore, as a
short-term measure, provision was made
for taking funds from the producer-
settlement fund. The logic behind this
provision was that if transportation
credits could not be paid fully from
funds collected from handlers, the next
best alternative was to have all of a
market's producers contribute to making
up the difference; otherwise, certain
producers (Le.. members of cooperative
associations) would bear a
disproportionate share of the cost of
bringing in supplemental milk.

Based on the experience with
transportation credits during the past 4
months, it can be concluded with some
certainty that, under present conditions,
the transportation credit balancing fund
of Orders 5 and 7 would contain
insufficient funds to pay for all of the
transportation credits that are likely to
be accrued during the months of July
through December 1997 and that. based
upon the current 6-cent assessment rate,
funds would have to be transferred from
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the producer-settement fund to the
transportation credit balancing fund by
fall 1997 if these provisions remain
unchanged.

We agree with the proponents of
transportation credits that the cost of
bringing supplemental milk to a market
generally should be shared among all of
a market's handlers. However, from the
data for the last 4 months, it can now
be concluded with reasonable certainty
that to fully cover handlers' costs for the
Southeast and Carolina markets under
the present provisions, the assessment
rate would have to be raised
signifcantly. A better approach, we
believe, is to address the revenue
problem from both ends: slightly
increase revenue, but more significantly
reduce payouts. This would ensure that
only necessary imports are made, and
would encourage the most cost effective
methods of procurement. At the same
time, it would provide handlers with
signifcant, if not total, recoupment of
costs.

In particular, based upon the record of
this hearing and the experience with
transportation credits during the months
of August through November 1996,
several changes should be made to the
transportation credit provisions to
correct certain problems that have
become evident.

First, the transfer of funds from the
producer-settlement fund to the
transportation credit balancing fund
should be eliminated. This temporary
measure is no longer needed.
Transportation credits should be paid
out each month to the extent possible
from the available funds in the
transportation credit balancing fund. If
the credits exceed the balance in the
transportation credit balancing fund, the
available funds should be prorated to
handlers based upon the transportation
credits that are due to each handler.

Second, the per mile transporttion

credit rate should be reduced to 0.35
cent per hundredweight per mile from
the present level of 0.37 cent. This
reduction is consistent with the
testimony of several witnesses who
warned during the course of the
hearings that it is better to under-
compensate handlers for supplemental
milk costs rather than overcompensate
them. In this way, handlers wil only
import milk that is truly needed because
their costs may not be fully covered.
This argument makes sense and, in view
of the need to conserve funds, this
suggestion should be adopted.

Third, the proposal by Mid-Am to
exclude 85 miles from the mileage when
computing credits for supplemental
producer milk should be adopted. Mid-
Am is correct in arguing that producers

should be expected to bear their normal
farm to plant hauling cost, and the 85-
mile figure proposed appears to be a
reasonable approximation of the
distance used in computing such cost.
This modification wil also help

significantly to reduce transportation
credits.

Fourth, certain changes should be
made in the proportion of supplemental
producer milk eligible for transportation
credits and in the formula for
computing those credits. These changes
are explained below.

Finally, the maximum assessment for
the transportation credit balancing fund
should be increased slightly for Orders
5 and '1. 11 is likely that, even with the
changes adopted above and others yet-
ta-be discussed. there wiI be a shortfall
in funds to pay for all of the projected
transportation credits if production
patterns continue as they have for the
past 3 years. A modest rate increase wil
help narrow this gap. Therefore, the
maxmum assessment rate for Order 5
should be increased to 6.5 cents per
hundredweight of Class I producer milk
and the rate for Order 7 should be
increased to 7 cents per hundredweight.
The rate should remain at 6 cents per
hundredweight for Orders 11 and 46,
however.

Thí modest increase in the
assessment rates for Orders 5 and 7 wil
help to avoid having to prorate available
funds to handlers in these markets. It
should be kept in mind that this rate is
the maxmum rate that can be charged.
If production increases and/or
supplemental milk imports decrease
and less money is needed for the
transportation credit balancing fund,
these changes wil trigger an automatic
reduction in this assessment.

The current 6"cent assessment for
Orders 11 and 46 is likely to meet all of
the anticipated transportation credits for
1997. In fact, by the first half of 1998 it
may be possible to maintain a suffcient
balance in the transportation credit
balancing fund with a rate below 6 cents
per hundredweight for these 2 markets.

In conjunction with the limit on the
disbursement of transportation credits,
as explained above, a new procedure
should be implemented for receiving the
required information, computing the
credits to be disbursed, and making
final settlement for appropriate
adjustments.

Experience with the transportation

credit provisions during the months of
August through December 1996 has
demonstrated a handler/cooperative
association problem in getting complete
and accurate transportation credit
documents to the market administrator
by the 7th day of the month, when such
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information must be received for
purposes of computing the uniform
price. Because of difficulties in
obtaining timely information, the

market administrators have accepted

late submissions of supplementary
information.

Now that the possibilty exists that
transportation credits may have to be
disbursed on a prorata basis, fixing the
time for the final submission of requests
and for final payment based upon such
requests is even more of a necessity. If
the submission of supplemental
information were left open-ended, the
procedure for prorating credits could get
hopelessly complicated with endless
recalculations based on tardy
information. Therefore, the procedure
should be clear, reasonable, and
unalterable once in place.

When the market administrator
receives handlers' reports of receipts
and utiliztion by the 7th day of the

month. the market administrator wil
determine whether there are suffcient
funds in the transportation credit
balancins fund to cover the requests for
transportation credits. If there is not a
sufficient balance, the market
administrator wil compute a
preliminary proration percentage by

dividing the balance in the fund by the
total amount of transportation credits
requested. The prorated credits so
computed wil be disbured along with
any payments from the producer"
settlement fund on or before the 13th
day of the month with respect to Orders
5,7, and 11 (l6th day of the month in
the case of Order 46).

Handlers wil be given the
opportunity to correct and fie complete
documentation of their initial
transportation credit requests for the
preceding month by filing updated
information with the market
administrator by the 20th day of the

month. After such date, the market
administrator wil conduct a
preliminary audit of the requests and
wil then compute a final proration
percentage based upon the revised
numbers. Handlers then wil be notified
of any additonal credits due them or of

any payments due from them and such

payments wil be completed the
following month when payments are
next due.

At the May 1996 hearing, Mid-Am
proposed permitting transportation
credits for bulk transfers of milk for

Class I use from any other order plants.
The interim amendments restricted such
transfers to plants regulated under
Federal orders other than Orders 5, 7,
11, and 46. The reason for excluding
plants under these 4 orders from

transportation credits was to avoid
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potential abuses from undue movements
of milk among the orders to take
advantage of transportation credits. In
particular, handlers were concerned that
milk could be stair-stepped from Order
46 to Order 7. for example, thereby
creating a shortage of milk in Order 46.
Order 46 handlers then would have to
import replacement milk, and their
assessments for t.ransportation credits
would be used to cover transportation
costs for such replacement milk when,
some argued, Order 7 handlers should
have borne the fuU cost of importing
milk from the ultimate source. At the
reopened hearng, there were no
problems mentioned in connection with
the provisions applicable to plant
transfers, except for concern that milk
could be moved or stair-stepped among
orders to obtain credits. As a result, the
provisions that prohibit credits to
receipts of transferred milk among the
four orders should remain unchanged in
the final amendments.

Currently, producer milk is eligible to
receive transportation credits as
discussed above. At the reopened
hearing, there was no testimony
suggesting that transportation credits be
eliminated for producer milk. In fact,
the available data shows that during the
months of August through November
1996 far more supplemental milk was
received directly from producers' farms
than from other order plants. Several
suggestions were made concerning how
to compute such credits in a more
equitable and effcient manner. Since
most of these suggestions have merit,
modifications to the interim
amendments involving producer milk
are provided.

The thrust of the testimony was that
the present method for computing
transportation credits for producer milk
resulted in an overly generous credit as
compared to the method used for plant
milk and, therefore, provided an
artificial incentive to receive producer
milk directly from farms rather than
milk transferred from an other order
plant. The testimony, as summarized
earlier, was quite convincing, with the
exception of Mid-Am's proposal to
exclude the milk of a producer who is
within 85 miles of the perimeter of any
of the 4 marketing areas from
transportation credit eligibilty. Such
proposal should not be adopted.

In the interim amendments, producer
milk was not eligible for a
transportation credit if the producer's
farm was located within one of the 4
marketing areas or if the farm was
within 85 miles of the plant to which
milk from the farm was delivered. The
tentative decision concluded that It was
"reaonable to conclude that the

markets" regular producers are located
reasonably close to the plants receiving
their milk. Thus, such producers' farms
are likely to be within the geographic
marketing areas defined in each order."

At the reopened hearing, Mid-Am
proposed expanding this restriction t.o
include producers whose farms are: (a)
Within the States of Florida, Georgia,
Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi,
Arkansas, Tennessee, South Carolina.
North Carolina, or Kentucky; or (b)
within 85 miles of the City Hall in the
nearer of Lake Charles or Shreveport,
Louisiana; Little Rock, Arkansas;
Evansvile, Indiana; Fulton, Louisvile,
or Lexington, Kentucky; Bristol,
Tennessee; or Reidsvile, or Roanoke
Rapids, North Carolina.

Mid-Am's 10-state exclusion area
would randomly exclude many counties
in Arkansas and Kentucky that are
outside of any of the 4 marketing areas
and should not be adopted. It would be
difficult to justify the exclusion of a
county from transportation credits
simply because of its location within a
particular state. For example, under the
Mid-Am proposal, many counties in
northwest Arkansas and norteast

Kentucky would be excluded from
transportation credits. These counties
mayor may not be part of the reglÙar
supply for the 4 markets. By randomly
excluding all territory within a state,
certain counties outside of the 4
marketing areas may be unfairly
excluded. The exclusion of territory
from transportation credits should be
based upon whether that territory is a
regular source of supply for the markets
involved in this proceeding. It must be
noted, however, that simply because a
county is within one of the 4 marketing
areas does not necessarily make it a
regular source of supply for these 4
markets. By the same token, simply
because a county is just outside these
marketing areas does not mean it is not
a .regular source of supply either.
However, it is reasonable and
appropriate to use such marketing area
boundaries to define the exclusionary
area since it is apparent that most of the
producers located within these areas
supply plants regulated under these
orders. Furthermore, other perfonnance
measures are used to distinguish
between producers who are or who are
not regular suppliers of these markets.
Thus, the exclusionary area need not be
overly restrictive as proposed by Mid-
Am.

The interim amendments excluded
the area within the 4 marketing areas
from transportation credits. However,
the use of the marketing area definition
failed to exclude several unregulated
counties within the State of Kentucky

where producers are located and who
could qualify for transportation credits.
These counties are completely encircled
by the Order 7 and Order 46 marketing
areas and are an integral part of the milk
supply for those 2 markets. There can be
no doubt that these counties- Allen
Barren, Metcalfe, Monroe. Simpson, ~nd
Warren-clearly should be part of the
area excluded from transportation
credits because the surrounding markets
are clearly the regular outlets for this
milk. Accordingly, the order language
should be modified to include these 6
counties in § IOOX.82(c)(2)(iii).

The proposal of Mid-Am to exclude
the territory within 85 miles of the cities
mentioned above should not be
adopted. This proposal would exclude
many producers who are located in
counties adjacent to the 4 marketing
areas. These producers may, for the
most part, be regular suppliers of other
markets. For example, there may be
dair farmers in East Texas who are

within 85 miles of Lake Charles or

Shreveport, Louisiana, from whose
farms milk is delivered on a
supplemental basis to other plants
within the Southeast market that may be
hundreds of miles away. It would make
no sense to exclude these farms from
transportation credits and thereby force
cooperative associations and plant
operators to bring in supplemental milk
from even farther distances when this
closer milk is available.

Not all of the pool distributing plants
regulated under these orders are located
within the i a-state area specifed above.
For example, a pool distributing plant
regulated under Order 5 is located in
Lynchburg, Virginia. The interim
amendments dealt with this problem by
specifying that a farm had to be more
than 85 miles from the plant to be
eligible for a transportation credit. This
provision was based upon a suggestion
made by MMI at the May 1996 hearing
restricting supplemental producers to
those who are more than 85 miles from
Louisvile orLexington, Kentucky, or

Evansvile, Indiana.
As explained above, the amendments

provided in this decision would
subtract 85 mHes from the
transportation credit computation for
producer milk. In view of this
adjustment, it is no longer necessary to
specify that a producer must be more
than 85 miles from the plant because a
transportation credit would not be given
for that distance anyway. In effect, the
origination point for producer milk has
to be at least 85 miles from the plant of
receipt before milk from that point
would receive a transportation credit.
Thus, the language now contained in
§ lOOX.82(c)(2)(ii) of the interim
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amendments referring to 85 miles has
not been carried forward to the
comparable revised paragraph,
§ lOOX.82(c)(2)(iii). of the attached fìnal
amendments.

Mid-Am also proposed certain
changes to the way transportation
credits are computed for producer milk.
As provided in the interim
amendments, all producer milk
classifed as Class I milk is eligible for
the credit. At present, the proportion of
such milk that receives a Class I
classifìcation is approximately equal to
the utilzation of the plant receiving the

milk. Receipts of transferred milk from
other order plants, on the other hand,
are allocated to Class I based upon the
lower of the receiving handler's Class I
utilzation or the marketwide Class I

utilization. This difference in classifying
supplemental milk. according to Mid-
Am, has provided an incentive for a
high Class I utilization handler to
receive supplemental producer milk
rather than supplemental milk
transferred from an other order plant in
order to receive credits on a greater
proportion of the supplemental milk.

To correct this bias, Mid-Am
proposed that supplemental milk from
producers should be assigned to Class I
in the same proportion as other order
supplemental milk to determine the
proportion of such milk that is eligible
for the transporttion credit. This
modification should be adopted.
Supplemental producer milk should be
assigned to Class I, for transportation
credit purposes. by adding a
paragraph-(c) (2) (i)~to Section 82
("Payments from the transportation
credit balancing fund "). This new
paragraph states that the quantity of
producer mHk that is eligible for the
transportation credit shall be
determined by multíplying the total
pounds of supplemental producer mHk
received at the plant by the lower of the
marketwide Class I utilization of all
handlers for the month or the Class I
utilzation of the pool plant operator

receiving the milk after all of the
handler's receipts have been allocated to
classes of utilization in Section 44 of the
respective order.

Another change that should be made
to the transportation credit for producer
milk has to do with the way the gross
credit is adjusted by the difference in
Class I price at the receiving plant and
the origination point for the load of
milk. At the present time, even though
a farm and an other order plant may be
identically located in another order's
marketig area, there may be a
difference in the transportation credit
that would apply to milk coming from
those identically-located points under

the provisions of Orders 5, 11, and 46.
The Class I price, adjusted for location,
under Orders 5, 11. and 46, applicable
to a plant in the marketing area of some
other order is not necessarily the same
as the Class I price, adjusted for
location, applicable to that plant
pursuant to the provisions of that other
order. For example, the Class I price to
any plant under the Eastern Ohio-

Western Pennsylvania order is $2.00
plus the basic formula price under the
provisions of the Eastern Ohio-Western
Pennsylvania order, but the Class I price
that would apply to a plant located in
the Eastern Ohio-Western Pennsylvania
marketing area under the provisions of
the Carolina order would be based upon
mileage from specified basing points in
North Carolina; it could be greater or
less than $2.00 plus the basic formula
price. Under the Southeast order, by
contrast, the Class I price applicable to
a plant that is located in the marketing
area of some other order is the Class I
price that would apply to that plant
under the provisions of the order
covering that marketing area. Therefore,
under the Southeast order the
transportation credit for a plant or farm
identically located in another Federal
order marketing area is the same, but for
Orders 5,11, and 46 it may not be.

In computing transportation credits
for plant milk, the gross credit (i.e., the
mileage times 0.35 cent) is adjusted by
subtracting the Class I price applicable
to the plant under the other order from
the Class I price applicable to the plant
receiving the mHk, For producer milk,
however, the gross credit is adjusted by
subtracting this order's Class I prlce at
the origination point from this order's
Class I price at the receiving plant. As
a result, there could be a difference in
the transportation credit applicable to
plant milk versus producer milk, even
though the plant and farm are adjacent
to each other.

This can and should be corrected for
plants and farms located in Federal
order marketing areas by changing the
way the credit is computed for producer
mHk. The adjustment to the gross credit
for producer milk should be computed
as if the origination point for the
producer milk were a plant location.
Specifically, if the origination point is
in another order's marketing area, the
other order Class I price applicable at
the origination point should be
subtracted from the receiving order's
Class I price at the receiving plant. This
change is provided in § 1 OOX.82 (d) (3) (v)
of the order language.

A complication arises in the case of
an origination point that is not located
within any Federal order marketing
area. While the other order Class I price

that would apply to an other order plant
that is located in unregulated territory is
known. the same cannot be said for a
farm location (i.e., an origination point
for a load of supplemental producer
milk). In view of this uncertainty, the
most reasonable treatment for such milk
is to price it under the provisions of the
order receiving the milk. For example,
if an Order 5 plant in Raleigh. North
Carolina, received supplemental
producer milk from a farm in an
unregulated county in central
Pennsylvania, the gross transportation
credit for that load of milk would be
adjusted by subtracting from the credit
the difference between the Order 5 Class
I price at the Pennsylvania origination
point and the Order 5 Class I price at
Raleigh.

Another issue, not addressed at the
hearing, must be discussed. It is
possible that milk may be transferred
from an other order plant that is located
in one Federal order marketing area but
is regulated under a different order. For
example, a plant may be located in the
Eastern Ohio-Western Pennsylvania
marketing area but may be regulated
under the Ohio Valley order. In such a
case, a question may arise concerning
which order's Class I price to use in
computing the transportatíon credit. In
this situation, the market administrator
should use the Class I price that applies
at that plant under the order in which
the plant is regulated. Thus. in the
example given, the Class I price at the
plant would be the applicable Class I
price under the Ohio Valley order. This
treatment wil ensure that the
transportation credit properly reflects
the diference in the Class I prices
applicable to the shipping handler and
the receiving handler.

In addition to considering the
geographic location of a dairy farm for
the purpose of determining whether
milk from that farm is supplemental to
a market's needs, attention should be
focused on whether milk from that farm
is regularly associated with the market
or is shipped to the market as needed.

Since the need for supplemental milk
generally drops off sharply after the
month of December or January in all of
these markets and does not reappear,
usually, unt11 the month ofJuly, it is
reasonable to conclude that the milk of
a producer who is located outside of the
exclusionary areas (the 4 subject
marketing areas or the 6 Kentucky
counties mentioned above) generally
would not be needed during the months
of January through June, but might be
needed starting in July. It is also logical
that the milk of a supplemental
producer would not be needed each day
but perhaps once or twice a week.
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Accordingly, if a dairy farmer was a
regular supplier of the market during
January through June--i.e., a
"producer" on the market for more than
2 of those months--the milk of such a
dairy farmer should not be considered
supplemental milk during the following
months of July through December.

It would be unduly restrictive to
disqualiy a dairy farmer for shipping a

limited amount of milk during one or
two months of the January through June
period. however, because even the
months of January and June can be short
months in the Southeast, and, in fact,
these 2 months can be included in the
transportation credit period. Therefore,
the provision should be flexible enough
to accommodate some shipments to the
market dur.ng the January through June

period. Specifically, a dairy farmer
should not lose status as a supplemental
producer if milk is shipped to a market
for not more than 2 months of the
January through June period. However,
shipments during this period should be
of a limited duration. Therefore, not
more than 50 percent of the dairy
farmer's production may be received as
producer milk. in aggregate, during the
2 months of the January through June
period in which the dairy farmer was a
producer on the market. In addition, if
Januar and/or June are months in
which transportation credits are
extended, those months should not be
included in the 2-month limit for a
supplemental producer. The
transportation credits would not be
extended to January or June if milk were
not needed during those months, and it
would be counterproductive to penalize
a producer for responding to that need.
Therefore, if January and June are part
of the transportation credit period, a
dairy farmer may be a producer during
those months and, in addition, may be
a producer during 2 of the months of
February through May provided that the
dairy farmer's producer milk during
those additional 2 months did not
exceed the 50 percent limit.

The interim amendments provided
that 32 days' production of a dairy
farmer could be delivered during
January through June before the dairy
farmer would lose status as a
supplemental producer. This has been
changed to "50 percent ofthe dairy
farmer's production" to simplify
reporting and administration of this
provision.

The provisions in the interim
amendments prescribing the
determination of an origination point for
a load of supplemental producer milk
are continued in this final decision. No
problems were noted with this
provision and no suggestions were made

for changing it at the reopened hearing
or in the post-hearing briefs. The 2
alternatives provided for determining a
supplemental producer milk origination
point are contained in
§ lOOX.82(d)(3)(i).

As noted earlier, there was a great
deal of concern expressed at both
sessions of the hearing about "stair-
stepping" milk from one market to

another. Suggestions were made at both
sessions of the hearing to adopt a net
shipment provision to offset transfers
from a pool plant to other order plants
against supplemental milk brought into
the pool plant within a specified period
of time.

This issue can be quite complex,
particularly in large markets, such as the
Southeast market. It may very well make
economic sense to ship surplus milk
from one part of a market (for example.
southern Louisiana in the Order 7
marketing area) to another market that is
short of milk (for example. the Florida
markets) at the same time that bulk milk
is imported for a handler in another part
of the Order 7 marketing area (for
example, a handler in Nashville). Also,
it is entiely possible that milk may be
needed at the beginning of a month,
while by the end of the month mil
must be exported out of the market for
surplus disposal. Finally, since fluid
milk processors have different bottling
needs, extra milk may be needed on
certain days but not on other days
within the same week.

In response to concerns expressed at
both sessions of the hearing, the 4
orders should contain a net shipment
provision to prevent the type of abuses
feared by proponents of such a
provision. However, in view of the
varying circumstances surrounding the
fluid needs of these markets, the
provision should be flexible enough to
accommodate these varying needs. To
be effective, the net shipment provision
should apply to al supplemental milk
received, either by transfer or directly
from producers' farm as producer milk.

In applying the net shipment
provision, bulk transfers to nonpool
plants that were made on the same day
that supplemental milk was received at
a pool plant should be subtracted from
the total receipts of supplemental milk
for which the pool plant operator or
cooperative association is requesting a
credit. In reducing the supplemental
milk eligible for the credit pursuant to
this net shipment provision. the market
administrator should first subtract the
loads of milk that were most distant
from the plant and then continue in
sequence with less distant loads. This
procedure, which is described in
§ ioOX.82(d)(1) of the orders. wil

minimize the depletion of funds from
the transportation credit balancing fund
resulting from unwarranted receipts of
supplemental milk.

The net shipment provision wil
require accurate accounting and
reporting on the part of handlers.
Specifically, each pool plant operator
applying for transportation credits wil
be required to maintain accurate
accountìng records of daily transfers of
bulk milk from the plant to nonpool
plants. This is provided in
§ J OOX.30(a) (7) of the order language for

Orders 5.7, and 46, and § lOOX.30(a)(8)

for Order II.
Although specific proposals were

made to net outgoing shipments from
incoming shipments within a 24-hour
period. this suggestion could prove to be
tedious for handlers, as well as for the
market administrator. Therefore, the
attached amendments provide for
netting based on receipts and shipments
occurring the same calendar day.

The diversion of producer milk to a
nonpool plant was not addressed at
great length at either session of the
hearing. although AMPI did state in its
brief that diversions to non pool plants

should also be included in a net
shipment provision.

It is certainly a fact that milk is
diverted from pool plants in these 4
markets to nonpool plants for Ciass II
and Class II use. Each pool plant

operator has a regular supply of
producer milk for its Class I needs and
that milk should be utilized to the full
extent before importing supplemental
milk. While diversions could have been
incorporated into the net shipment
provision, as suggested by AMPI, there
would be numerous obstacles to '
overcome in doing so. Therefore, we
concluded, on balance, that any possible
benefi of including diverted milk
would be outweighed by the problems
caused by such a complicated provision.

To ilustrate one type of problem, for

example, not all supplemental milk may
be needed at a pool plant every day:
some days it may be diverted to a
nonpool plant close to the farm where
produced and hundreds of miles away
from the pool plant where it is received
on a supplemental basis some of the
time. If diversions were included in the
net shipment provision, the milk that is
not needed-i.e.. it is diverted to a
nonpool plant-would have to be
subtracted from the supplemental milk
that was needed that day, which couId
result in the handler getting no

transportation credit for supplemental
milk received on that day. While a
provision undoubtedly could be written
to distinguish "regular" or "close-in"

producer milk that is diverted from
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"supplemental" or "distant" producer
milk in an attempt to overcome these
problems, it would likely be a very
cumbersome provision. If, at some
point, it becomes obvious that handlers
are diverting local milk for
manufacturing use while importing
supplemental milk for Class I use within
the same 24-hour period, appropriate
action should be taken to stop this abuse
of the transportation credit provisions.
In the meantime, however, handlers
should be given as much freedom as
possible to move milk according to their
needs.

At the reopened hearing, Mid-Am
proposed an amendment to that section
of the orders dealing with overdue
accounts. Specifically, it proposed
adding overdue payments to the
transportation credit balancing fund in
the list of late payments to which a late
payment charge would apply.

This proposal should be adopted.
Although handler compliance with the

transportation credit balancing fund
assessment has been excellent thus far,
it is possible that late payments may
occur in the future. Were this to happen,
one handler could gain an advantage
over competing handlers by using
money that should have been paid to
the market administrator. To dicourage
this from happening, and to rectify the
situation when it does happen, a late
payment charge should apply to
delinquent payments to the
transportation credit balancing fund.

A conforming change should be made
in Order 46 with respect to the payment
of assessments for the transportation
credit balancing fund and the payment
of transportation credits to handlers. In
the interim amendments, assessments
for the transportation credit balancing
fund were uniformly due on the 13th

day of the month for all 4 orders and,
similarly, payment of transportation
credits to handlers was uniformly set at
the 12th day of the month for all 4
orders. However, Order 46 differs from
the other 3 orders with respect to
payments to and from the producer-
settlement fund. Under Order 46,
payments to the producer-settlement
fund are due on the 15th day of the
month and payments from the producer-
settlement fund are due on the 16th day
of the month, For the other 3 orders,
however, payments into the producer-
settlement fund must be made by the
12th day of the month and payments out
of the producer-settlement fund must be
made by the 13th day of the month. To
faciltate the payments of transportation
credit assessments and payouts under
Order 46, the dates in §§ 1046.81 (a) and
1046.82 (a) should be changed from the
12th and 13th. respectively, to the 15th

and 16th, respectively, to coincide with
payments in and out of the producer-
settlement fund for that order.

A conforming change also should be
made in § ioax.S1 with respect to how
the assessment for the transportation
credit balancing fund is to be
determined. In the interim amendments,
the standard used for determining how
much the handler assessment would be
each month was based upon the credits
disbursed during the preceding July
through December period or during the
immediately preceding 6-month period.
This paragraph was worded that way
because transportation credits
theoretically could have been in effect
every month of the year. However, as
modified in this final decision,
transportation credits can only be
effective during the months of June
through January and the months of June
and January are subject to a finding by
the market administrator that
supplemental milk is needed for fluid
use.

In view of the change in months for
which transportation credits may be
effective, it is also appropriate to change
the benchmarl( for determining the level
of such assessments. Specifcaly,
§ 100x'81(a) should be modtfed to read
"the total transportation credits
disbursed during the prior June-January
period." However, in the event that the
funds disbursed are prorated based on
the available funds, the assessment
should be based upon the total amount
of credits that would have been
disbursed as determined by the market
administrator. Although the yardstick
for the balance in the fund can now be
raised to 8 months instead of 6, this
change is necessary to maintain a
balance in the transportation credit
balancing fund that is sufficient to cover
the transportation credits to be
disbursed in the following short
production period. In other words. if the
months of January and/or June were
included in the prior transportation
credt period, the amount of credits
given during these months should also
be included in the calculation of the
assessment rates for the 4 orders.

Section 1 OOX. 77, adjustment of

accounts, of the Carolina, Tennessee
Valley, and Louisvile-Lexington-
Evanville orders should also be
amended to conform with the changes
adopted above. Presently, the orders
lack any instruction pertaining to the
adjustment of accounts In the event that
an error has been made either involving
payments into the transportation credit
balancing fund by handlers or payments
to handlers by the market administrator
from such fund. Therefore, it is
necessary to include such language in

section 1 OOX. 77 of these 3 orders to

avoid any ambiguity concerning these
matters. In particular, transportation
credit balancing fund adjustments
should be handled in the same manner
as adjustments to the producer-
settlement fund, except that additional
transportation credits due handlers
should be made as soon as
transportation credit funds become
available and not necessarily within 15

days of the time that this adjustment is
discovered. A similar conforming
change is not necessary for the
Southeast order because the language
contained in § 1007.77 of that order is
general enough to accommodate
adjustments related to the transportation
credit balancing fund.

Rulings on Proposed Findings and
Conclusions

Briefs and proposed findings and
conclusions were fied on behalf of
certain interested parties. These briefs,
proposed findings and conclusions and
the evidence in the record were
considered in making the findings and
conclusions set forth above. To the
extent that the suggested findings and
conclusions fied by interested parties
are inconsistent with the findings and
conclusions set forth herein, the
requests to make such findings or reach
such conclusions are denied for the
reasons previously stated in this
decision.

General Findings

The findings and determinations
hereinafter set forth supplement those
that were made when the aforesaid
orders were first issued and when they
were amended. The previous findings
and determinations are hereby ratiied

and confirmed. except where they may
conflict with those set forth herein.

(a) The tentative marketing
agreements and the orders, as hereby
proposed to be amended, and all of the
terms and conditions thereof, wil tend
to effectuate the declared policy of the
Act.

(b) The parity prices of milk as
determined pursuant to section 2 of the
Act are not reasonable in view of the
price of feeds, available supplies of
feeds, and other economic conditions
which affect market supply and demand
for mHk in the marketing areas, and the
minimum prices specifed in the
tentative marketing agreements and the
orders, as hereby proposed to be
amended, are such prices as wil reflect
the aforesaid factors, ensure a sufficient
quantity of pure and wholesome milk,
and be in the public interest;

(c) The tentative marketing
agreements and the orders, as hereby
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proposed to be amended, wil regulate
the handling of milk in the same
manner as. and wil be applicable only
to persons in the respective classes of
industrial and commercial activity
specifed in, marketing agreements upon
which a hearing has been held; and

(d) All milk and milk products
handled by handlers, as defined in the
tentative marketing agreements and the
orders as hereby proposed to be
amended. are in the current of interstate
commerce or directly burden, obstruct,
or affect interstate commerce in milk or
its products.

Marketing Agreement and Order
Annexed hereto and made a part

hereof is an Order amending the orders
regulating the handling of milk in the
Carolina. Southeast, Tennessee Valley,
and Louisvi1e- Lexington- Evansvile
marketing areas, which has been
decided upon as the detailed and
approprIate means of effectuating the
foregoing conclusions. A marketing
agreement that reflects the attached
order verbatim is available üpûn request
from the market administrator.

It is hereby ordered that this entire
decision and the order amending the
orders be published in the Federal
Register.

Determination of Producer Approval
and Representative Period

February 1997 is hereby determined
to be the representative period for the
purpose of ascertaining whether the
issuance of the orders, as amended and
as hewlJy proposed to be amended,
regulating the handling of milk in the
aforesaId marketing areas Is approved or
favored by producers. as defined under
the terms of the individual orders (as

amended and as hereby proposed to be
amended). who during such
representative period were engaged in
the production of milk for sale within
the aforesaid marketing areas.

It is hereby directed that a referendum
be conducted to ascertain producer
approval in the Louisvile-Lexington-
Evansvile marketing area. The
referendum must be conducted and
completed on or before the 30th day
from the date that this decision is issued
in accordance with the procedure for
the conduct of referenda (7 CFR
900.300-3J 1), to determine whether the
issuance of the attached order as
amended, and as hereby proposed to be
amended, regulating the handling of
milk in the Loulsvile-Lexington-
Evansvile marketing area is approved
or favored by producers. as defined
under the terms of the order, as
amended and as hereby proposed to be
amended. who during such

representative period were engaged in
the production of milk for sale within
the marketing area.

The agent of the Secretary to conduct
such referendum is hereby designated to
be Arnold M. Stallngs.

List of Subjects in 7 CFR Parts 1005,
1007. LOU, and 1046

Milk marketing orders.
Dated: May 12, 1997.

Michael V. Dunn,
Assistant Secretary. Marketing and
Regulatory Programs.

Order Amending the Orders Regulating
the Handling of Milk in the Carolina.
Southeast, Tennessee Valley. and
Louisvie-Lexington-Evansvile
Marketing Areas

This order shall not become effective
unless and until the requirements of
§ 900.14 of the rules of practice and
procedure governing proceedings to
formulate marketing agreements and
marketing orders have been met.

Findings and Determinations
The findings and determinations

hereinafter set forth supplement those
that were made when the orders were
first issued and when they were
amended. The previous findings and
determinations are hereby ratified and
confirmed, except where they may
conflct with those set forth herein.

(a) Findings. A public hearing was
held upon certain proposed
amendments to the tentative marketing
agreements and to the orders regulating
the handling of milk in the aforesaid
marketing areas. The hearing was held
pursuant to the provisions of the
Agricultural Markettng Agreement Act
of 1937, as amended (7 U.S.C. 601--674),
and the applicable rules of practice and
procedure (7 CFR Part 900).

Upon the basis of the evidence
introduced at such hearing and the
record thereof, it is found that:

(1) The said orders as hereby
amended. and all of the terms and
conditions thereof, wil tend to
effectuate the declared policy ofthe Act;

(2) The parity prices of milk, as
determined pursuant to section 2 of the
Act, are not reasonable in view of the
price of feeds, available supplies of
feeds. and other economic conditions
which affect market supply and demand
for milk in the aforesaid marketing
areas. The minimum prices specified in
the orders as hereby amended are such
prices as wm reflect the aforesaid
factors, ensure a suffcient quantity of
pure and wholesome milk, and be in the
public interest;

(3) The said orders. as hereby
amended, regulate the handling of milk

in the same manner as, and are
applicable only to persons in the
respective classes of industrial or

commercial activity specified in,
marketing agreements upon which a
hearing has been held; and

(4) An milk and mìlk products
handled by handlers, as defined in the
order as hereby amended, are in the
current of interstate commerce or
directly burden. obstruct, or affect
interstate commerce in milk or its
products.

Order Relative to Handling
It is therefore Ordered, that on and

afer the effective date hereof, the

handling of milk in each of the specified
orders' marketing areas shall be in
conformity to and in compliance with
the terms and conditions of each of the
orders, as amended, and as hereby
amended.

Accordingly, the interim rule

amending 7 CFR Parts 1005, 1007, 1011,
and 1046, which was published at 61 FR

41488 on August 9,1996, is adopted as
a proposed rule with the following
changes:

1. The authority citation for 7 CFR
parts 1005,1007, 1011, and 10'16

continues to read as follows:
Authority: 7 V.S.C. 601-674.

PART 1005-MILK IN THE CAROLINA
MARKETING AREA

§1005.30 (Amended)

2. In § 1005.30, paragraphs (a)(7) and
(a) (8) are redesignatßd, respectively, as
paragraphs (a) (8) and (a) (9), new
paragraph (a)('1) is added, and
paragraphs (a)(5). (a)(6), and (c)(3) are
revised to read as follows:

§ 1005.30 Reports of receipts and
utilzation.
* * * **

(a) * * *
(5) Receipts of bulk milk from a plant

regulated under another Federal order,
except Federal Orders 1007. 1011, and

1046, for which a transportatIon credit
is requested pursuant to § 1005.82,

including the date that such milk was
received;

(6) Receipts of producer milk
described in § 1005.82(c)(2), including
the identity of the individual producers
whose milk is eligible for the
transportation credit pursuant to that
paragraph and the date that such milk
was received;

(7) For handlers submitting
transportation credit requests, transfers
of bulk milk to nonpool plants,
including the dates that such milk was
transferred;
* * * * *
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2005 Milk Production and Population in 12 Southeastern States:
Projected 1996 and Actual

TABLE 1,-MILK PRODUCTION AND.
POPULATION IN 12 SOUTHEASTERN
STATES 1988-2010

Source:
As published
61 Fed. Reg. 37632
(July 18, 1996)
(Tentati ve Partial
Emergency Basis)

Alabama
Arkaas
Florida
Georgia
Kentucky
Louisiana
Mississippi
Nort Carolina

South Carolina
Tennessee
Virginia
West Virgiia

12 State Total
1996 Projection
Difference

Decision,

Year Population i Production (rbs.)

1988 ...m 57.961,000 15,432,000,000
1989 ...... 58,732,000 15,356,000,000
1990 ...... 59,266,000 15,505,000,000
1991 ...'" 60,265,000 15,362,000,000
1992 ...... 61,090,000 15,499,000,000
1993 ...... 61,926,000 15,310,000,000
1994 '.m' 62,767,000 14,994,000,000
1995 ...... 63,573,000 14,554,000,000
2000 """ 66,876,000 13,114,000,000
2005 ....., 70,471,000 11,603,000,000
2010 ...... 74,066,000 10,092,000,000

Source: Population-U.S, Bureau of the
Census,

Milk Production-Mik Production,
NASS. USDA, Washington, -DC.

2005 Actual
Milk Prod Population

(millon lbs)
224
297

2,271
1,398
1,371

433
381

1,005
290

1,102
1,784

194
10,750
11,603
-7.35%

4,557,808
2,779,154

17,789,864
9,072,576
4,173,405
4,523,628
2,921,088
8,683,242
4,255,083
5,962,959
7,567,465
1,816,856

74,103,128
70,471,000

5.15%

Sources: (Offcial Notice requested)
Population: U.S. Bureau of Census, web site.
Milk Production: USDA, NASS, Milk Production (2/17/06)(2005 Anual data).


